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Archiues of British Men of Science
J

An original microform publication
Editedby Dr. Roy MacLeod

A study group at Sussex University has traced and collated the papers of some
3, joo men and women who contributed to various scientific fields between
r85o and 1939. This work, the publication of which was impracticable except
in microform, will be offundamental importance to research workers.
Approx.fiftymicrofiches,withaccompanyinglndexandGuide. slrv:TzorozSrz dzoU.S-g5o

Cwrrent Accounting Literature 1 gZ 1
A catalogwe of books and pamphlets in the Member's Reference Library of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales at j t August 1 gZ 1

This bibliography puts into circulation a more comprehensive and up-to-date
record ofpublications on accountancy and related subjects than has
previously been available. There are 6,188 author entries, nearly 8,ooo
subject entries and a subject index. Details ofsome zoo periodicals, case law
holdings and sources offinancial information complete the volume.
600 pages 28o x 22o mm. sBN: Tzot ozgz I
Paperback edition d5.oo U.S. gr3.oo Hardback edition d7.5o U.S. Erg.oo

/S/S Cumwlatiu e Bibliography
Volume t Personalities A-J Volume z Personalities K-Z and Institwtions
Editedby Magda Whitrow

These two volumes are the first substantial instalment ofa project which will
provide a fuller and better organized bibliography of the history ofscience
than has hitherto appeared. The 1S1S Critical Bibliographies r-9o, :194-65,
have here been gathered and reorganized to form not only an index to /SIS
itself, but also an invaluable reGrence source to the literature of the history of
science which has appeared in this periodical over the past halfcentury.
The'Personalities' section alone contains nearly 4o,ooo entries relating to
ro,ooo individuals.

Approx. 73o pages each volume z8o x zzo mm. sBN: Tzor or83 z dzB U.S. 967.zo the set

Mansell
3 Bloomsbury Place, London w cr A zql^ England



LRTS Moves

LRTS will move to American Library
Association Headquarters, 50 E. Huron St.,
Chicago, lL 60611 on a temporary basis
effective August 7,L972. All correspondence
should be sent to this address until f urther
notice.
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Developments in Copying, Micrographics,
and Graphic Communications, 1971

FneNcrs F. Spnrrtznn
tlniversity ol Southern California Library

Los Angele s, C alif ornia

fN REVIEWING DEVELOPMENTS in library reprography, it be-
I comes more difficult each year to see the forest for the trees. There is
an endless stream of announcements, news items, press releases, and
rumors about new, or supposedly new, processes, materials, equipment,
and projects. Micrographics generates most of the action. Only one of
the four significant developments of the year, copyright, is not focused
on micro-imaging; the other three-the arrival of ultramicrofiche in li-
braries, and the microform plans of the Government Printing Office
and of the Department of Defense-are all "micro."

Still, we should not let the sweet music and the technological fas-
cination of microforms make us forget that, at least for the present,
full-size photocopying in the library is quantitatively and functionally
much more important than micrographics. Copying machines, not
microforms, have changed the study habits of patrons and are instru-
mental in the fortuitous conversion of the circulating library into a
duplicating library.

The very success of the coin-operated electrostatic copiers is be-
ginning to cause problems. The honeymoon years-when patrons were
discovering the beauty of copying and were grateful for these ma-
chines, imperfect as they might have been-are over. Copiers are now
being taken for granted; many library users feel they have a right to
uninterrupted service. Little patience is shown with the frailties of the
equipment, of which there are unquestionably many. The coin-copier
is losing its pride-and-joy status, and is in danger of becoming a mani-
festation of the general inefficiency that a part of our public ascribes to
the library.

The machines are no worse today than they were yesterday. Nor
do they appear to be better. Following the leader as usual, most
manufacturers have increased the speed of multiple copying (inconse-
quential in the library) and have decreased first-copy delivery time
(desirable). Unfortunately, in the coin-operated machines widely
used in libraries we are unaware of improved reliability, and this is the
critical need!

Among the new models, two seem to have features of interest to
Iibrarians. With the relatively compact and fast Xerox 4000, it should
be easier to make double-sided copies, handy for replacement pages.
Demco's copy bond paper, with a self-adhesive strip along one eleven-
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inch edge, might be convenient for this purpose. The Pitney-Bowes
Model 262 Strobostatic has an unusual feature: strobe lighting. The
short-exposure eliminates .'page creep," a frequent cause of poor copy.

After a decade of electrostatic copying, there are still no machines
available, or even on the horizon, to satisfy needs peculiar to libraries.
These may'be slow in developing unless the agencies and organizations
with expressed interest in the design and specification of machines
used in libraries come to the rescue and make this a priority. Books
copied on current equipment are subject to wear and tear. Bindings
must be strong and flexible to stand up in use. Matt Roberts calls at-
tention to the implications of various use modes for library bindings in
an article published in Special Libraries.T

The increase in library copying is viewed with concern by authors
and publishers. Some fear that the interests of copyright owners might
be damaged. Revised copyright laws now under consideration both
in the United States and Canada might clarify the doctrine of "fair
use," which is the legal basis for limited copying of materials without
permission of copyright owners. A review of the historical background
of librarians and copyright legislation by Chin Kim appeared in the
June issue of American Libraries.z

B. Stuart-Stubbs gathered up-to-date facts in his study of the extent
and nature of photocopying in Canadian university libraries. He found
that only about half of the exposures made involved published material,
nearly evenly divided between pre-I965 and post-1965 publications; that
the average number of pages copied were few (eight from books, nine
from periodicals); and that only 5 percent of all Canadian publications
copied were reproduced more than once. He concluded that damage to
the interests of copyright owners had not been demonstrated: the
number of items copied were too.large and the number of copies too
small to show material damage to any single author or publisher.s

Delayed in part by the ntitional controversy over cable television, a
copyright revision bill could pass the Senate in 1972 but not the House.
If reintroduced in the next Congress, the bill might get through both
houses by Iate 1973 at the very earliest.

The delay might lead to judicial rather than legislative resolution
of questions raised by Williams b Wilkins v. National Institutes of
Health and The Nati,onal Library of Medicine. ARL and ALA filed
amicus curiae briefs in support of the defendant, the U.S. Government;
William D. North reoorted on this suit in the December issue of Amer'
ican Libraries.a

A copyright policy implementation proposed by the National In-
stitutes of Health would assure the right of "individuals to make, or
have made by any means available to them, a single copy of any ar-
ticle (in a copyrighted publication reporting results of research sup-
ported in whole or in part by NIH grants) for their own use." Worried
about the proposal, the Information Industry Association asked for
hear!ngs.s
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As Publishers' Weehly put it, "rO1ne of the principal reasons that
the lcopyright, problem seems to be getting worse is rhat th€ tech-
nology is getting better-faster, more sophisticated and cheaper-while
the discussion remains bogged down ar about the level of the first

quests for permission to copy individual articles would be promptly
considered.T' 8

It is understandable that copying copyrighted material is contro-
versia]. Reprinring government publications, although undoubtedly
legal, may also raise a storm. A. N. Spence, Public Printer prior to his
untimely death in eaily 1972, found this when he announced GpO
plans for micropublishing. Established microreprinters were alarmed
and expressed their surprise and concern through the Information In-
dustry Association.s The National Microfilm Association reacted to a
technical aspect of the proposal. According to Spence's statement at
GPO's first micropublishing conference on February 25, there was
strong objection to the alleged advocacy of microfiche at a 48x reduc-

micropublication in roll form was also recommended. pending approval
by the Joint Congressional Committee on printing, it was thought that
proposals for the microprinting to be done by private contractors.
might be requested in early 1972. The GpO project was termed "the
most significant single development in micropublishing to date."1r

If the 24x format won a round here, advocates of 48x also had rea-
son. to be pleased. In May the National Microfilm Association presented
a gift to President Nixon: his own book, Six Crises, orr 4,' x 6,, micro-
fiche enclosed in a clear lucite block, reproduced in 14 rows of 35
frames, at a reduction ratio which could. have been about 48x. The
work was done by Eastman Kodak.l2 In December the Department of
Defense received the report of its Microform Study Group on the
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Nliniaturization of Federal Catalog Systems Project. The recommended
ieduction ratio was 48x. Plans entail a gradual changeover from the
currently used l6mm magazines and cartridges, and, after April 1973,
48x fiche will be used exclusively. This is another major development
which may have great influence beyond the original DOD applica-
tion.13

Micropublishing

l97l was the year of the ultramicrofiche. On June 22 the first sets of
the "Library of American Civilization" (LAC), published by Library
Resources, Inc. (LRI) , an Encyclopaedia Britannica subsidiary, left Los
Angeles International Airport on their way to 165 subscribers.ra

It was not the first publication of library materials at high reduc-
tion (NCR-PCMI was the pioneer). Nor is it significant merely because
it demonstrated for the first time an alternate high reduction tech-
nology fully developed for mass production. It has, however, become
a milestone because of its total systems design. Robert C. Sullivan sug-
gested that "librarians should demand this type of complete systems
approach of all future micropublishing projects."l5 The concept of
the publication was described in last year's review.l6 Few studies of
the contents of the collection and the accompanying bibliographic ap-
pa,ratus have been published yet. Though it is still early for user re-
sponse, it is possible to note now that the technical quality of the micro-
production is excellent. The filmed reproduction of text has good
resolution and high contrast; the rendering of illustrations (half-tones)
is not only surprisingly good at the high reduction ratios employed
(55x to 90x), but superior to most seen at any reduction ratio. Images

Enterprises, Inc. (UMF Systems, Inc., under their new name), the.micro-
producer, Library Resourqes, Inc., the publisher, Carl E. Nelson,' and-
last but far from least*William R. Hawken, consultant, can be justi-
fiably proud of this accomplishment.

This publication has answered the question about ultrafiche image
quality. Other considerations must wait for an answer. How many li-
braries are willing to absorb a new, "closed" system? How many are pre-
pared to buy large, prepackaged collections? How much and what kind
of use will be made of the material? What problems may arise? What will
tre the overall benefits to library service? Time will tell.

The two ultrafiche publishers so far, NCR and LRI, realize that
marketing in smaller segments may be mandatory to increase sales.
Robert Taylor agrees with many librarians opposing the take-it-or-leave-
it package approach in an article appearing in a new journal and sug-
gests "modules" in the $500 to $1,200 price range instead.rz As it hap-
pened, by the time this was printed NCR announced $700 packets.rs It
is trelieved that LRI yill publish its next large collection in parts, each
priced at about $5,000. (The current price of LAC is $21,500.)

The micropublishing scene could not be livelier. The world of
books waiting for the camera is large. It will be quite a while before
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micropublishers exhaust the marerial available. The range of ofierings
is remarkable. There is something for every taste- and inclination-
from the Bible on ultrafiche to Playboy on 35mm film in color. Money
is no object: One can pay 65g for an ERIC report or $48,000 for cor'
poration files, both on microfiche. Short of money? The Readex Micro-
print Corporation offers to "ship and wait for paymenr"; "no interest,
no strings." Some other publishers also give credit to move stock, old
and new,

The list of new micropublications and announc€d projects is. so
large that any sampling would seem arbiraf,y and of limited value at
best; a look at possible trends might be more useful. Flowever, we
first must mention two full-size ("hard copy," soft-cover) publications
which will greatly benefit both librarie$ and micropublishing, Allen B.
Veaner's Eualuation of Micropu,blications, subtitled A llandbooh far
Librarians, is indispensable and should not be let out of hand until lts
content has been mastered.le This LTP publication was originally
intended for reviewers in the plannecl miiropublication review pro"
gram of CHOICE. That much-needed program has been slow in de-
veloping. At the end of the year, a new commercial serial, the Micro-
form Reuiew, started a review program of its own.

As Veaner, the editor, commented in the first issue, Microform Re-
uiew "has been established to encourage the production and distribu-
tion of micropublications which afiord the legibility, quality, dura-
bility, and economy essential to libraries and their clientele," There
will be general agreement on his statement that "the time is especially
ripe to carefully evaluate these seemingly invisible products, the acquisi-
tion and servicing of which will have very long-term effects upon our
collections, our biblio-qraphic tools, and our public-service capabili-
ties."zo The inaugural issue of rhe quarterly contains articles about
micropublishing and about microtexts in libraries written by librarians
and publishers. These are followed by reviews of micropublications.
Book reviews and a list of recent articles on micropublishing are also
included. Hubbard Ballou is the technical editor, and Alan M. Meckler,
the publisher. This journal will tle valuable to all librarians inter-
ested in microforms. The same is true for Robert C. Sullivan's pa.
per, "Microform Developm€nrs Related to Acquisitions," a concise,
up-to-date overview of library micrographics.ls At the end, he gives
goocl advice on how to order microforms, a rather complex task. To
sum it up in one worcl: carefully. Meficulous care must extend also to
the inspection of the publications upon receipt, especially as long as
the view presented in lJusiness Graphics prevails in some part of the
industry: ",T;rue perfection is neither necessary nor economically de"
sirable."2t Is this "true" in library use? A 99 percent readable image is
100 percent unacceptable if the missing I percent contains the required
in{ormation, e.g., equations, figures in tables, footnotes. The single
page skipped in filming may be the only one needed.

Prospective micropublishers will find an illuminating analysis of
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the costs involved in microfiche and ultramicrofrche production in an
article by Klaus W. Otten in the November iszue of th'e Journal of
Micrographics. Otten concludes that very high reduction is more eco-
nomical than medium reduction if the edition is large.zz

Publishers who wish to consider following the lead of two university
presses by initiating their own micropublishing program need such
information. Since the beginning of 1971, the University of Toronto
Press and the University of Washington Press have been issuing all
their books simultaneously as printed books and microfiche. Fiche
editions are available at the same price and terms as the original hard-
cover edition. The thinking behind simultaneous publication is set
forth in articles by Ian Montagnes, University of Toronto Press.23'24 Mar-
jorie Scal, speaking on "Technological Considerations for the Micro-
publisher" in Tucson, Arizona at the annual meeting of the Arrrerican
Association of University Presses, states that publishers must "ask them-
selves not in which mode but in which modes ,they1 shall publish."
Two examples of this kind of diversifi,cation are: The University of
Toronto Press which generally uses the ?4x 9S-frame NMA industry
standard, but publishes scholarly works in the former COSATI (60
frame) format and the Trial Lawyers Service Company which, in addi-
tion to microfiche, and 

'presumably 
full-size print, is planning an

(audio) cassette program; the latter firm is reportedly to be renamed
the All Media Publishing Company.26

Simultaneous publication might be combined with "mixed media"
publication. Here the principal text would be printed in full size, with
extensive or expensive-to-set appendices added in microfiche.2o Undoubt-
edly this can reduce the price of the book. However, before savings for
the library are counted, the chances and consequences of losing fiche
from book pockets should be considered.

Fresh ideas often come from new, small companies. For example,
there is the MicroText Library Services' "book," a unique combina-
tion of title page and index in full size, bound in buckram, with pock-
ets on the inside back cover to hold microfiche containing reproduc-
tion of the entire contents of the original book. The volume mea-
sures 9" x 7/4'. The current price is a uniform $6.00 per volume. Their
catalog lists out-of-print titles Lrom Boohs in College Libraries. 'Ihe

full-size index is a great convenience. This format permits shelving
by subject rather than form, as well as limited browsing.

A "dual format" is represented by Non-Decennial Census Reports,
1902-1915, issued by Greenwood Publishing Corporation. This s€t cor,
sists of Henry Dubester's Catalog of United States Census Publications,
1790-1945, printed in full size, with the report-over 150,000 pages of
data-on microfiche. Carrolton Press, Princeton Microfilm Corpora-
tion, and the United States Historical Documents Institute, Inc., are
among publishers exploring similar combinations.

Indexed newspapers on microfilm were the "original" dual format
publications. The availability of an index is the basis for the wide-
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spread use of the New Yorh Times on microfilm. The cxeation of a
good index for important newspapers will undoubtedly enhance their
use. Micro Photo's "4 in I" Index, including tlre Chicago Tribune, Los
Angeles Times, New Orleans Times-Picayune, and ttre Washington
Posf is destined to become popular, as it provides a much-needed ser-
vice.2?

We can be thankful that dual-form.at publishing has made micro-
texts much more palatable. If it is true "that North America has at
last firmly grasped microfiche to its bosom," we must also admit that
the embrace has not been very afiectionate.zs People still don't like fiche,
and take it only if there is no choice; rhis is rue even in the excep-
tionally congenial atmosphere of the Barker Library at M.I.T., wheie
no effort has been spared to give the best service, easy access, and im-
proved equipment.zs

Assuming that micro-iconoclasts are correct in holding that "what
people want is hard copy," microfilm maintains and might even in-
crease its importance as the basis of ondemand publishing.

At the Tucson meeting of AAUP, for example, Ralph Ellsworth re-
minded university presses of the joint ARl/University Microfilms dis-
sertation project as a mbans for publishing valuable works with a
small demand.so Alan Green's column in the Juty 3l issue of the Satur-
day Reaiew envisioned a magically rransformed Copyflo machine, sim-
ple, foolproof, and inexpensivg sranding amidst a few file cabiners con-
taining master films of all the titles the clientele might desire, which
would respond instantly to command and turn out full-size single
copies in paperback or cloth for $1.00 to 91.50 each.al It could operate
in bookstores, libraries, or anywhere else. Though this will not come
about tomorrow, it reminds us that if people really need full-size
copy a library microform system ought to be designed accordingly.

"One of the greatest assets of micropublishing, if not the grearest,
is the ability to produce one copy ar a time, and that the utilization of
either film printing or xerography to generate a research base for one
individual, and at a reasonable price, is practical."Bz The same applies
to the library's own microfilming work. However, the current trend
toward processes and standards appropriate for edition publishing or
for conrolled source marerial only might limit the use of the unique
potential of library microcopying.

Between 1969/70 and 1970/71 the reporred microform holdings of
ARL libraries shrank by about four million items.3s, 3a This loss has
probably occurred only'on paper and should not cause alarm. These
figures can be used best to calculare the storage needs of the reporting
libraries and possibly to get a glimpse of sorne trends. For example
Syracuse University Library, the largest microform holder among ARL
libraries, thanks to its huge microprinr collection, added 51,449 pieces
in this format (7 percent). The increase in the microcard file was
12,334 items (6 percent), and in microfiche 213,134 (78 percent). Micro-
opaques seem to be losing ground. There are still some librarians
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who prefer opaques, but noc very many. When Falls City Microforms
interviewed subscribers to eight microcard projects, all but two stated
that they would continue subscribing if a shift were made to 4"x6"
transparencies.s6

Erasmus Press, Falls City Microforms, the Lost Cause Press, and
General Microfilm Co. consistently provide catalog cards for each title.
This is laudable, as cards conforming to Library of Congress standards,
with current entries and subject headings, greatly. facilitate the inte'
gration of microforms into a litrrary's main catalog. The bibliographic
control of microform holdings was the subject of an ARL project under
an Office of Education contract. The investigators, Felix Reichmann
and Josephine Tharpe, have finished their study of the problem and
submitted a final report for review by an advisory group.36

In contrast to Microprint, miniprint (low-reduction micro print)
has never sold well, but the idea is too good to die. In this process
type is reduced to 7/+, Ye,, or t/6 oI the original size, printed by lithogra-
phy, 4 to 25 pages to a side on both sides of offset paper and tround into
volumes. The storage density can be surprisingly high, and the use
relatively convenient. A magnifying glass helps reading. For a quick
lookup, it will do well enough. There is another advantage: marking
and underlining are possible. The Micro-Graphix Division of National
Business Services, Inc., publishes industrial catalogs in this format, and
Readex Microprint has just begun marketing the Oxford English Dic-
tionary in a two-volume compact edition.

Very low cost €quipment ("virtual image" readers) could also be
used with microfilm at reduction ratios below l0x. This deserves re-
neryed attention because low reduction films of superb quality are
being made for two-step imaging and could do double duty. There is
no sign of interest, however, The l97l vision seems strictly 24/48 and
up.

Microform use is spreading to the smaller public libraries. One can
only be impressed by the new microfilm installations found in branches
of systems such as the Los Angeles County Public Library and the
Mountain Valley Information Center (in the Sacramento, California
area), to take just two examples. There are others across the nation.
Usually planned by librarians who deny being experts, the outstand-
ing feature of such microform services is the perfectly natural way they
fit into the normal pattern of the library. The collections in these small
libraries, though possibly slow in expanding, do enlarge the potential
micropublication market. Micropublishing represents only 2 percent
of book publishing; library purchases account for one-fourth of that
2 percent.sz

Most micropublishing is facsimile reprinting. The Fourth Rare
Book Libraries Conference on Facsimiles, held in Los Angeles on March
6, 1971, approved a list of editorial standards for all forms of reprints,
including micro. A final report, to include commentary on technical
standards, is planned for 1972.88 The ARL Committee on Availatrility
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of Resources proposed a prototype loan agreement for the reproduc-
tion of common printed materials. The recommended conditions in-
clude copyright indemnity, payment of costs incurred and a fee, main-
tenance of physical and bibliographic standards, and unrestricted further
use of the volume from which facsimiles are made.se

It is possible to side-step the problems rhat the physical characreris-
tics of new microforms, such as ultramicrofiche, may cause, simply by
using the buyer's option; but new problems encountered with current
micropublications are inescapable if there is no other way of getting
badly needed material. In l97l several format changes were made or
proposed for some types of continuing micropublication projects, usual-
ly involving higher reduction ratios. Although the new formats were
in accord with existing standards, their adoption may have an adverse
effect if they do not fit well into existing library systems. The conse-
quences of seemingly minor changes are nor always immediately ob-
vious. Everyone would benefit if' proposed changes were discussed be-
forehand with a panel, which could be brought together by a profes-
sional library organization or by a national microform agency such as
ARL is recommending.

Micropublications may have greater impact on library service in
the future through use of an already existing hybrid technology join-
ing computers and micro-imaging. George Ff. Harmon predicts dra-
matic changes in information handling.ao Klaus W. Otten thinks that.
microform will be the major information medium in research libraries
because it can carry material readable by both people and machines,
and is amenable to mechanical processing.al Allen B. Veaner calls at-
tention to the automatic by-products of cornputerized composition
and typesetting which may provide adequate bibliographic control.az

M icr or e pro duc tion E quipment

It sometimes seems that there are almost as many new microfiche
viewers as micropublishers. Eliminating the look-alikes, old machines
with catchy new names, and prototypes in search of financiers, we
find the remainder manageable.

What are the trends? The "Iap reader" (hand-held viewer) has ar-
rived. The DASA PMR/50 was shown to numerous groups of mem-
bers of the Modern Language Association of America. According to
Dolly D. Svobodny, the reader was liked, although some voiced criticism
of "uneven light, screen sensitivity to dust, and a flimsy fiche carrier."as
The PMR/50 is for sale at $89.50. For the same price, one can buy the
RTS I00, formerly DRS Mini-Reader Model 86, first 6f i6 ftinfl.ar' n0

Although the $Iffi micr.ofilm reader is no longer available, and a
$50.00 microfiche viewer failed to materialize, George H. Harmon sug-
gests one that would handle a variety of reductions and media yet cost
$30.00.46

In the Project Intrex microfilm viewer studies, hand-held viewers
were considered but never actually constructed; photochromics and
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fiber optics appeared unsuitable for the application. Two front pro-
jection viewers, however, were produced. The first projects an image
four times larger than the original on a vertical screen five feet from
the user, with the fiche positioned by remote control. The second is a
desk-top model of the general type of European portables in the 1950s
with several improvements.a? The new WSI FP-113 portable front
projection viewer from Washington Scientific Industries, Inc., is more
like the hooded, desk-top type (e.g., the "Minox") rather than the
familiar Dagmar Super, the NDR Huygens, or the Atlantic "Gypry"
P-50. The lens and the fiche carrier are in front. below the tilted
screen, the hood folds down and the price is $179.50. Another WSI
fiche viewer, the Model MF, was evaluated in the May issue of Library
Technology Reports. (Three other fiche viewers were t€sted at th€
same time: the DASA PMR/50, the Micro Design COM 150, and the
Seaco 210.)

Dukane manufactures the desk-top reader for Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica ultrafiche film cards, the MICROBOOK 912. This is the model
that was delivered to subscribers to the "Library of American Civili
zation." For $450, it has 90x magnification, image rotation, and bright-
ness control. The Technicolor MICROBOOK 710 Portareader was in-
troduced in December. This is a hand-held viewer with a 75x magnifica-
tion, weighing less than five pounds, and costing only $165.

The new NCR 456-3-PCMI is a 25 lb. portable for ultramicrofiche.
Equipped with a l30x lens, the reader sells for $382.50. Also available
are l8x, 24x, and 38x lenses.

The COR 701 is being distributed by the 3M Company. This unique
reader accepts both microfiche and roll film at the same time. It is easy
to switch from one to the other by changing the focus.

Out of the reach of librarians, but potentially interesting, are th€
automatic or semiautomatic microfiche retrievers. These machines are
quick at finding "packaged" information. They store stacks of micro-
fiches, which can be quickly searched, retrieved, and displayed when
an operator keys in a proper code. The Project Intrex experiments are
using a Houston-F.earless Card Retriever.as The operation of a new
semiautomatic selector, Micrographic Technology Corporation's Model
95 Automated Microfiche Retrieval/Display Device, has been described
in Business Week: "An Operator picks the desired 1fiche1 cartridge from
a rack, inserts it in the viewer, presses a button to pick the fiche and
see its index page, then pushes the numbered buttons that bring the
desired page into view in about three seconds."ae

The same firm demonstrated another product, the intriguing MTC
Model 750 Microfiche Camera-Processor "that makes microfilming as
easy as Xeroxing." The film supply is stabilization-type Agfa litho film,
packaged in individual, lightproof envelopes. Film loading is manual
(by simple insertion, in daylight). Film movement, shuner, and ex-

posure control are automatic. Pushing the "Process" button starts the
ninety-second processing cycle; during that time, the operator may
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finish exposing another film. The price is comparatively low: $9,500.
Small Office Microfilm (SOM) entered with two systems. The

MilliFile "total microfilm system" (Milli-File, Inc., Elmsford, New
York) is almost totally proprietary, i.e., noncompatible. Super-8 film is
converted by MilliFile's laboratory into microfiche of Milli-File's own
format (10 rows with 16 frames each, with the title block on the side,
rather than on top).50

The Micro-8 system, developed by the Micro-8 Company, La Crosse,
Wisconsin, uses 8mm roll film in a new, double-chamber cassette,
which may be made available for royalty-free licensing to other manu-
facturers to make it standard.ol In an article devoted to the SOM con-
cept, John and Richard Van Auken discuss the potential of 8mm sys-
tems. A comprehensive list of components, available either now or
shortly in the future, omits the enlarger- or reader-printer.52

The new Composing Reduction Printer of Eastman Kodak may have
great influence upon the future of micropublishing. The apparatus is
similar to the optical printer used in the motion picture industry. The
CRP can produce from "l6mm or 35mm roll film in either single or
multi-track, aperture cards and 70mm, \t/a inch, l05mm, 4t/2 inch, 5
inch, 5t/2 inch, and 6 inch microfiche." The original film may be further
reduced, up to three dmes.63 (The second-stage printers used in
ultramicrofiche production reduce ren times.) With the CRP, a micro-
publisher may use a single 35mm master to make duplicating masters
in various formats. He may thus choose to publish in 35mm roll form,
60 frame microfiche, 98 frame, etc., and the distribution prints can be
of better quality than those obtained with the usual one-step reduc-
tion method.

The LS Dixon Prismascope Book Copy Unit, developed at the
Scolar Press in England, was seen at the ALA conference in Dallas. The
book to be copied is placed over a large prism; the image is reflected
through the prism and by way of a mirror into the (litho- or micro- )
camera lens. Pages lie flat without having to open a book more than
45", and there is no pressure on the binding. The risk in photographing
fragile and tightly bound books is thereby reduced. And, because the
page lies flat, the quality of the reproduction is enhanced.

Two microfilm readers were also evaluated in the May issue of. Li-
brary Technology Reports: the Recordak Motormatic MPG ($1,415)
and the Information Design 201 (with manual film transport). Gaylord
Bros. no loriger sell the ID 201, but the machine is available directly
from the manufacturer for $960.

Eastman Kodak is now delivering the Pdnter Base ERG, compatible
with both the MPG and the Microstar readers. Electrofax paper is
used, and variable-length positive copies may be made from either
negative or positive film. f'he MPG-TL/ERG combination costs about
$3,500.

The MISI 201 Microfiche Reader Printer, manufactured by Micro
Information Systems, Inc., Atlanta, Georg"ia, features 8r/r"xll" zinc-
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oxide copies, copy pap€r supplied in bakelite "cassettes," a 5"x8" ficlne
carrier, 24x standard magnification, and "bilateral" control (choice of
polarity?) . A coin-operated version is in preparation.

Information Design offers for lease a motorized film transport with
image locator for the Xerox Microprinter. Xerox also supplies a motor
drive for the Microprinter.

The price of the Dennison-Readex Enlarger-Printer for micro-opaques
has been lowered to $2,445 for a coin-operated station. A, service-and-
parts contract costs from $360 (25-mile radius) to $410 (100-mile
radius) per year.

Two publications, t}:Le Library Technology Reports and Hubbard
W. Ballou's Gui,de to Microreproduction Equipment, are essential for
librarians. The recently published fifth edition of the Guide includes
24 reader-printers and 107 readers among the 427 models listed.sa

LTP is considering a plan to test again ("in-use") some readers
which have been evaluated before and discussed in the Library Tech"
nology Reports. The testing will take place in the microtext reading
room of the National Archives.5s

If one considers the many valuable contributions to libraries and
librarianship rendered by LTP, and how it is the only agency Presently
capable of contributing certain of these much-needed services, it is
difficult to understand why it leads a hand-tomouth existence from
year to year. It was good news that a last-minute restoration of funds
by ALA permitted LTF's continued operation for another year, be'
cause there is much work that needs to be done. At year's end, the list
of equipment unevaluated so far includes the four currently available
ultrafiche readers, a selection of other microfiche readers, the Micro'
products 3000, the motor drive for the Xerox l2l2 and the Xerox l4l4/
Dukane Explorer 14, the Eastman Kodak Motormatic MPG-TL/ERG
printer combination, the 3M '500' dry-silver reader-printers, the Ex'
ecutive II reader-printer, the Dennison-Readex Enlarger-Printer, and
the Xerox Microprinter. Among the copiers, the Xerox 360-I in coin'
operated service, the Xerox 4000, the Pitney-Bowes Model Strobomatic
262, and the Keelectro 1200 have yet to be assessed.

A p pli cati on s, A u di oa i.suals, an d F ac simi, Ie s

Seventeen public library systems in lllinois are using the "Illinois
Microfilm Automated Catalog" issued by the State Library.so At the
Los Angeles Public Library, book catalogs are printed by offset from
computer-output microfilm.6? For internal records microfi,che is used
instead of paper copy.58

The New York Public Library has begun an experiment to de'
termine the feasibility of converting research library catalogs to micro-
film. A $10,000 grant from the Council on Library Resources (CLR)
supports the project.se CLR has also funded a use study of a computer-
output microfilm catalog at Tulane University.eo

Catherine Gaines described a manually compiled subject catalog in
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microfiche that has become a working tool in the Ramapo Catskill
(New York) Library System.0r Dilys E. Madison and John E. Galejs re-
ported favorable experiences with a microfiche system in the catalog
department of the Iowa State University library; John G. Veenstra
has also commented on this subject.62,63

According to Stanley A. Elman, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory li-
brary in Pasadena is now opel'ating partly as a microfiche duplicating
library. He notes user preferenr:e for positive microfiche.o4 L. W. Wach-
tel examined the use of microfiLche in programmed self-instruction. t0x,
60 frame microfiche was photographed from large type "in order to al-
low easy reading at distances normally used with microfiche readers."66
Chandler Smith has written about the application of color-micro-
fiche in teaching pathology at the George Washington University School
of Medicine. Color slides and b,lack and white negatives of printed mat'
ter are reproduced on microfiche. Leitz microscopes equipped with an
adaptor can substitute for microfiche viewers.66 The University of
Southern California's School of Dentistry plans to use 35mm color film-
strips for a similar purpose because of lower production and equip-
ment costs.6?

The transformation of images from one medium to another is in-
cluded in Wilbur C. Myers' definition of. micrographics, w}:.ether film is
used in the process or not.68 hccordingly, Mi'crogr'aphic News dv Views
published much information on "audiovision," a term for the com'
tination of disc, tape, or film input and television screen output. David
Hale prefers "cassette television" in a critical discussion of the subject
in the Penrose Annual.os Partl'y for lack of standardization, audiovision
might be several years away, even though the relatively cheap Akai
portable rf" videotape camera/recorder is currently in production in

Japan. By the time Foto-Magazine published a test rePort in Novem-
ber, 1,000 Akai recorders had been sold in Germany alone.Io However,
Eastman Kodak's Super-S videoplayer might precede other videotape
slsterns.?l' zz The Teldec videodisc has been demonstrated in color; it
may reach the market by "ear:ly 1973."73 The Teldec disc is for mass
procluction; it costs only pennies to make in large quantities. Springer-
Verlag would like to lower the cost even further and find a way to
stamp discs with the speed of rotary presses. If this is possiblg video'
discs may supplement daily rrewspapers instead of magazines'?4 Mon-
day morning sports discs could lbecome very popular.

Joseph Becker writes about a visit to SONY in Japan in the October
issue of Special Libraries. He himself used a video cassette recorder
with a mixer "which accepts various audio-visual formats-?' x 2"
slides, rf" audio tapes, a.tdio cassettes, video tapes, film strips, and
sound movies-and transfers them one at a time or in combination to a
rnaster videotape lvhich in tttrn can produce hundreds of video cas-
settes simultaneously."Ts

The Penrose Annual contains an
receiver that looks and feels like a
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electrostatic reader-printer. The article is about the "TVfax" experi-
ments of the Asahi Shimbun. "TVfax" is technically feasible, but there
are difficult economic, political, and related problem5.?e

The RLMS Telefacsimile Committee sponsored the section program
meeting at the ALA conference in Dallas; a not too optimistic view of
the technique's immediate future in libraries prevailed. Daniel M.
Costigan gave a status report on microfacsimile in the May issue of
Journal of MicrograFhics.zz A book by the same author, FAX: The
Principles and Practice of Facsimile Communicati,on, was published at
the end of the year.l8 An industry standard proposal for facsimile
micro-transmission was prepared by the joint NMA-EIA Microfacsimile
Standards Committee and has been sent to the membership for com-
ments.?e A highly informative, up-to-date, concise introduction to
facsimile transmission and libraries appeared in a new publication, Ad.-
u an c e d T e c hn olo gy / Li. brarie s.e0

Publications, Research, and Professional Actiuities

"The purpose of Aduanced Technology/Libraries is to present to the
library community current and potential applications of technologies
for their utilization." Becker and Hayes, Inc., published the first three
issues under a contract with the Department of the Army. It follows the
format of Mi,crographics News dr Views, improving it by continuous
printing of the text.

Microinfo, a new monthly news bulletin from England, has an air-
mail subscription rate of $48.00 a year. If this seems high, one should
remember that it provides timely and accurate information. Xeroxf
Source, a richly illusrated new publication of the Xerox Education
Group, comes for the asking. Reproducti,ons Methods and Reproduc-
tions Reuiew have merged, appearing since September 1971 under the
title Reproductions Reaiew and Methods.

There are numerous references to reprography and micrographics
in Rutherford D. Rogers' and David C. Weber's new book, Uniaersity
Library Ad,ministration.sr A comprehensive, concise introduction to
microforms and microform use by Fritz Veit appeared in the April is-
sue of Library Trends.8z Another introduction, with more emphasis on li-
brary materials, "Resources in Microform for the Research Library"
by Rolland E. Stevens, appeared in the first issue oI Microform Re-
aieu.ss

Charles G. LaHood states in a paper presented at the Third Inter-
national Congress on Reprography in London that "microform read-
ing equipment utilized in the research library, although essential for
satisfactory use of microforms, is but one of several significant factors
affecting its use." People rather than machines play the decisive role.8a

W. A. Cook's Electrostatics in Reprography, a lucid first survey of
this important imaging technique, includes an excellent glossary of
reprographic terms.86
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In a paper prepared for the Third fnternational Congress on
Reprography, William R. Hawken describes a hybrid technology-mi-
crophotography combined with integrated circuit photography-that
has been used for some ultramicrofiche production.e0 "Ultrafiche Tech-
nology," a comprehensive technical article by Klaus W. Otten, ap-
peared in the March Journal of Micrographi,cs.et In the Penrose An-
nual, a well-illustrated presentation by E. B. Garsted introduces NCR's
method of ultramicrophotography based on photochromic materials.ss

The American Association of Junior Colleges has concluded a
series of pilot studies as part of its research project on microform utili-
zation and is ready to approach the question of "whether users of mi-
croform can learn as wgll from this means as from textbooks, journals,
newspapers, etc."8e The Barrington School Project, having investigated
the potential of microform use in elementary school instruction, will
publish a full report and continue testing if funds are available. The
University of South Africa has started an experiment worthy of at-
tention. Students enrolled in the third-year course in librarianship
will get some first-hand, in-depth experience with microform reading
materials by using microfiche textbooks.eo It will be exciting to find
out about reactions to this experiment.

In a program extending over the past three years, the Denver Re-
search Institute explored microform applications in education. Some of
their work was done under an OE research contract. This project has
been concluded, and its final phase report is available.el The study was
set up to "provide first insights into questions of 'broad and routine
use' of educational microforms in support of a 'content'-type course of
instruction."e2 It concluded that such use is possible, with qualifica-
tions. More specific questions were asked in studies made for the Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory. One study found that substituting
microfiche for conventionally presented text did not make any difier-
ence; the class which studied with microfiche did as well as the con-
trol group.e8 In a visual skill test, no significant difierence was found
between microfiche and full-size print use as long as the test object was
narrative. With nonnaratives, however, significant differences in stu-
dent performance were docu.mented. These studies replicated the re-
sults of earlier tests by T. S. Baldwin and L. J. Bailey.e4' e5 In another
report, James P. Kottenstette and associates point to the unique char-
acteristics of the sheet film for branching and how these may be used to
advantage by appropriate formatting.eo Studies of this kind are needed
to help develop the full potential of microforms; their continuation
should not depend on whether the proposed Organization for Microin-
formation at the University of Denver succeeds in its program to de-
velop subscription funding.

The role of reprography and micrographics in libraries has increased
steadily during the past decade. RLMS is responsible for keeping the
library profession informed about the possibilities and problems of
image ffansfer technologies and representing the best interests of li-
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l
braries and their clientele in this area. The section's annual report ap-
pears in the Fall issue of LRTS.

ALA sponsors the American National Standards Institute's Com-
mittee PH5, which is responsible for documenrary reproduction in-
cluding micrographics. A task group on l6mm microfilm-containers has
been established by the PH5.l subcommittee.e? Hubbard W. Ballou,
former $ecretary of PH5, explains in the July fournal of Mi.crographics
what standards are and how they are developed and adopted. The
following commenr made in 1959 might illustraie the need for patience
with as well as continued concern for Committee PH5 by librarians:
"rT,he committee lought to, discuss the problem of material which
cannot be controlled as to quality before it is photographed ., . 1and,
extend the engineering drawing concept to cover other materials."eg
Since most of the microforms used in libraries fall into this category,
this is a matter of great practical consequence to libraries. It is still
unsettled.

Early in 1971, NMA decided to issue "indusrry standards" and es-
tablished its own Standards Board, with Donald M. Avedon as chair-
man. Proposed standards are published in ttre tournal of Micro-
graphics for comment and are adopted by letter ballot. "The efficacy of
standards developed and issued by the NMA will depend to some de-
gree on their acceptance by the micrographic manufacturing com-
munity, but to an even larger extent on the degree to which they truly
meet user needs," comments the Micrographic Weehly.ss 1n l97l three
NMA standards were published: MS I and 2, both concerning com-
puter-output microfilm, and MS 100, a glossary of micrographics. NMA
has taken a $trong stand in support of metrication efforts; Don M. Ave-
don's column on standards in the Journal of Mi,crographics explains
the rationalg.1oo [1 the well-attended NMA convention in Washington,
D.C. Edwin C. Pomranka proposed a most comprehensive project: the
micropublication of the entire collection of the Library of Congress.ror
An NMA Archive of Micrographics was established, and executive sec-
reta-ry Vernon D. Tate was appointed archivist.

The education of library reprographers is a pennanent concern.
Few college courses are available. Besides those at the University of
Maryland, and the Drexel Institute of Technology, and Hubbard W.
Ballou's long-established class at columbia university, short courses
were held at the University of California at San Diego, San Diego Com-
munity College, and elsewhere.l02, los, 1-o4 But Don W. Massey's ..Microcopy-

ing Techniques" at the University of Virginia seems to have been ihe
only new full-semester class.los

Vernon D. Tate's address ar the First Annual Seminar of the Vir-
ginia Microfilm Association in Charlottesville, Virginia, "Concepts of
Micrographics," eloquenrly set forth what must be demancled of those
who want to help chart the course of micrographics. This was probably
the most memorable lecture of the year'.roe
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The Year's Work in
Cafaloging and Classificafion

SuzeNNn MessoxNreu
School of Library Science

Florida State U niuersit^t
Tallahassee, Florid'a

-faHE CLOSE of the year brings an olrportunity or an excuse to
I look back on achievements and disappointments and to think what

might have been and what must be in the neu/ year. Thus, "year's
work" seems to connote events and ideas as evidenced in the litera-
ture, in news announcements, and at meetings. Though it is prob-
ably unsafe to try to characterize the events of a particular year as in-
dicating a trend or a prominent concern, the temptation to do so for
l97l is strong. Practical application of established ideas seemed to over-
shadow any theoretical advances. trn short, it was a year when the
practicing cataloger received some much needed help and uses of re-
cent technological advances were tested, but no new frontiers were
broached.

Since the readers of this journal have had the opportunity to peruse
its contents during the year, no attempt will be made to include articles
from it in this review. Comments will be limited to articles and books
published during 1971, although a few stragglers from 1970 will also be
included. As this is necessarily a selective rather than a comprehensive
review, there are some intentional and some accidental omissions.
Those works which pertain to information science in its most tech-
nical manifestations and do not portend an immediate impact on cata-
loging will be excluded. For purposes of organization the review will
be divided into the following general categories: catalogs and cata-
loging, nonbook materials, subject analysis, classification, and automa-
tion.

Catalogs and Cataloging

The major event of 1971 was undeniably the birth and funding of
the Cataloging-in-Publication (CIP) program, which was heralded by
Verner Clapp as "the greatest invention since the title page."r' z At
first that seems an extravagant thought, but the idea becomes more and
more plausible as Clapp traces the way books have identified them-
selves, ingeniously called autobibliography, from the incipit to CIP. It
will be interesting to watch CIP develop during the two years for
which it has been funded to see whether the problems revealed by the
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Cataloging-in-Source experiment have been solved, whether librarians
and publishers give the new program the ongoing support necessary to
permanent funding, the various ways in which CIP information is
used, and the impact of the use of CIP on the management of cata-
loging operations. Another attempt at expediting cataloging is de-
scribed in "A Canadian Program of Shared Cataloguing."s In this plan
the six participating Canadian university libraries share the responsi-
bility of cataloging works for which Library of Congress cataloging is
not available. Each library is assigned responsibility for cataloging works
falling into assigned letters of the alphabet. The cataloging is carried
out immediately upon receipt of the work, and the copy is shared with
the other members of the group. In addition to immediate benefits, the
program is seen as insurance against any future curtailment of the
National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging (NPAC).

The final report of the Colorado Academic Libraries Book Process-
ing Center Project covers the practical testing of the theories and prin-
ciples developed in an earlier feasibility study.+ New problems were
encountered, but the concept of centralized processing in Colorado
proved economically sound and acceptable to participating libraries.
They do not claim that their methodology is the best or only ap-
proach available, but the report is nonetheless an important source of
information for anyone interested in the practical problems of cen-
ffalized processing at the state level.

On the international sceng the establishment of a permanent cata-
loging secretariat under the sponsorship of the International Federa-
tion of Library Associations (IFLA) promises to promote international
standardization of cataloging and bibliographic practices and to serve
as an information agency on work in progress. Mrs. Dorothy Anderson
is the first secretary of the organization, and members of a Steering
Committee have also been named.5 Also of int€rest on the international
level is the completion and anticipated publication of a document de-
tailing the International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBO;.o
The usefulness of the standard, which covers bibliographic descrip-
tion, but not choice and form of enuy, will of course be dependent
upon the extent of its adoption. The dream of international standard-
ization of entry remains a dream.

Revision of the Anglo-Ame,rican Catalogi,ng Rules (AACR) as evi-
denced in the annual report of the Cataloging and Classification Sec-
tion (RTSD), and LC's Cataloging Seraice has been largely along the
lines of explanation and amplification.?.e The latter publication has
been particularly helpful to the practicing cataloger, but shows no
indications of the structural overhaul so forcefully argued for by Sey-
mour Lubetzky in his short but pungent article about "noxious com-
promises."e flowever, one bright note is LC's announcement that it
"has decided to abandon its long standing practice of cataloging all is-
sues of serials under the latest title and name of corporate author and
to follow the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules as pdnted."lo The im-
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petus for this decision may be traced to Seriah: A,MARC Farmat, in
which the method of "including all information about the serial under
the latest title and/or entry, with links from the earlier titles/entries
to the latest," was rejected in favor of following the Anglo-American
method.u It is interesting to recall early criticisms of the AACR f.or
its lack of consideration of the contingencies of the computer. In the
case of serials cataloging, the computer seems to hlave nudged the Li
brary of Congress into a position of accepting another part of the rules.
An informal poll of large research libraries conducted by the Univer-
sity of Utah shows that 62.5 percent of the twenty-nine responding li-
braries are either leaning toward or have decided to follow LC's serials
cataloging policy.tz As usual, we admire standardlzation from a dis-
tance, but do not always choose it when it is offered. Also in the area
of serials cataloging is the very comprehensive paper by Kathryn Lu-
ther Henderson.ls She presents a detailed historical treatment and a
thorough summary of the thorns in the thicket of serials cataloging,
including examples of the various methods of handling changed titles.
Those libraries which have decided not to follow LC's change to the
AACR in serials cataloging might do well to study llenderson's com-
parison of methods.

The comprehension of catalog use provides a continuous challenge
to catalogers and public services librarians. We are now fortunate to
have the final report on the utilization of the card icatalog in the main
library of Yale University, User R'equirernents in ldenti.fying Desired
Worhs in a Large Library.t+ Here the basic purpose was to determine
from a study of catalog utilization the structure which would be most
effective in a computerized catalog. It is also suggested that our knowl-
edge of catalog use could be expanded if other libraries of various types
and sizes would undertake similar studies. The findings of this r€port
should be of interest to all librarians who make or use catalogs, and
hopefully as an inspiration for further research. Arthur Maltby does
not break any new ground in his "Measuring Catalogue Utility," but
adds persuasively to the case for catalog use stuflies and points up
some of the problems involved in large-scale studies.l6 On the side of
work in progress, it is encouraging to see the reference librarians
maintaining an interest in catalog use, as demonstrated by the activ-
ities of the Reference Service Division's Catalog Use Study Committee.l6

A new collection of readings and inforrnation on book catalogs by
Maurice Tauber and Hilda Feinberg includes articles published since
the 1963 Book Catalogs, edited by Robert Kingery and Maurice Tau-
ber.u This new work is notable for its collection o[ sample pages from
thirty-two book catalogs, which are accompanied by information on
physical characteristics, method of production, fre{uency of issue, and
production costs. The various options open to thg Birmingham (Et-
gland) University library in converting its card catalog to a book cata-
log are considered in an article by Thomas Frenc$.r8 Though no con-
clusions are reached, the data assembled and the bibliography should
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be helpful to others contemplating the same change. The catalog in-
volved is a classified catalog, and the reason for the change is adoption
in 1972 of a MARC-based cataloging system.

An interpretive work on the AACR has long been in need, and
l97I produced two. Introducti:on to the Anglo-American Cataloguing
Rul,es, by P. K. Escreet is an English work which is essentially an ex-
position of the rules with background commentary.ts The author's
asides and comparison of the British and North American texts should
be of value to serious students of the AACR. An American work,
How to Determine Author and Title Entries According to the AACR,
by Donald Lehnus is a rearranged and condensed statement of the
rules with card examples.z0 Since there is no title-page information to
go with the card examples, the bibliographic conditions behind the
cards are not known and the value outside Lehnus' classroom is ques-
tionable. Some catalogers might also quibble with his arrangement and
his interpretation of some rules. Library Catalogi.ng, A Guiile lor a
Basic Course, by John Immroth and Jay Daily might also be con-
sidered in the category of guides to the AACR, though, as indicated in
the title, the work also covers classification and subject headings.2l
This text might be helpful to a beginning cataloging teacher. A much
more comprehensive text, excluding the mechanics of classification, is
Cataloging, by John Horner.2z Although it is doubtful that this English
work would be adopted as a text in the U.S.A., for some teachers it may
come closer to being an acceptable text than anything yet published.

English Language Boohs by Title: A Catalog of Library of Congress
Printed Cards is a new publication from Gale Research Company.z3 The
base set covers 1969 and 1970, and is to be updated by quarterly supple-
ments and annual cumulations. It is interesting to speculate on how
this publication will be used, particularly in view of the arrival of
CIP, and how much more helpful it would have been to have a title
index to all the works represented in the National Union Catalog.

Nonbooh Materials

Publications of the past several years reveal the fact that media
specialists have become increasingly aware of the need for biblio-
graphic control over their nonbook materials. Furthermore, they are
in the process of rejecting locally prepared cataloging manuals in favor
of mutually acceptable national standards. Evidence of this trend may
be seen in the Association for Educational Communications and Tech-
nology publication, Standard.s for .Cataloging Nonprint Mate.riak.za This
is a neat and professional treatment of the complexities of nonbook cata-
loging, which is lacking only in an awareness of the structural tech-
nicalities of producing an integrated catalog for an integrated collec-
tion. Hopefully, the next step will be a realization by the media spe-
cialists that they do not live on a desert island and must coordinate
the cataloging of their special media with the cataloging of media in
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book form. Committees which are cognizant of these problems are
hard at work on revision of the Canadian T ibrary Association's Non-
Book Materials, which has been adopted in interim by ALA, and the
rewriting of chapters 12 and t3 of the AACR.2E A scholarly and com-
prehensive treatment of the nature and utilization of nonbook ma-
ierials as related to their bibliographic control is presented in the

merit our continued attention.

vice on a separate subscription. "Machine-Readable Map Cataloging in
the Library- of Congress't presents the historical background of map
cataloging at LC, traces the development of computerized maP cata-
loging procedures, and considers the utilization of MARC map data
at LC and in other libraries.2e

On the fringe of nonbook materials (if a book in nonbook form can
be called a nonbook) is a study on the problem of bibliogtaphic con'
trol of the avalanche of microforms. Felix Reichmann and Josephine

brarians and scholars," are particularly significant. The idea of bib-
liographic control "before the fact" also has implications for book
and other nonbook publishing, and could help to simplify cataloging
and lower costs.
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Subiect Analysis

Two doctoral dissertations on two aspects of subject analysis have
been published and will, as a result, be available to a wider audience.
In a study by Jessica L. Harris the development of subject headings is
reviewed and the use of computer techniques for analysis of subject
heading structure is demonstrated. The importance of a formal sub-
ject headings code is noted, and the LC subject headings are found to
be an example of informal faceted classification.az In his dissertation
John Immroth investigates the problem of coordinating the vocabu-
laries of the LC subject heading list with the indexes to the LC classi-
fication scheme. "This study investigates descriptively first, the rela-
tionship between the classification schedules and their indexes and
second, the relationship between subject headings and classification
headings. The third phase of this study develops an experimental
model of a chain index which may serve as both an index to the classi-
fication and a list of subject headings."aa

An Introduction to Chain Indexing is a programmed text which
should be helpful in teaching, and might also aid in comprehending
the ideas presented by the authors noted above.34 For those who
haven't had the time or diligence to study the full report on the
BNB's PRECIS (Preserved Context Index System), Derek Austin has
provided a concise introductory article, "PRECIS Indexing."ss Ott."
having had a glimpse of this computer-based subject indexing system
and Austin's excellent explanation of it, one might feel encouraged to
tackle the full treatment.so

Gale Research Company, nrhich has gone into the cumulation
business in such a big way, might add further to its accomplish-
ments by publishing a perpetually cumulating edition of the LC sub-
ject headings list. Unless a computer-produced listing is utilized, the
supplements which must be consulted now number seven, with no
signs of a new edition from the Library of Congress. Lacking standardi-
zation and consistency in our subject headings, it would be of some
consolation to be able to use the headings presently available with
greater ease. Such a cumulation would also be useful as an adjunct to
those catalogs which do not include subject references or those which
are presently served by the seventh edition of the LC list minus the
supplements.

Classification

l97l was the year of expectation as we looked toward Dewey 18. As
of the end of the year we are still looking and having to be satisfied
with a review of the "highlights" and David Batry's programmed
text.a?' aa The latter is very similar to his text for Dewey 17, with ap-
propriate modifications, but the errors go beyond those included in
the corrigienda and show the folly of being in such a hurry to pro-
duce a programmed text. As to the changes in DDC, they look to be
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very much on the plus side, but the use of the standard subdivision -04
for "general special" should provoke some interesting reactions.

Concern over inconsistency in application of the DDC by the Brit-
ish National Bibliography and the Decimal Classification Division of
the Library of Congress is ,expressed in an article by Joyce E. Bruin.se
As with so many other problem areas in librarianship, the solution lies
in standardization of application; but, achieving standardization in
this area which depends on the interpretation of the individual classi-
fier will not be easv.

The Library of Congress Classification continues to receive con-
siderable attention in the literature as more and more librarians be-
come involved with it. Adopting the Library of Congress Classi.ficati.on
represents an attempt to ease the burden of those making the change
by anticipating and solving some of the inevitable problems.a0 Persons
who have been through the adopting and reclassifying process may
question some of the rationale and methods suggested, which are based
on the authors' experience at the University of Puget Sound. A large
portion of the book is devoted to explanation of Class P tables, with
emphasis on tables VIIIa and IXa. This will undoubtedly be helpful
to the beginner but is only a fraction of the information on LC tables
which might have been offered. Anyone still interested in the pros and
cons of the LC classification might benefit from reading the literature sur-
vey and discussion in Kjeld Birket-Smith's Local Applicability of the
Library of Congr,ess Cl,assi,ficati,on; A Suruey with Special R'eference to
Non-Anglo American Li,braries.ar The conclusion, not surprisingly, is
negative.

The second edition of Immroth's A Guide to the Library of Con-
gress Classificati,on is in an improved format, but the content seems
largely unchanged except for updated bibliographies and minor re-
arrangements.a2 Another major cumulation from Gale Research Com-
pany is the Library of Congress Classificati.on Schedules: A Cumula-
tion of Additions and Changes Through 1970.43 The excellent format
and planned. continuous cumulation service for this work should
guarantee more ul>to-date classification numbers in our libraries and
sweeter-tempered catalogers.

Automati,on

The devil's advocate, in the personage of Ellsworth Mason, came
forth in l97l to question the computer.aa While cataloging is not
singled out as the particular focus of his discussion, the implications
are loud and clear. If we do not allow ourselves to be put ofi by the
lurid treatment, the article should stimulate some needed evaluation
of goals, means, and results. Even when we're using a Cadillac, not a
Boeing 747, to deliver a bonbon across town, something is out of pro-
portion.

On a more serious level is the collection of papers on MARC utiliza-
tion presented at the 1970 Clinic on Library Applications of Data Proc-
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essing. "The intention was to review MARC after one year of opera-
tion, to present the current picture and future programs of the Library
of Congress in regard to MARC and to assess the local, national and in-
t€rnational potential of this service."as The papers, all by well-qualified
experts, are an important contribution to the data on MARC, the
success of which is dependent on continuous reporting of implementa-
tion. We are fortunate that the pioneers take the time and trouble to
report on their experiences. U.K. MARC Project also presents a group
of sound papers, obviously with a British slant.a6

As always, the ]ournal of Library Aut,omation is a valuable source
on automation as it relates to cataloging. Here we can find the latest
information on the RECON Pilot Project, and a discussion of MARC
file size and possible means of size control.41, 48' 4e Also of interest are
the articles on MONOCLE, a processing format based on MARC II
and designed to encompass French cataloging practice, and "Shawnee
Mission's On-Line Cataloging Systerp."so' 51 The latter describes the
specifications of a successful on-line cataloging pilot project. Another
report on automation, which is a couple of light-years away from
Shawnee Mission in scope and sophistication, records the results of
Phase I of Stanford University's Project BALLOTS (Bibliographic
Automation of Large Library Operations Using a Time-Sharing Sys-
tem).52 The preliminary report on Loughborough University of
Technology's MINICS (Minimal-Input-Cataloguing System) was pub.
lished in l970.sa This system was originally designed as a simplified
means of cataloging reports and papers, but is now regarded as appli-
cable to all types of materials. The minimal level is indicated by the
fact that there are forty-eight data fields allowed to cover basic cata-
loging information, which is about one-fifth of the MARC field and
subfield capacity. Any attempt to simplify or minimize our biblio-
graphic dilemmas deserve interest and encouragement.

Conclusion

We peeled a few layers ofi the cataloging problem in 1971, but there
is still much work to be done in the areas of standardization, centraliza-
tion, communication, and simplification, as well as utilization of
technological advances. With the stimulus provided by the practical
developrnents of 1971, the future should test our abilities to utilize
these advances and to integrate them with existing and emerging
technological capabilities.
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Serials Inferesfs: 1971
MenY Poutto

The University of Texas
Austin. Texas

fN l97I the technical press as well as publishers intending reading
I material for a general audience produced an impressive number of
contributions of serials interest. The range extends from the LARC As-
sociation's A Suruey of Automated Actiuities in the Libraries of the
United States, which reports 217 libraries claiming "automation proj-
ects: serials and periodicals applications," to a March 26, 1971, piece in
the Zos Angeles Free Press on "F{ow to Stock a Radical Library" to a

July 2, 1971, Houston Chroni.cle afiicle "Big Magazines 'Think Small,'"
on the trend to pocket-size format for large circulation magazines.l' 2,3

James Ridgeway was the author of "The New Journalism" in Amer-
ican Libraries, which has a bibliography of "topical publications" ap-
pended.a The underground press in Canada received notice in Bill
Katz's continuing column "Magazines" in Li,brary Journal.d

R e c or di,n g an d C at alo gin g

Many libraries following Library of Congress practice welcomed
the Processing Department's Memorandum of May 31, 1971. As of
that date, LC began use of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules for
the cataloging of serials. Specific routines for implementation of this
decision are outlined in the memorandum. Procedures for handling
analyzable monographic series other than those that are documents,
technical reports, reprints from journals or those requiring page analy-
sis were described in the next Processing Department Menxorandum
issuedJune  14 ,1971 .

Serials were given space in "Priority 2" in a listing notd. in Cata'
logi,ng Semtice Bulletin 100 of the Library of Congress Processing De-
partment issued June 1971. It is encouraglng to note the inclusion
here of government publications. "The p'rincipal effects of the new re-
vision of LC priorities will be seen in the faster cataloging of American
monographs, serials, and documents, as well as in the cataloging of
live serials in general."

The editing of serial information for conversion to machine-read-
able form received continuing attention at the Library of Congress. Ex-
perimentation is reported in the Semiannual Report on Deaelopnxents
at the Library of Congress. Addendunl. no. 1 to Serials: a MARC Format
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was announced for sale in the Library of Congress Information Bulle-
t ir ,  September 30, 1971.

Provision of a standard identification for serials published world-
wide is the goal of International Standard Serial Numbering. Implemen-
tation of ISSN, approved by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) and the International Standards Organization (ISO), has be-

gun:

The R. R. Bowker Company's Current Serials Bibliography Department,
headed by Emery Koltay who is also the Director of Standard Book Number-
ing Agency, has begun work on assigning ISSN's to the Bowker data base of
some 70,000 international serials. Because of its comprehensiveness, the data
base was selected as the starting point for the ISSN system by delegates to the
ISO plenary meeting in Lisbon last May.

Records in the serials data base will be publiched in three segments. Volumes
I and II, entitled Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory, will be issued
in a new l4th edition in September, 1971. Volume III, entitled Irregular Seri-
als and Annuals: An International Directory, will be published in its znd
edition in March, 1972. Volume III will contain a combined alpha-index with
ISSN's for every entry in Volumes I, II and III.

The numbering is being carried out at Bowker in collaboration with the
American National Standard fnstitute 239 Committee on Library Work, Docu-
mentation, and Related Publishing Practices; a representative from a commit-
tee of leading serials subscription agencies; and the Library of Congress.

While International Standard Book Numbering is decentralized, a centralized
system for serials numbering is required because of the large number of
serials publishers throughout the world. Some 45,000 publishers are repre-
sented by the 70,000 publications now being numbered at Bowker.

Every effort is being made to include all serials subscribed to by major li-
braries and currently being abstracted and indexed. At the request of li-
braries, subscription agencies, abstracting and indexing services, and others
using the ISSN system, Bowker will assign numbers to titles not represented
in its database. Listings of newly assigned ISSN's will be published periodically.

Upon the March publication of the ISSN index as part of Irregular Serials
and Annuals, the ISSN for each publication will be sent to the publisher with
the request that the number be printed on the cover of each issue.6

United States Book Exchange

The USBE, a nonprofit cooperative agency sponsored by twenty-
one library and scholarly organizations, was strengthened in l97l by a
grant of $48,450 from the Council on Library Resources for employ-
ment of additional personnel. Monthly lists of some of the periodical
titles available are issued. Members may send in their own periodical
want lists in whatever format is easiest and rnost economical for the
library to prepaf,e. The books and journals are open for personal se-
lection. Contact Ms. Alice D. Ball, USBE, 3335 V Street N.E., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20018 for additional information.
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Union Lists

Numerous union lists of serials appeared in 1971. Of noEe are
these: (Ini,on List of Serials in the Li6raries in the Miami Valley, 3d
ed.; the Stanford University Union List of Serials: Science and, Tech-
nology (completely revised and updated); and a Union List of Seriak
containing the holdings of three special and nineteen academic li-
braries in south central New York Statg issued by the South Central
Research Library Council.7,8'e Wilson Library Bulletin reports that
"lists of periodical holdings were exchanged by fourteen out of twen-
ty-one community colleges in Maryland."lo In June l97l the Montana
State Library issued a Union List of Seri,als Indexed, in Abridged Ind,ex
Medicus; 1970 holdings of twelve Montana academic, clinic, hospital,
and special libraries are included indicating the location of ninety-four
titles.n A product of Lehigh University Library's computerized serials
record project is z4 Union Li,st of Current Periodical Subscriptions
(published by the six academic libraries affiliated with the Lehigh

Valley Association of Independent Colleges consortium). Future addi-
tions will be LVAIC noncurrent serials holdings and continuations.l2

General S erials Matters

The Pulps, subtitled "50 years of American pop culture," edited by
Tony Goodstone, suryeys the sensational literature which appeared as
often as "twice a month" between 1896 and 1953. Also in the historic
vein, Scribner's Monthly 1871 was issued in celebration of Scribner's
l25th year. Reproduced are all issues of the magazine for that year.l3

For a contemporary mood look at Bill Katz's Magazine Selection:
How to Build a Community-Oriented, Collection, issued by R. R. Bow-
ker. "A survey of over 100 public libraries of varying size revealed that
92/o subscribed to the Lad,ies' Home J,ournal, while only 9/o rcceived
Playboy and 6/o Rolling Stone. Approximately 65/o of the librarians an-
swering the survey questionnai,re noted that their principle tsicl se-
lection standard for magazines was whether or not it was indexed;
only 23/" stated that their first consideration was what had been re-
quested by their patrons."

The Blach Press, U.S.A. by Roland E. Wolseley is a "detailed and
understanding report on what the Black press is and how it came to be."
The Iowa State University Press is the publisher.

Period,ical Resources

Periodi,cal Literature on the Ameri.can Reaolution: Historical Re-
search and Changing Int,erpretations, 1895-1970, a Selectiae Bibli"ogra-
phy, cornpiled by Ronald M. Gephart, is a representative guide to Revo-
lutionary era periodical literature. George III and George Washington
decorate the cover of this ninety-four-page Superintendent of Docu-
ments publication ($1.00 a copy).

Eric Publishing is ofiering the Eric 70 Year Cumulated Index to
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Popular Period.icals-periodicals indexed and entries are the same as
those in the H. W. Wilson Co.'s Readers Gui,de, but cumulated in one
series of alphabetic volumes.

Specialized indexes to periodical literature appearing in 1971 in-
clude these: Africa South of the Sahara, Index to Period,ical Literature
1900-1970 (G. K. H.all); Sources for the History of Irish Ciailisation,
articles in Irish periodicals (G. K. Hall); and The Index to Periodical
Arti,cles by and, About Negroes, Cumulated 1960-1970 (G. K. Ilall, com-
piled by the stafis of the Hallie Q. Brown Memorial Library, Central
State University, Wilberforce, Ohio, and the Schomburg Collection of
Negro Literature and History, New York Public Library).

-fhe Library of Congress Inf ormation Bulletin for September 23, 1971,
announced LC's acquisition of a microform set of. Blach J,ournal: Peri-
odical Resourc,es for Afro-American and African Studies. The collec-
tion contains thirty-five titles dating from as early as 1827.

January l97l was the scheduled date of appearance for a weekly
publication of the Department of Trade and Industry Central Li-
brary in London entitled Contents of Recent Economics tournals,
which consists of facsimiles of tables of contents from the issues of the
selected periodicals received during the week.

Specifically f or Librarians

Librar'y Seri,als Control Systems: a Liteyature Reaiew and Bibliogra-
phy (as of December 1970) reviews the literature on automated serials
control systems and draws conclusions on the issues of user studies,
technological developments, emerging national standards, and costs.la
One hundred fifty-eight documents make up the selected bibliography.

Volume two (1971) of Aduances i,n Librarianshi,b should be noted
by those .ott.""rr"d with "the computer in serials processing and con-
trol." Don L. Bosseau contributed this section which covers serials
systems in concept and in operation with an "evaluation and prog-
nostication."

LIST 1971 (Library and Information Science Todav) is the first in
a planned. annual series. The directory will identify the innovative
work underway in the field.

ALA Studies in Librarianship began in 1971. The first number by

John Rowell and M. Ann Heidbreder is entitled Educational Media
Selection Centers; number two, Seruices of Secondary School Media
Centers,lists Mary V. Gaver as author.

Foreign Serial Literature

In February I97I the American Library Association issued Serfol
Publications in the British Parliamentary Papers, 1900-1968: a Bib-
liography by Frank Rodgers. The stated purpose is "to list by issuing
agency all serials which have appeared in the llouse of Commons Ses-
sional Papers at any time during the present century and to indicate
briefly their publishing history."
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- British Official Publications by John E. pemberton is an introd.uc-
tion to British Goverrrment publications, parliamen tary and nonpar-
liamentary, current and noncurrent.

House of Commons Library Document no.7, The Journal of the
House of Commons, a Bibliographical and, Historical Guide by David
Menhennet was issued by HMSO in tg7t. The 5th edition (l'g7l) of
the check List of British offici.at serial p,ublications appeared'from the
State Paper Room of the British Museum.

In other areas of the world, these should be noted: French Lan-
s-u_age Periodicals Bi,bli,ography issued by the Manitoba Association of
school Librarians (alphabetical title lisiing with annotations and ac-
q.uisition information indicated) and the annual Le catalogue d,e I'Edi-
ti,on Frangaise ("French Books In print") intended as- .,the most
complete and accurate guide to available French-language books"
(mentioned here as a welcome addition to the ..annuals" field; .Io

Part rI of. Half a century of Russian serials, t9l7-Ig6s; cumulatia'e
Index of Serials Published, Outside the USSR, compiled by Michael
Schatofi, was issued by the Russian Book Chamber Abroad in lg7t.re

volume four of Latin american serial Documents: a Holding List
on Mexico appeared in June; other countries will be covered in this
continuing project.l?

september saw the publication of the l4th edition or (Jlrich's In-
ternational Peri.odicals Directory, volumes r and Ir (as previously men-
tioned). A Bowker release srates thar "since 1969, ll,d00 new periodicals
have appeared on the world market. These as well as 40i000 other
titles are indexed and cross-indexed by subject headings in the l4th edi
tion of Ulrich's." A supplement is expected in Ig72.

New Titles

considerable "flavor" is given to serials acquisitions with the ap-
pe;rrance of new titles, it would certainly be agrbed.. Nostalgia received
its due with the arrival of. Liberty (summer l"9zl, reprints"of material
pt u^tggrly p-rinted in Liberty complete with reading tim-e indicated) .
- of "professional interest" to librarians should- be protean; ad.min-
istratio.n, sy-stems, Mar.tagement in Libraries (ohio state university Li-
braries); The Crab (formerly Maryland, Liiraries, Maryland Lilirary
Association); school Library Neus[ettur (a monthry checklist of new
sources of free materials and bibliographies for elementary and junior
high -school librarians, Libraries Unl;mired); and Microiorm Reaiew
,(articles. on micropublication and. reviews of current mitroform pub-
lications).. A sp-ecial inrrod-ucrory edition of. Boohs in canad,a (c^ana-
dian Review of Books Ltd.) appeared May l97l; eighteen issues per
year are following.

To those searching for newer periodicars of a sociological nature,
The YaIe Reuiew' of Law and social acilon will be of interist.rs started
with a grant from the Yale Law School, it is now financed entirelv bv
subscriptions. Time reporred the publication of The Exceptionil
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Parent in June l97l.1e Aztldn, a "chicano journal of the social sciences

and the ,rir," .utr be ordered from the Mexican American Cultural Cen-

ter, IJniversityof California at Los Angeles. The Journal of Applied So-

cial Psychology began quarterly publication with the January/Match
l97l issue.

zine for elementary school professionals).

Reprints

Reissues of periodicals continued to find a ready malkel. World

wars I and II were covered by Arno Press full-sized facsimiles of

the Proceed.ings and Sessi,onal Papers). Xerox continues to send its bi-

monthly Seriits Bulletin, an announcement of new additions to the

periodical collection of University Microforms.

Time Marches On

The success of two revivals deserves comment. The Saturday Eaening

Post and Liberty were again available on most newsstands. Each will

follow a quartedy publication schedule. The Posf "will be sold only on

newsstandi; the new postal-rate increases make subscriptions too

expensive to service."
Intermagazine competition

magazines during the year to
in a Saturday Reaiew article
circumstances, title by title.zz

. 1 7 0 .

and details of production led several
change their page size. This is explored
by John Tebbel who discusses difiering
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1970 issue.23,24

Economics

acceleration of price increases during the intervening decade. rn 1969,
the average subscription price for all the periodicals used to produce
the index was $9.31; in l97O gl0.4l; and in-1971, gll.66. . . . Serial ser.
vices exhibited the same trend. In 1961, the index had risen an aver-
aqe gf 3.4 points per year over the base period, and in lg7l, an average
of 8.1. The base average for 1957-59 was 939.80 and it increased g4.08 io
$43.88 for the 196l average. The base average for 1962-69 was $72.42,
which increased $17.63 to 990.05 for t971."

Associ ation A ctiui ties

In Summary

whichever references one chooses to follow from this collection of
"year's work in serials," let me add a recommendation for the Wilson
Iaibyry Bulletin "Informarion Exchange" column written by Donald
J. coombs which includes most practicil indications of the real worrd
of serials departments, all in good humor.25 you'll enjoy it. All of the
situations mentioned will probably extend. well into the work of 1g72.
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Acquisifions in 1971

AsHsv J. Fmsror
and,

Rosn E. Mvrns
Uni.aersi,ty of Hawaii Library

Honolulu, Hawaii

rfo ACQUISITIONS LIBRARIANS and book dealers l97l will be
r remembered as the year of the budget cut. The recession and de-

creased funding had an adverse effecr on libraries of all types. With
municipal and state support cut back, libraries were forced to cut back
on hours, personnel, and book funds. Since it is probably easier and
quicker to reduce book funds than personnel, the initial impacc was
probably felt most by acquisitions departments. Less book money
meant fewer searches and fewer orders to be typed. Instead of back-
logs in cataloging a.nd other processing areas, libraries were now
faced with personnel "frontlogs." If fund curs are only temporary, the
problem can be handled by temporarily shifting people from ordering
to reading shelves, or from searching to checking in serials, or from
checking incoming book shipments to repairing worn books. If, how-
ever, the cuts are permanent, then acquisitions librarians must take
a hard look at the whole sequence of functions and procedures in this
area. The same is true, of cour$e, throughout the whole library. Per-
haps, over the past decade we have become "fat cats," used to extrava-
gant living; many will, of course, dispute this, but it can't be denied
that sloppy techniques have appeared in many acquisitions departments.
Perhaps this reduction of funds, if it doesn't get out of hand, will have
the salutary efiect of prompting more efficient and logical selection and
order procedures.

One of the first reports of a major slash in book funds appeared
in January in Library Journal.r The book budget of the Californii State
College-L.A. library was cur by 25 percent, the result of a $8,000,000 cut
in library funds, representing one-fourth of the roral $12,000,000 cut in
funds for the college. This harbinger of bad times was followed by a
statement by Mrs. Lillian Bradshaw, ALA president, when she "issued
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ical libraries-inflation would reduce the purchasing power of these
funds below the previous year's levels, with Library Services Con-
struction Act Funds cut by 40 percent. "It is discouraging to nore,"
added Mrs. Bradshaw, "that the Office of Management and Budget is
apparently unaware of the vital role thar libraries play in providing
information services to the general public, to school and college stu-
dents and to all segments of our population."z For the rest of the year
the literature was replete with notices of cuts in funds throughout the
nation afiecting all rypes of libraries, and it is quite likely things will
get worse before they get better.

Federal Funds

Congress approved a $5.1 billion appropriation for the Office of
Education (USOE) with the passage of HR 7016 (PL 92-48). Book and
library programs for the fiscal year beginning July l, 197I, were con-
tinued at the same or slightly higher levels. HR 7016 provides the fol-
lowing amounts for programs related to library r€sources. ESEA Title
II, School Library Resources, Textbooks and Other Instructional Ma-
terials, $90,000,000; HEA Title II-B, College Library Resources, 911,000,-
000.3

PL 480 was allotted $2,891,000 of the Library of Congress Budget for
the acquisition of new materials; LC also hopes to appoint a field di-
rector for Morocco and Tunisia.a

Senate bill S 659 as passed by the flouse on November 4, extends the
Higher Education Act through 1976. Title 2, which provides for federal
aid to colleges and universities for the acquisition of library resources,
library research and the training of librarians, authorized increases in
fund levels for research from $5 million in fiscal 1972 to $40 million in
fiscal 1976. Student work-study programs and aid programs for the
construction of academic facilities were also extended.6

Tax Amendnxent to Restore Charitable Deductions

Changes made by the Tax Reform Act of 1969 have resulted in dis-
crimination against the creators of letters, memoranda, and similar
property, in that it was formerly given capital gains treatment and is
now considered as ordinary income property. Moreover, as charged in
the "Resolurion Restoring Charitable Deduction to Crearive Artists and
Authors," introduced at Dallas by ALA, the ultimate victims of this
inequity have been major libraries in the counry, including LC, since
these restrictions do not apply to collectors, inheritors, and in some
cases, dealers.6

Senate bill S l2l2 introduced by Frank Church (D.-Idaho) would
allow the donor of the income property to deduct market value of the
property minus 50 percent of the gain. HR 9103 by Ogden Reid
(R.-N.Y.) would restore the full charitable deduction. Another bill

which speaks to the problem is sponsored by Rep. Wilbur Mills (D.-
Ark.). His HR 9505 deals with "the income rnx treatment of charitable
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contributions of copyrights, artistic compositions; or a collection of
papers." Though we could find no record of any action on any of the
three bills this year, it appears that something will be done ro resolve
the problem.z

Reprints

Reprint publication flourishes in spite of library budget cuts. With
less money to spend, acquisitions librarians will be forced to be more
selective than in recent years, and with more titles available as reprints
selection should be easier. The end resulr may well be better overall
quality of materials acquired.

Book Production

The American book title output, both for new books and new
editions, January-September 1971, showed an increase over the same
period for the prior year. With new book production ar 18,927 titles
and new editions at 9,567 the total of 28,494 titles was 16 percent
greater than in the corresponding period in 1970.e

The Statistics Committee of the Association of American Publishers
in a survey of members determined that members consider statistical in-
formation to be one of AAP's most vital services. Among the improve-
ments that they would like (which all librarians will applaud) are
better definitions and more caregories conforming co LC classifica-
tions.e

Serial Price Index

Serial and serial services prices continue to rise, with the average
serial price reaching $11.66 for l97l and the average serial services
price, 990.05.10

G oaernment M i cr opub Ii s hin g

The Public Printer, A. N. Spence, announced the Government
Printing Office's entry inro the micropublishing field in February. He
reported that national depository libraries want the GPO to pubtish
in microfilm format, and he indicated that "a proposed GPO standard
microform format with a reduction of 48x would permit most govern-
ment documents to be reformatted economically from ink print pub-
lications to microform."lr The Information Industry Association, of
course, issued a statement opposing GPO's plans, claiming that the GpO
would be in competition with the commercial firms which had made the
initial investment p.ermitting later microform publication.

S i gnificant Pub lications

American National Standards Instirure Standard Z3g.l3-1971, "Ad-
vertising of Books" lists in detail those bibliographic elements recom-
mended for inclusion in ten difierent media (catalogs, advertising,
etc.).
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Of great interest is the plan of the Superintendent of Documents
to prepare a single comprehensive catalog of all government publica-
tions available for sale. This should prove a boon in identification of
those often elusive government publications.

A significant event occurred early in l97l when the University of
Toronto Press began the publication of new books simultaneously in
conventional book form and in microfiche. In an era of sparse financial
support for libraries, this may well become standard procedure as space
decreases and postage rates increase.

For acquisitions librarians, the publication of Daniel Melcher's
book Melcher on Acquisition was certainly significant. It covers all im-
portant aspects of the acquisition process and, coming from a veteran
of the library-oriented book-publishing world, it has much solid in-
formation. It should prove particularly useful for library schools as well
as for new librarians.

ISSNs

More numbers coming up. Bowker is to assign International Stan-
dard Serial Numbers for the 70,000 titles included in Ulrichs. T}re
project, approved by both the American Standards Institute and the
International Standards Organization, will result in the listing of ISSNs
in the cumulative index of Ulrichs Volume III. "At the request of li-
braries, subscription agencies, abstracting and indexing services and
others, Bowker will assign numbers to titles not in its data base. Listings
of newly-assigned ISSNs will be published periodically."tz

Evidently the ISSNs will raise the price of Volume IIL IT is adver-
tised, unpriced, in the Library Journal of December l, 1971. We are
sure that ISSNs will prove worth the effort and cost, although ISBNs
don't seem to have become commonly used yet. In a summary of li-
brarians' comments on publishers' catalogs and how they are used in
libraries, the following statement appears in parentheses: "Several li-
brarians admitted ignorance about ISBNs and needed to know why
they are useful."13 The article lists some of the major points which
emerged during a preconference on the use of publishers catalogs that
preceded the New England Library Association's annual meeting in
October.

Copyright

During June the Association of American Publishers held a two-day
seminar to examine all aspects of copyright. Barbara Ringer of the
Copyright Office reported that the issue of cable television was still the
major reason that the copyright problem could not be solved. She
warned that, "If the 1909 law remains in efiect indefinitely, technolog-
ical developments will simply engulf copyright protection and Congress
will be powerless to do anything about it."14

Copyright extension will be provided until December 31, 1972, as a
result of action on SJ Resolution 123, which was cleared by Congress
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on November 15. even though the House had earlier vowed not to spon-
sor a third extension. Emanuel Celler (D.-N.Y.) chairman of the flouse

Judiciary Committee, said on that day that the impasse over cable tele-
vision seemed about to be broken, thus clearing the way for a revised
copyright law.lr

Postal Rates

The fourth-class special postal rates which apply to books were in-
creased in May. Though both the American Library Association and
the Association of American Publishers are making valiant attempts to
stave off increases, libraries can expect a continued rise in these special
rates, as the U.S. Postal Service attempts to carry out its mandate to
become independent of government subsidy.

ln Summary

Acquisitions articles, other than notices of fund cuts, were in short
supply in the l97l library journal literature. Perhaps this deficiency was
compensated for by the release during the year of Daniel Melcher's
book. There was, however, a good deal of discussion on cooperatives
for resource sharing in the literature this year. As more cooperatives
develop, questions are sure to be raised about shared acquisitions pro-
grams. Perhaps we will see sorne emphasis on shared acquisitions in the
literature in 1972.
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Africa in the Standard
Classificafion Schemes

Nwozo Alrenrwr
Nnamdi, Azihiwe Librart

IJniaersity of Nigeria, Nsuhha

The Standard Classification Schemes suraeyed are (1) Dewey Decimal
Classification @C1; Q) the Library of Congress Classification (LC);
and (3) the Bibliographic Classification of Henry Bliss (BC). It is re-
alized that these classification schemes uere deueloped at a time when
research on Africana was i,n its infanq. That explains the aery little
prouision made for Africana in them, and consequently, the problems
now facing African librarians and others engaged, in classifying Afri-
cana materials. It is suggested that certain classes in the schemes, e.g.,
classes FA-FZ (LC), 970-989 (DC), and N (BC) be used to deaelop the
classification of African history.

f OOKING AT PROVISIONS for the classification of Africana in the
rJ difierent classification schemes it is difficult, however broadminded
a person is, not to criticize. In this paper it is not the intention merely
to criticize as much as to point out the shortcomings in the pro-
visions. In pointing out the shortcomings we are conscious of the fact
that the Dewey Decimal Classification (DC) was developed in the
nineteenth century, the Bliss Bibliographic Classification (BC) and
most of the Library of Congress Classification (LC) in the first half of
this century. We are also aware that makers of these schemes had little
information on Africa with which to work. In a paper read at a meeting
of African Society I May 1923, Professor A. P. Newton called Africa
"the so-called 'continent'" and said that "the Africa that lies beyond
the Tropic of Cancer has a story that begins only with modern times . . ."
and that the subject of his paper was ". to show something of the
unity which makes a history of modern Africa an integral part of a
wider story, that of the expansion of European people. . . ."1 A. P. New-
ton was a professor of Imperial History and makers of the general
schemes should be p,ardoned if they assumed that such an idea of Afri-
can history as his was the most authoritative.

Since A. P. Newton pontificated, over forty years ago, much inten-
sive research has been conducted in African studies. Consequently, the
world has more knowledge of Africana, and classifiers are in a su-
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premely better position to recast the provisions for the classification of
Africana so as to conform with the modern views of African histori-
ography, etc. As Bliss said, "Classification schemes should be made in
such a way that the order of the classes conforms or is determined by
its use by, and its usefulness to, the thinkers and workers of the difier-
ent branches of knowledge."

We do not agree with the statement made by the Resources and
Technical Services Division Classification Committee that "the con-
sensus in the literature is that Cataloguers should accept the Library of
Congress classification choices in preference to making local changes,"
in view of the fact that Africana is so poorly provided for in the stan-
dard schemes.z Wholesale relocation of classes and numbers are sug-
gested below, because, as Krishnaswami asked, "How would it benefit a
library in a non-Christian, non-English speaking and non-American
country to use Dewey as it is without any modifications?"3

Archaeology

It is not the intention here to deal in great detail with African
archaeology. This is so because modern archaeological studies in Africa
started only after the Second World War. Only North Africa, South
and East Africa, and the Nile valley have been covered in any detail by
archaeologists. Archaeological studies of the whole of West and Central
Africa are still in their intancy. Even the coverage for the areas men-
tioned above has been sketchy, especially when it is remembered that
(l) Libby developed a radio carbon (C14) method on absolute dating
in 1950; (2) Midden analysis was evolved by Heizer in 1960 and potas-
sium argon (K/A) method was developed by Evernden and Curtis
only in 1961. An indication of things to come is a recent publication by
Thurstan Shaw reporting sophisticated bronze objects dated 850 A.D.
and showing a society with an organized system of government and
which had developed a form of divine kingship, based on an economy,
dependent partly on commerce with the outside world.a And this was
in an area where the soil had hitherto been held to be so acidic that
it could not retain archaeological remains of great antiquity.

History

When we look at the provisions for African history in the general
schemes we are conscious of the fact that, as far as professional histori-
ans were concerned, what happened in precolonial Africa was of minor
consequence. And even within the colonial period itself, what counted
was not what Africans were doing or had inherited from the past, but
what Europeans were doing and what they had brought to Africa. His-
torians wrote in a vein similar to Sulpicius Severus (365-425 A.D.)
and the Spanish priest, Paul Orosius (417 A.D.) who, when writing
their universal histories, sought to find in them only a proof and justi-
fication of the Christian faith. And so the units of African history be-
came, not of its own peoples and culture, but, first the spheres of in-
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fluence and then the colonies and empires established by Europeans in
Africa. The subject of study therefore was not the Ndongo kingdom of
Ngola but the Portuguese in Angola.

BC allocates more than double the numbers to U.S. (NE-NR) than
the whole of Africa (OS-OX). LC allocates the same numbers for the
whole of Africa (DT) as for Greece (DF). DC felt that the numbers al-
located to Africa were already too many and had to add South Indian
Ocean Islands (969). Taking a single region, West Africa, we find that
DC has the equivalent number allocated to it (966) as to France (944).
BC has the same number for it (OX) as for New England (NJ), and
that LC, which includes under this region Congo and Angola, has more
than three times the numbers allocated to Italy (DG l-999) as to the
region (DT47l-720).

Under Africa itself there is no proportionate allocation of numbers.
DC has equal numbers allocated to Ethiopia (963), Algeria (965), and
the whole of West Africa (966). The numbers allocated to Egypt and
Sudan are nearly half of those to West Africa: Senegal to Angola. LC al-
locates almost equal numbers to South Africa as to the whole of West
Africa. This is understandable since interest in African territories tend-
ed to be proportional to the extent of European influence and control.
Notice that in the Cambridge History of the Bri'tish Empire (1929/
1959, 8v.), the history of white settlement in South Africa received a
volume, while the rest of British Africa were dealt with through oc-
casional chapters in the first three volumes. In the same region, e.g.,
West Africa, we find that in BC, Ghana and Bamako are given one
number each (OXJ, OXU); in LC, Nigeria and Lagos have one number
each (DT513 and DT515).

Appendix I shows the haphazard way in which African history has
been classified. Each scheme recognized that there were regions such
as North, West, Central, East, and South Africa. What countries com-
prised each region was another matter. For DC and BC West Africa
stretches from Mauritania to Nigeria. LC's West Africa extends from
Mauritania to South West Africa-after all. all these countries were on
the western side of the continent!

Arrangement of countries under each region shows the most con-
fused way of looking at Africa. No attempt whatsoever was made to
show either geographical or historical relation. BC is better than the
others, but all the same it is difficult to see why Madagascar should be
collocated with Zanzibar thus separating Tanganyika from Mozambique.
In DC we find Tunisia and Libya separated from Morocco and Algeria
by Egypt, Sudan, and Ethiopia. Both Upper Volta and Niger are prov-
inces of Mali. With nearly half the population speaking Ewe, Toeo is
still regarded as part of Dahomey and separated from Ghana by Da-
homey. The less said about LC the better. Possibly makers of LC de-
pended on works like James Hewitt's Geography of the British Colonies
and Dependencies.s It is very easy actually: just allocate a few numbers
to "British West Africa," etc., and subdivide the whole A-2. Then you
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come up with Ashanti separated from Ghana by Gambia; Lagos in
DT5l3, Nigeria in DT5l5, and Ibadan in DT518.l2-after Sierra Leone.
Ilorin, Benin, and Bornu have the rare honor of being regarded as Ni-
gerian towns. There is also an "etc." under Nigeria. Knowing that
Ibadan is in DT5l8. we do not know what the "etc." stands for.

Only LC made any attempt to subdivide general history of Africa
into periods. But, even then, the subdivisions are arbitrary. As for BC,
African history starts with colonization and settlement by Moslems and
white people (OSG). And, for periods of African history as frovided
by Schedule 4 (a), there is no other period before the Partition (OSP)
and it seems there is no other even after that. Instead, provisions are
made for British possessions and protectorates, etc. (OSq-OSV). OSH,
which ought to have been left for social history, is reserved for "Popula-
tion: Increase during European occupancy." Apparently there was no
increase in population until the coming of Europeans. In DC the going
is even simpler: Africa had no historical period before 640 A.D. and
only one period between 640 A.D. and 1900 (960.2).

Of all the regions, North Africa is the best provided for in the
schedules. The reason being that since the area ". . is emphatically a
Mediterranean land closely linked throughout the ages with the lands
on the other side of the midland sea, steeped in history and integrally
connected in every century with the politics of the Southern Europe
and Western Asia." more intensive studies have been carried out about
the countries than about any other region or country.G Of all the
schemes, only LC treats Egypt as having a continuous history from
ancient times to the present. DC has ancient Egypt in 932 and modern
history of Egypt in g62. The ancient history is divided into two periods:
Earliest-332 B.C. (932.01) and 332 B.C.-640 A.D. (932.02). (Also there
is something magical about 640 A.D. We have seen that, trnder Africa,
DC has a period "Early history, 640 A.D.-1900." It seems, according to
DC, that 640 A.D. was the turning point not only in the history of
Egypt but also that of Africa.) Neither Kush nor Nubia is mentioned-
not even in the index. As in other parts of the scheme, BC provides al-
ternatives for the classification of the history of Egypt. Ancient Egypt is
classified in LM since "Ancient History for the most part relates to
certain Mesopotamian and Mediterranean lands. . . ."7 Medieval and
modern Egypt is classified in OTE-OTF. If the history of Egypt is to be
treated as continuous, BC prefers LM since ". Greece and Egypt are
exceptional in that their ancient is so much more important than their
modern history. . . ."8 There is, therefore, provision for classification of
modern Egypt (LMW-LM&).

The only two other areas where attempts are made to provide for
historical periods are Ethiopia and South Africa. As regards DC, the
history of Ethiopia started with the period of Arab rule 640 A.D.-1543
(963.02). Both LC and BC have some provision for ancient Ethiopia
and the Funj Kingdom of Sennar. But the provisions in all the schemes
are very sketchy and confusing. Only when we come to the twentieth
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century do we find a semblance of some order.
As for the rest of Africa, since ". . . Africa . . . possesses practically no

history before the coming of the Europeans . . . ," and since according to
Professor Trevor Roper of Oxford lJniversity, African history is no
more than "the unrewarding gyrations of barbarous tribes in pic-
turesque but irrelevant corners of the globe," we do not expect to find
much.e'10 As regards DC, the only other countries which have more
than three historical periods are Algeria, Cameroun, Sierra Leone,
South Africa, Tanganyika, Togo, Tunisia, and Zanzibar. As for LC,
since the rest of Africa is divided into British, French, or Portuguese
possessions, it will be asking too much to look for historical periods or
much subdivision. Everything goes under "General works." It is true
that provision is made for Ashanti (DT507) and, in the revised
schedules, for Mali Empire (DT532.2). But in the case of Ashanti, it is
not clear whether this provision is for works on the rise of the Ashanti
in the seventeenth ceniury. or Ashanti as a country, or Ashanti as a
part of Ghana-since Ghana is in DT5l0. For subdivisions under coun-
tries BC is better than the others-at least to the extent that there is
Schedule 4 (a) to be applied. But that is the end of it.

In all the schemes, therefore, it is in vain that we look for places to
classify many works of African interest. In West Africa alone, we have to
recast all the schedules in order to accommodate works on the old Ghana
empire, the kingdom of Bornu, and the Songhai and MaIi empires. In
East Africa, it is almost impossible to classify Zimbabwe. And if we must
mention other phases and periods of African history, we can go on
and list the kingdoms of Benin and Oyo, the Fon Kingdom of Dahomey,
and the Akwamu Kingdom of the Gold Coast in West Africa and the
Czwezi and Kilwa Kingdoms in East Africa; and yet, many works are
being published covering these areas.

It is recommended that, for classification of African history, we use
classes FA-FZ (LC), 970-989 (DC), and N (BC).

Ethnology

Six out of thirteen titles listed in Appendix 2 were difierently clas-
sified (according to LC) by L.C. and the British National Bibliography
(B.N.B.). There was broad agreement in the remaining seven titles.

Quite apart from the individual classifier's point of view at any given
time, we are faced with the main problem posed by DC: that there is so
very little provision made for classification of races. Three provisions
are made: (l) 572.7 Primitive races which may be taken as equivalent
to what Bliss called "Less cultured peoples"; (2) 572.8 Specific races
where we are asked to divide, like 420-490, which for Africa is useless;
(3) b72.9 Races in specific countries; and we are asked to add area no-
tations 3-9 to 572.9, that is, using the History numbers, which we have
already seen are inappropriate. This can be seen from the fact that the
Ewes of Ghana will be in 572.9667 while the Ewes of Togo are classed
in 572.96681. But assuming that it is possible to classify races of Africa
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under countries, it means that we shall end up by having whole shelves
of books on ethnographic surveys of difierent peoples of a country like
Nigeria only subdivided by authors.

The problem with LC is that we never know whether to classify
African ethnology in DT or GN. There is no such specification as given
in BC, schedule a (a) (H). That will account for the inconsistency
shown in Appendix 2. We have Bantus (DT764.82 and GN657.B2) and
provision is made for Vei (DT630.5.V2), but the only other place we
have for it in GN is Liberia (GN655.L5), unless we are supposed to
classify it in GN655.V2. Coming to GN, we are asked to class individual
peoples or tribes with the country or region in which they live-if pro-
vision is not made under a country or region. It is not clear, however,
on what basis the different regions and countries were divided and
numbers allocated. We are, of course, confronted again with provisions
for French West Africa, British South Africa, etc. Only a few countries
are given whole numbers. Others are subsumed under regions. And
under regions we find a mixture of countries and tribes some of which
are contained in the same countries. It is therefore dificult to under-
stand why the Fang of Gabon should have a separate number from Ga-
bon (GN655.F3 and GN655.G3) or why the Tongo of" Zambia should
be in GN657.T5 and Northern Rhodesia in GN657.R4.

It is only in BC that we find some attempt at systematic classifica-
tion of African ethnography (KO). But even then we still come up
against the usual bias. KL to KN are for Folklore of the "Historic peo-
ples" whose folklore is "more distinct" and "may be termed 'Ethno-

graphic Folk-lore."' "Because of the close relation to ethnography, the
folklore might well follow the same order of peoples." In order to
bring "a closer collocation of the ethnography and the human geogra-
phy of the European and American peoples," KO-KS proves a com-
plete reversal of Schedule 2. Since the "ethnography and folk-lore of
the less civilized peoples are more likely to be combined . . . ," provision
is made in Schedule 15 (W). The alternative is Section KN "for
classifying the folk-lore of the less cultured peoples . . . if that also
should be desired separate from the Ethnography in KO-KQ." How-
ever, as said above, there is an attempt at a systematic grouping of
peoples-at least many tribes are classified into groups of essentially
identical language and culture. And Schedule 15 proves a welcome
change from the headaches of the other schemes. But the main divi-
sions are still reminiscent of Seligman.ll And under the different groups
we still have a mixture of tribes and countries (e.g., KOIK and KOIR).
There is nothing wrong in giving Bini a number (KORB) but it is
difficult to see why all the other Nigerian tribes (except Hausa and
Fulani) should be classed in KORC.

When a new Africa schedule for this section is made, it may be pos-
sible to borrow a leaf from BC itself. The new schedules will look like
the following.

KL-KM Folklore of African peoples
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KN Alternative for other peoples (Schedule 2)
KO Ethnography of other peoples (Apply Schedules 2 k I5)
KP-KS Ethnography of African peoples
KT Anthropogeography. Human geography.
KU Africa (Apply our Appendix 4)
KV East Indies, Australia, Polynesia
KW Asia
KX Europe
KY America
It will be seen from the above that we have also borrowed a leaf

from BC and reversed Schedule 2 to take care of Human Geography
(KU-KY).

Languages

A brief history of the attempts at African language classification has
been given elsewhere.l2 In dealing with African language classification,
Berwick Sayers' dictum that the classifier "takes the whole of knowledge
and first divides it into a number of broad convenient areas which he
calls classes" could not have been applicable, for the simple reason
that makers of the schemes were not even sure what the "broad con-
venient areas" were. As of now, some authorities have the broad lin-
guistic groupings as Afro-Asiatic, Khoisan, Niger-Congo, Sudanic, etc.
Others have them as Nig:ritic, Bantu, Sudanic, Khoisan, Ilamitic, etc.
As if that were not enough, we have a third grouping called Western
Sudan, Bantu, E. Bantu, Bushman-Hottentot, Hamito-semitic or Ery-
traic, etc. And so, we are up against ". . . the ridiculous proliferation of
typological neologisms in African linguistic classification ." since we
are now ". . . in possession of so many difierent terms both classical and
aggressively modern . ." that we spend whole days trying to unravel
the mess.l3

In the l6th edition DC had African languages subdivided into (l)
African languages, including Hausa, (2) Hottentot, (3) Bushman, (4)
Bantu, (5) Negro dialects, and (6) Dialects of Sudan. In the lTth edition
it came up with (l) Macro-Khoisan, (2) Bushman, (3) Niger-Congo,
(4) Negro dialects, (5) ChariNile (macrosudanic), and (6) Commer-
cial languages under which it subsumed Flausa and Swahili. In other
words, between 1958 and 1965, Sayers' "broad convenient areas" have
been so recast that only two old terms (Bushman and Negro dialects)
were retained. It has Hamito-Semitic languages in 492-493 which in the
lTth edition is called Afro-Asiatic languages. In the l7th edition a new
language group is added-"Chad family-including Kanuri" under Ham-
itic.

In LC we find (PL8000- ) a juxtaposition of countries, language
families, and special languages listed alphabetically. The only language
families listed are Bantu, Bushman group, and Sudanian. Hamitic (in-
cluding Berber and Cushitic) is classified as an Oriental language, in
PJ230l-.In the "Additions and changes to June 1964" Nilotic was add-
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ed. As indicated above, special languages were listed alphabetically
and each given a specific number. But in the additions to June 1955,
we find all sorts of instructions about which ro cancel and which to
substitute.

BC admitted that it had not attempted to resolve the ethnographic,
geographic, and linguistic relations involved in African language
classification. It, therefore, has three main headings under which it
merely named ". the languages thar appear prominently": (l) Su-
danic, under which it subsumed Easrern Sudanic, Nigritic, Mandingo,
etc., Class-languages, and Western Sudanic; (2) Bantu, where it follows
the classification of Malcolm Guthire (1947) and has eight subsec-
tions; (3) Bushman-Hottentot; and (4) Others. It has Egyptian, Ber-
ber, Cushite, and Ethiopic languages collocated with Dravido-Munda
and Hebrew languages and coordinated with Arabic language under
the general heading Hamito-Semitic languages (WV). IMe can resolve
the whole of the above into:

DC lTth edition
Macro-Khoisan
Bushman
Niger-Congo
Negro-Dialects
Chari-Nile
Commercial
Afro-Asian (Hamito-

Semitic)

and in so doing shall find that the only "broad convenient areas" com-
mon in all of them are the Bushman-Hotrenrot and Hamito-semitic
language groups. "Convenience" in the schemes therefore connote$ no-
tational convenience. The whole of African languages, in D.C. are al-
located the equivalent number as the Spanish language, while in LC
they have less numbers than the French language.

What, then, is wrong with the general schemes? It is this: division
was on the assumption that there was a genus, i.e., African languages
which could be subdivided into species (Bantu, etc.) and each specie
into classes (Bafia, etc.) , each of which was again divided into subclasses
(Balom, etc.)-in classification parlance from terms of maximum ex-
tension to terms of maximum intension. A look at the listing above
shows that each was based on, to say the least, a very incomplete
knowledge of what was being subdivided. All were agreed on rhe genus

B C
Sudanic
Bantu
Bushman-Hottentot
Hamito-Semitic

LC
Bantu
Bushman
Sudanian
Hamitic
Semitic
Nilotic
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It seems that the best way to go about the whole thing would be to

discover which dialect belongs to which language, which language be-

Ijebu, a dialect of Yoruba language, a language in the Kwa group of
the Niger-Congo family. The tollowing diagram serves as an example.

YORUEA

lkwere

This may be going into greater detail than is necessary. We agree

that as a result of ur6anization and the development of great trading

centers "many of the splinter dialects of the past are now being- ab-

sorbed by about a dozen dynamic, hard-core languages."le Our thesis

all along has been that there can never be meaningful classification of

works oi African languages until we follow the linguists and_ break the

whole down to the m;joi languages' This way, we will be able to fi't in

works on the dialects if and when they arise.
rn order to accommodate even the main languages, we shall have to

use 420 to 480 of DC, at least Y of BC (after all, we are allowed to do

so), and quietly appropriate the whole of PB-PH of LC, thereby hav-

ing at leait 8,dOO 
-numbers 

to play with. Unless we do that, we shall

coirtinrre to spend days trying io figure out where and how to classify

the grammar^of Angono, the dictionary of Orungu,- the philology of

Man-o, and the morphology of Njabi. "The work already accom-

plished in the study of African languages" says Greenberg " . . . is hardly

more than a preliminary sounding into the depths that remain to be

penetrated within the vast world of African languages."16

Religion
African religion used to be referred to as "primitive" and the word

"fetishism" was*vaguely gsecl to describe it: "primitive" because it was

Kwa

0nltsha
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regarded as having remained in the lowliest stages even in modern
times; "fetishism" as a convenient word to be used for "a limited class
of magical objects . . ." such as charms, amulets, talismans.lG

Since the schedules for Religion in the main schemes are made
mostly for Christian religions, we may not hope for much provision for
African religion. In BC there is no specific provision in Class P for Afri-
can religion. PY is left for Religious societies, etc., that "are not distinct-
ly Christian . . ." (Islam is, of course, provided for in PK). There is pro-
vision for religion under History (OSK) but it is meant for Religious
influences, conflicts, etc.; e.g., Islam versus Christianity. Another pro-
vision is made under Ethnography (KO) Schedule 15 (U) for religion,
beliefs, sophiology. DC has only one subsection for "Religion of African
or Negto origin" (299.6). There is an attempt at some sort of sub-
division in LC, but we find that whereas Egypt has forty numbers, the
whole of the rest of Africa has fifty-two numbers. Moreover, it is only
under Egypt that we have subdivision into periods and special topics.
The rest of Afnca is divided into regions, then into countries (A-Z),
and finally into ethnic groups (A-Z). As we have indicated elsewhere,
A-Z subdivision is always an escapist way of dealing with knotty prob-
lems. Since we are now having works on the Maru and Vodu of the
Ewes, the Olorun and Orisha of the Yorubas, and the Chukwu and
Ikenga of the Ibos we may think of using (1) PY in BC, (2) at least the
whole of.299 in DC, and (3) BL 1000-BL2699 in LC to reclassify Afri-
can religion. As for Christianity in Africa, since the geographical
schedules in the main schemes are wrong, we can use our own (See
Appendix 3 and 4) in subdividing 276 (DC) PSO (BC) and BRl360-
BRl470 (LC).

Ge ographical Sub division

In DC we are asked either to subdivide like 496 or 960. We have seen
from the above that both are wrong either because of wrong subdi-
vision or wrong subordination. It is therefore recommended that Ap-
pendix 3 (with Cutter) be used where there are absolutely no other
numbers to use. BC is better than others, but there we have some un-
explained coordination and subordination. If we are supposed to go
from general to specific, we fail to see why Egypt should come before
North AIrica as a whole or.why Ghana is subordinated to Guinea Coast
and Nigeria is not. Appendix 4 will take care of any subdivision (by
schedule 2) in BC. We have a vague feeling that when LC tables
were said to be "difficult to use" the Committee was thinking of tables
for Africa.1? The usual thing is to mention Egypt and a few other
countries or regions and then ask us to subdivide A-2. But even that
is child's play compared with the problem encountered in tables of
geographical divisions to be used in Class H. Appendix 4 has been used
to expand Tables VII, VIII, IX. It is detailed enough to take in older
wotks, e.g., on Ruanda Urundi. Lack of space prevents our including
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expansions for Tables I-VI. Appendix 3 can be used for Table I or such
sections as GTl58-GT1589.

Conclusion
The few areas surveyed above show the problems facing African

Iibrarians and anybody involved in the classification of Africana. De-
vising a wholly new Africana Classification may not be the solution-
after all, the standard schemes are already in use, and, unless it was for
a specialized collection, the exercise might do more harm than good.
That is why, for African librarians at least, we have suggested certain
relocations. But one has to know what one is relocating. Our concern
with the main schemes has not been that they are not perfect. No clas-
sification scheme is ever perfect. Our concern has been that the basis
of subdivision and subordination of Africana (in the standard schemes)
is erroneous, and there is little or no provision for revision and expan-
sion.

We realize that drawing up a classification of African history, eth-
nology, languages, and so on, would require extensive cooperation
and coordination between African librarians and Africanists. It is sug-

gesred thar a body like the Standing Committee of African University
Librarians in conjunction with (perhaps) UNESCO and the Central

Classification Committee and the Classification Research Committee of

the International Federation for Documentation (FID) should set uP

machinery to produce outlines of classification of Africana. These

guidelinei may not be perfect, but in the words of Justice_ Kaufmann'
;the impossibility of guaranteeing that a new rule will always be in-

fallible cannot justify continued adherence to an outmoded stan-

datd."18
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APPENDIX I

Classification ol African History in the Different Schemes

DC LC BC

Linguistic Classification," Current Anthro-

Changing Society," Unesco Courier 20:.30

Africa
North Africa

Tunisia
Libya

Egypt and Sudan
Egypr
Sudan

Ethiopia

Northwest African Coast
Morocco

Algeria

West Africa
Mauritania
Mali

Upper Volta
Niger

Senegal
Sierra l-eone
Upper Guinea area

Gambia
Guinea Rep,
Portuguese Guinea

Liberia
Ivory Coast

Ghana
Dahomey

Togo
Nigeria

Central Africa
Lower Guinea area

Cameroun

Africa
N.E. Africa. Red Sea Coast

Egypt
Sudan
Nile River

North Africa

Barbary States
Libya
Tunisia
Algeria
Morocco
Sahara

Central Africa
Wadai
W.C. Africa. West Sudarr
Niger River
E. Central
Erwin Pasha

East Africa
Italian East Africa
Ethiopia
Eritrea
Somaliland
British East Africa

Protectorates, regions,
cities, etc., A1, e.g.,
Buganda, Kenya,
Nairobi, etc.

Tanganyika
Mozambique
Madaga.scar

Spring 1972 '' ,

Africa
Northern (including N.E.)

Egypt
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan

Nubia
Barbary States
Libya
Cyrenaica
Tripolitania
Tunisia
Algeria
Morocco
Sahara

Eastern (including S.E.)
Ethiopia
Eritrea
Br. E. Africa
Kenya
Uganda
Tanganyika
Zanzibat
Madagascar
Mozambique
Nyasaland
Rhodesia

S. Rhodesia
N. Rhodesia

Southern (incl. S.W.)
Union of S. Africa

Cape Province
Orange Free State

Basutoland
Natal
Swaziland
Transvaal
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DC

Gabon and Congo
Gabon
Congo

Angola
Central African Rep.
and Chad

Cent. African Rep.
Chad

Congo (Leo.)
Rn,anda and Burundi

Rwanda
Burundi

Uganda and Kenya
Uganda
Kenya

Somaliland and Socotra
French Somaliland
Somalia

Tanganyika and ZanzTbar
Zanzibar
Tanganyika

Mozambique

South Africa
Transvaal

Rhodesia and Nyasaland

South Indian Ocean
Islands

Madagascar

APPENDTX | (cont'd)

LC

West Africa. West Coast
Upper Guinea
Lower Guinea
British West Africa
Local
Ashanti
Gambia
Ghana
Lagos
Nigeria
Sierra I-eone
Other regions, cities,
etc., A-2.

Ffausa
Ibadan

French West Africa
Dahomey
Guinea
Ivory Coast
Fr. Equatorial Africa
Gabon
Middle Congo
Chad
Senegal

Sudan
Cameroun

Togoland
Angola (Port. West
Africa)

Portuguese Guinea
Spanish West Africa

Femando po

Liberia
Congo River and region

Congo (Leo)
Other countries and
regions
(w.A.)

Islands
S.W. Africa

South Africa
British South Africa

Union of South Africa
Basutoland
Bechuanaland
Cape Province

Nyasaland
Natal
Orange Free State
Transvaal
Rhodesia
Swaziland

BC

Bechuanaland
S.W. Africa
Angola

Congo (Leo.)
Ruanda Urundi
Fr. Eq. Africa

Gabon
Middle Congo
Uhngi-Shari

Chad

Western Africa
Spanish Guinea
Cameroun
Nigeria
Guinea Coast
Dahomey
Togoland
Ghana
Ivory Coast
Liberia
Sierra Leone
French West Africa

Guinea
Portuguese Guinea
Cape Verde Island
Senegal
French Sudan

Timbuktu
Niger
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APPENDIX 2

Works on Alrican EthnograPhY

Showing:- (a) LC Classification; (b) Dewey Classification as done at L.C.;
(c) Dewey Classification as done by B.N.B.

L . C .  D . C ,  D . C .

l. BANTON, G. West African city: a study
of tribal life in Freetown, 1957.

2. BOHANNAN, P. Justice among the Tiv.
1957.

3. COLSON, E. Social organization of Gwembo
Tonga. 1960.

4. EVANS-PRITCHARD, E. KinshiP and

marriage among the Nuer. 1951.

5. MIDDLETON, J. Tribes without rulers.

r958.
6. OSCHINSKY, L. The racial affinities of the

B a g a n d a . . .  1 9 5 0 .

?. RADCLIFFE-BROWN, A. African systems

of kinship and marriage. 1950.
8. RICHARDS, A. East African chiefs. 1959.

9.  ROSCOE, J.  The Baganda. .  .2d ed.  1965'

10. SCHAPERA, I. Government and politics in

tribal societies. 1956.
ll. SELIGMAN, C. Races of Africa' 3d ed. 1957'

12. WILSON, M. Good life: a study of Nyakyusa

age villages. 1952.
I3, WILSON, M. Rituals of kinship among the

Nvakvusa. 1957.

DTst6.B25

GN493.B6

GN657.T5

GN480.E78

GN490.M5

GN578308

cN480.R3

Jq2e5l.A34
DT434.U2

JC?S.A32
DTI5

GN490

GN478

L . C .

9t6.f l1

572.9669

572.96894

572.9624

572.96

573.6

<4Q9

352.06761
916.6761
916.761033

32r.2
572.96

780.7

572.9678

B.N .B .

30r.45 (1)

34e.66e5 (l)

572.9689r l6(r)

572.96249
(r)

572.e6 (r)

573.609676

572.96
967.61
572.9676r

( l'l

572.968 (l)
572.96

572.96785

572.9678 ( l)

APPENDD( 8

Broad Subdiztision ol Africa

Recommended for use in specific subjects where one or very few places are provided

for Africa. It is an alphabitical u".i,tg.-.rrt of countries under regions. Cutter

countries and their subdivisions.

Africa
North: Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Sudan.

Africa South of the Sahara
West: Cameroun, Central African Republic, Chad, Dahomey, Gambia, Ghana,

Guinea, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Portuguese

Guinea, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Spanish Sahara, Togo, Upper Volta.

East: Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, Tan:zania, Uganda.

Central: Angola, Burundi, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Kinshasa), Equatorial

Guinea, Gabon, Malawi, Mozambique, Rwanda, Rhodesia, Zambia.

South: Botswana, Lesotho, Malagasy, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland'
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APPENDfl 4

Detailed Subdiuision ol Africa

Africa
North Africa

Egypt
Sudan
French North Africa
Libya
Tunisia
Algeria
Morocco
Spanish Sahara (Rio de Oro)
Mauritania

Africa South of the Sahara
Atlantic Ocean and Islands in it
West Africa

British West Africa
French West Africa
Senegal
Gambia
Mali
Upper Volta
Niger
Guinea Coast
Portuguese Guinea
Guinea
Sierra Leone
Liberia
Ivory Coast
Ghana
Togo
Dahomey
Nigeria

Lagos
West
Mid-West
East
North

Equatorial and Central Africa
French Equatorial Africa
Chad
Central African Republic
Cameroun
Equatorial Guinea

Equatorial and Central Africa (cont.)
Congo (Brazzaville)
Congo (Kinshasha)
Ruanda Urundi
Rwanda
Burundi

Southern Africa

Angola
Namibia
Botswana
South Africa

Cape Province
Natal
Orange Free State
Transvaal

Lesotho
Swaziland
Mozambique

Rhodesia and Central Africa
Federation

Rhodesia
Zambia
Malawi

East Africa

British East Africa
Tanzania
Tanganyika
Zanzibar
Uganda
Kenya

Ethiopia and Somalia (Italian East
Africa)

Ethiopia

Somalia
British Somaliland
Italian Somaliland
French Somaliland
French East Africa

Indian Ocean and Islands in it

Malagasy
Mauritius

eppsNprx 5

LC Tables ol Geographical Di.uisi,ons Follouing Class H.

N.8,.' Because of lack of numbers
Table IX under French Equatorial

Table VII Table VIII Tabte IX

661 671 336
662 672 337

. 1 9 2 0

certain subordinations have to be made, e.g., in
Africa (360) and South Africa (362).

Africa
North Africa
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APPENDTx 5 (cont'd')

Table IXTable VII Table VIII
663 673
664 674
665 675
666 676
661 677
668 678
669 679
670 680
67t 681
672 682
673 683
674 684
o/5  0d5

676 686
677 687
678 688
679 689
680 690
681 691
682 652
683 693
684 694
685 695
686 696
687 697
688 698
689 699
690 700
691 701
692 702
693 703
694 704
695 705
696 706
697 707
698 708
699 709
700 7r0
70r 7rl
702 7r2
703 7r3
704 7r4
J05 7r5
706 716
706.1 716.1
706.2 716.2
707 7r7
708 7 I8
709 719
7r0 720
7rr 72r
7 l l . r  72r .1
7rr.2 72t.2

Volume 76, Number

337.r
337.2
338
338.1
338.2
338.3
338.4
338.5
338.6
335
340
34r
342
clc

34+
345
346
347
348
349
350
35r
352
J.?J

354
355
356
J J /

358
358.1
358.2
358.3
358.4
358.5
359
360
360.1
260.2
360.3
360.+
360.5
360.6
360.7
360.8
360.81
360.82
361
361.1
36r.2
36r.3
362
362.r
362.2

2, Spring

EgyPt
Sudan
French North Africa
Libya
Tunisia
Algeria
Morocco
Spanish Sahara (Rio de Oro)

Mauritania
Africa South of the Sahara

Atlantic Ocean and Islands in it

West Africa
British West Africa
French West Africa
Senegal
Gambia
Mali
Upper Volta
Niger
Guinea Coast
Portuguese Guinea
Guinea
Sierra Leone
Liberia
Ivory Coast
Ghana
Togo
Dahomey
Nigeria

Lagos
West
Mid-West
East
North

Equatorial and Central Africa
French Equatorial Africa
Chad
Central African Republic
Cameroun
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Congo (Brazzaville)
Congo (Kinshasa)
Ruanda Urundi
Rwanda
Burundi
Southern Africa
Angola
Namibia (S.W. Africa)
Botswana
South Africa

Cape Province
Natal
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AIFENDTX 5 (cont'd)

Table VII

7 rr.3
7 rr.4
712
713
714
715
716
7r7
718
7r9
720
72r
19q

723
?24
725
726
727
728
728.r
728.2
728.3
728.4
729,
729.r
79q c)

Table VIII

72r.3
72r.4
1q9

l 1 J

n 0 E

726
727
?28
729
730
73r
732
733
l J a

I J J

736
l J t

738
738.r
738.2
738.3
738.4
735
739.r
739.2

Table IX

362.3
362.4
362.5
362.6
363
364
364.r
364.2
364.3
365
366
366.1
366.2
366.3
366.4
366.5
367
368
369
369.1
369.2
369.3
369.4
370
370.r
370.2

Orange Free State
Transvaal

ksotho
Swaziland
Mozambique
Rhodesia and Central African Federation
Rhodesia
Zambia
Malawi
East Africa
British East Aftica
Tanzania
Tanganyika
Zanzibar
Uganda
Kenya
Ethopia and Somalia (Italian East Africa)
Ethiopia
Somalia
British Somaliland
Italian Somaliland
French Somaliland
French East Africa
Indian Ocean and Is lands in i t
Malagasy
Mauritius
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Aufomation Activities in the Processing

Departmenf of the Library of Congress

Compiled and edit.ed bY
Hrrqnrntrn D. Avneu

MARC Deuelopment Office
LrNonr S. Menuvalra

MARC Deaelopment Office
and

JouN C. Rernrn
Technical Processes Research Office

Library of Congress
Washington, D.C.

This arti,cle reports on actiuities relating to the automati'on of tech'
nical processing at the Li.brary of Congress. The master guidelines
for automation of the LC core bibliographic systenx are discussed, and
the following indiuidual proiects are described: Machine'Readable
Cataloging (MARC) and. related actiaities; IIECON Pi.lot Proiect;
format recognition; multiple use MARC system; Ord'er Diaision prol-
ect; automated process inf ormati.on file; sub ject headings proiect;
filing program; booh catalogs; and the Card Diaision proiect.*

Introduction
-fHE RESPONSIBILITY for automation of technical processing in
I the Library of Congress is divided among four units of the Process-

ing Department: the MARC Editorial Office, the Technical Processes
Research Office, the Card Division, and the MARC Development Of-
fice. Prior to June 1970, the core group of the'present MARC Develop-
ment Omce was part of the Library's Information Systems Office, then
in the Office of the Librarian. In the spring of 1970, the Information
Systems Ofice was transferred to the Administrative Department and
subsequent to that time, the MARC Development Office was estab-
lished in the Processing Department to concentrate on those aspects of
the Library's total automation program that are concerned with tech-
nical processing.

* The following persons made substantive contributions to this article: James E.

Agenbroad, Lawrence H. Alkofer, Henriette D. Avram, Pamela Q. Jensen, Lenore S.

Maruyama, Lucia J. Rather, Thomas W. Synnott, T. Arlene Whitmer, MARC Develop-

ment Office; John C. Rather, Technical Processes Research Office; Barbara J. Roland,
MARC Editorial Office; and Marv Kav Daniels, Card Division.
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With respect to automation, the four units in the Processing De-
partment are charged with the following:

l. The MARC Editorial Office is responsible for the conversion of
catalog records to machine-readable form and for updating and
correcting the Library's files of these machine-readable records.

2. The Technical Processes Research Office is responsible for ana-
lyzing and evaluating the bibliographic control devices main-
tained by the Processing Department and making recommenda-
tions for their improvement, taking account of the capabilities
of the evolving automated system. The Technical Processes Re-
search Office also works closely with the MARC Development Of-
fice in the design and implementation of specifi.c automation
projects.

3. The Card Division is responsible for a mechanization program to
scan order slips automatically and to produce printed cards on
demand and for duplication and distribution of MARC tapes to
subscribers.

4. The MARC Development Office is responsible for the develop-
ment and implementation of automated systems for the following:
(u) internal bibliographical conrols in technical processing;
(b) conversion of cataloging and authority data to machine-read-
able form; and (c) use of these records to produce book cata-
logs, special listings, other printed output, and I\4ARC tapes.

The work involved covers the entire spectrum of technical process-
ing from the point of acquisitions through production of catalog cards
and book form catalogs for the Library of Congress and the library
community. In order to accomplish these objectives, the four units
maintain very close liaison, using the team approach across organiza-
tional lines when required.

Past reports and articles have concentrated on the MARC and
RECON efforts. Since these projects have a significant impact for the
users of LC bibliographic products, their activities during the past
year are summarized in the following pages. However, the principal
purpose of this article is to describe in some detail other projects and
future plans that are not so familiar to the library community. Al-
though these projects turn our sights inward, they will eventually con-
tribute to the improvement of the Library's services.

Creation and Distribution of MARC Records

The actual conversion process (editing, keying, and proofing) is
the responsibility of the MARC Editorial Office, which was established
in March 1969 prior to the beginning of the MARC Distribution Ser-
vice. By the end of 1971, approximately 228,000 bibliographic records
for English language monographs had been converted into machine-
readable form. Of this number, 111,027 were converted during this
calendar year (1971). In addition, there are approximately 16,000 rec-
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ords on the residual data base (an in-process file of lecords not yet dis-
tribured to MARC subscribers) .

Although the majority of these records represent currently cataloged
items, 63,104 consisted of retrospective records, which were converted
by the RECON Production Unit of the MARC Editorial Office. This
unit, which was in existence from August 1969 to June 1971, con-
stituted the production arm of the RECON Pilot Project. Details of
the research conducted during the pilot project are described in
another section of this article.

The MARC Editorial Office continues to be troubled with periodic
backlogs due to the erratic nature of its receipts. Three times in the
past year substantial backlogs accumulated. Aid was solicited from the
Descriptive Cataloging Division to help with an influx of records result-
ing from the reduction of backlogs in other divisions. Overtime paired
with a reduction in receipts was also effective in reducing the backlog.
In addition, the retention of two verifiers and two editors from the
RECON Production Unit enabled the MARC Editorial Ofice to process
an exceptionally large number of records during the busy last months
of the year. During this period, several of the weekly tapes exceeded
2,000 records each, the largest tape being 3,014 records for the week of
November l0  to 16,  1971.

The MARC Editorial Office has worked closely with the MARC De-
velopment Office and the Technical Processes Research Office in the
application of new techniques prior to implementation in a production
mode. MARC editors proofed simulated format recognition records and
provided valuable comments to the designers of the format recogni-
tion program. The three offices have also collaborated in the com-
pilation of cost figures for machine-readable records and the com-
puter program to provide these statistics.

Tapes for the MARC Distribution Service are now duplicated and
distributed directly from the Library of Conp;ress Card Diviiion to sixty-
two subscribers in this country and abroad. Until the end of 1970, these
services had been provided on a contractual basis by Argonne National
Laboratories in Illinois. With the elimination of ttansportation time to
Illinois, subscribers of the weekly tapes usually receive their mini-reels
one day earlier. The MARC Distribution Service will be expanded to
include records for motion pictures and filmstrips during 1972 and, if
funding is received, for French monogr:aph titles during fiscal year 1973.

The weekly tape distributed on October 12, 1971, contained the
first batch of Catalog"ine in Publication (CIP) records. Cataloging in-
formation on these MARC/CIP records is generally complete, with the
exception of the collation statement and information on pagination in
notes. When the Library updates the CIP record from the unbound
gatherings or published book, the X4ARC/CIP record will also be up-
dated and redistributed as a full MARC record. It is expected that
MARC subscribers will tre receivins catalog copy for CIP titles frorn
four to six months before publication (slightly less for reprints).
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MARC records now serve as input to the Card Division Mechaniza-
tion Project which pdnts catalog cards from these machine-readable
records with a photocomposition device, the VideoComp. This inter-
face with the Card Division necessitated changes in the flow of work in
the MARC Editorial Office, but careful analysis of the requirements
made it possible to implement the changes with minimum disruption.

MARC Actiait ies

Activities in the MARC Development Office related to machine-
readable records include development of new formats, addition of new
data elements, compilation of various products from the MARC data
base, and coordination of reference services concerning MARC. In ad-
dition, a new system to input and to process MARC records is being
designed and is described in the discussion of the Multiple Use MARC
System.

Work is continuing on MARC formats at the Library of Congress.
A fifth edition of Boohs: A MARC Format and a new format for films
have been published by the Government Printing Office.1'2 Formats for
manuscrip,ts and music, including both music scores and sound record-
ings, are being prepared for publication in 1972. An addendum to the
serials format has also been issued by the Government Printing Office.8

Significant progress in the area of standardization for machine rec-
ords was made with the publication of American National Standard for
Bibliographic Information Interchange on Magnetic Tape (ANSI 239.2-
1971).4 The MARC formats developed at the Library of Congress are
implementations of the ANSI standard. This standard has also been
recommended for adoption by the International Standards Organiza-
tion.

New data elements have been added to the MARC format for books
to increase the usefulness of the MARC records. The Superintendent
of Documents classification number, which is presently added to the
LC catalog card when available, also appears on the MARC records.
Indicator positions for certain title fields in the MARC record (full
titlg uniform title, romanized title, and series title) now contain a
value which specifies the number of characters at the beginning of
these fields to be ignored in filing. In addition, the criteria for assign-
ment of the Geographic Area Code have been expanded so that a book
with a geographic orientation would be assigned a code even if no geo-
graphic tefms appear in the subject headings.

The MARC Development Office has provided or coordinated various
kinds of reference services to LC staff members and to librarians in
this country and abroad. Information about the MARC formats, LC
automation projects, and other related topics has been disseminated
to hundreds of visitors and to many more people through correspond-
ence. In addition, staff members of the MARC Development Office
have participated in MARC institutes, the most recent one being held
during February 1972, and many conferences. The MARC Develop-
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ment Omce has also provided advice in the development and/or imple-
mentation of MARC projects in other countries, such as Great Britain,
France, Italy, West Germany, Australia, Canada, the NetJrerlands, and

JUP*.
Products, in the form of listings or cards, have been provided from

the MARC Data Base primarily for the use of LC stafi members. With
the use of a special program called the MARC Retriever, the following
have been produced on a regular basis: listings or cards of records that
represent conference proceedings, translations into English, reference
works (encyclopedias, dictionaries, directories, etc.). Also on a regular
basis, cards for the map shelflist and monthly and quarterly cumulative
listings for maps, arranged by author, subject, and geographic area,
are being produced. In addition, regular runs have been instituted
recently to obtain titles on Africa, China, and topics related to "popula-
tion." A few Retriever runs have been done for outside requests, in-
cluding translations into English in the field of literature and the num-
ber of titles published in the United States during 1969 and 1970. Cost
for outside requests is based on the amount of computer time re-
quired. The MARC Retriever program has been described in detail in
an earlier article.E

RECON Pilot Proiect

From August 1969 to August 797I, staff members connected with
the RECON Pilot Project investigated various aspects of converting
retrospective catalog records to machine-readable form. Progress re-
ports on the pilot project have appeared in professional journals, and
the final report will be published in 1972.6'7, 8' e' 10

The RECON Pilot Project encompassed the following areas: (l)
conversion of records for English language monographs cataloged in
1968 and 1969 but not included in the MARC Distribution Service;
(2) development and implementation of format recognition processing
(described in another section of this article); (3) investigation of in-
put devices for use in large-scale conversion efforts; (4) investigation
of microfilming techniques to provide hard copy source documents for
retrospective conversion; and (5) study of older English language and
foreign language monograph records to identify problems likely to oc-
cur when converting records other than recent English language mono-
graphs.

Results of research are summarized here since more detailed dis-
cussions have been included in the above-mentioned articles.

Conversion of retrospective records for the pilot project was handled
by a special unit in the MARC Editorial Office. In addition to the
usual editing and proofing functions, the RECON editors participated
in several experiments to test the feasibility of procednxes proposed by
the research staff. Different methods of catalog comparison (checking
the catalog record used for input against its corresponding main entry
in the LC Official Catalog for changes or revisions) were tested in
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terms of efficiency, cost, and MARC system requirements. The RECON
editors also participated in a foreign language editing test and simu-
lated the format recognition proofing procedures.

Although investigation of input devices was part of the research ef-
forts for retrospective conversion, it. also haci ramifications for input of
current MARC records. The studies included the following tasks: (l)
comparing other keying devices with the Magnetic Tape Selectric Type-
writer (MT/ST) used at the Library to see if the other devices might
not be more efficient; (2) determining if the development of direct-read
optical character readers had progressed to a point where such equip-
ment could be used to scan LC printed cards; (3) selecting a terminal
device that would meet the Library's requirements for on-line correc-
tion procedures; and (4) comparing the use of a mini-computer with
the present off-line input system to determine if there were any tech-
nical or cost advantages to be gained.

Two keying devices investigated during the pilot project were an
OCR font typewriter/optical character reader and the Keymatic Data
System Model 1093. Some of the records converted during the project
were actually keyed by a contractor using an IBM Selectric typewriter
equipped with an OCR font. The resulting hard copy was then
scanned by a Farrington Optical Character Reader. Costs for using this
method were slightly higher than using the MT/ST and a tape con-
verter.ll The main disadvantage was having to type a shift character in
front of each uppercase character because the scanner could only read
one case. A Keymatic device was installed at the Library for a two-
month period for testing and evaluation.lz This device did not increase
production rates substantially to offset its higher cost, and the typists
reported that the keying process was made more difficult because the
Keymatic did not produce any hard copy.

Investigation of direct-read optical character readers that could
scan LC printed cards was not encouraging. Two devices, the Compu-
Scan Model 370 and the Scan Data, were tested and proved to be inade-
quate for this purpose.18, 14 Characteristics of the printed cards which
are not discernible to the human eye, such as worn type fonts or
touching characters (portions of one character touching another
character), caused difficulties for the OCR scanners and would have
been too costly to correct by computer programs.l5

On-line terminal devices, primarily cathode ray tubes (CRT), were
investigated for possible use in MARC correction procedures. Subse-
quent to these studies, consideration has also been given to the use of
CRT devices for input and display for the automated Process Informa-
tion File.

The study of mini-computers for use in MARC input and correc-
tion procedures concluded that although its use was technically feasible,
there were no economic or technical gains to be obtained considering
the LC hardware configuration at the present time. The processing
load taken off the IBM 360/40 computer by a mini-computer was not
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enough to justify the added cost imposed by the mini-computer.16
The feasibility study for retrospective conversion postulated a strat-

egy for a large-scale project: microfilming cards from the LC Card
Division record set to provide source documents and comparing these
cards with their corresponding main entry in the LC Official Catalog
to find changes or revisions.tz Although it was proposed in the RECON
feasibility report that records required for the conversion project, e.g.,
English language monographs from 1960 to 1968, would be selected
from the record set and then microfilmed, investigation during the
pilot project resulted in a change of procedure. All records for a Par-
ticular time period, e.g., from 1960 to 1968, would be filmed after which
the selection of the required subset (English language monographs)
would take place.r8 With the assistance of the Library's Photoduplication
Service, cost estimates were obtained for four methods of microfilming.lo
Although microfilming for a Xerox Copyflo printout of a card overlaid
on a 8 x l0t/2 worksheet was the most costly, this method appeared to
be the only one that would meet the requirement of providing source
documents with relative ease. fSource documents for use during the
pilot project were not obtained by microfilming cards from the record
set. Since there was only a relatively small number of records to be con-
verted (English language monographs cataloged during 1968 and 1969
which were not included in the MARC Distribution Senice), these
records were obtained from card stock.l

Because production operations of the RECON Pilot Project were
limited to English language records in the 1968, 1969, or 7-series of card
numbers, it was recognized that many problems concerning retro-
spective records would not be encountered in the conversion of rela-
tively current titles. One of the research tasks conducted during the
pilot pro.iect consisted oI analyzing 5,000 records for older English
language and foreign language monographs. Problems with the cata-
loging data ranged from ellipses at the beginning of a title field or capi-
talization of National Library of Medicine subject headings, which
would affect the format recognition algorithms, to different places of
publication separated by hyphens (instead of commas).2o After these
matters had been resolved and incorporated into the editing instruc-
tions, a foreign language editing test was conducted to determine if
editors with relatively little formal training in foreign languages could
maintain acceptable production rates. Although their rate of editing
French and German records was approximately the same as their rate
of editing English titles, the number of errors made was considerably
higher. One of the main conclusions of this experiment was that it was
necessary for editors to have a good knowledge of foreign languages in
order to edit these records accurately.2l

In addition to the work done at the Library of Congress, several
projects were undertaken by the RECON Working Task Force, whose
members represented different segments of the library community.
One of the first tasks completed involved identifying levels or subsets of
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the established MARC format that would still allow a library using a
lower level to be part of a future national network.2z This study con-
cluded that for distribution purposes, the full MARC II format should
be used in order to satisfy the needs of diverse installations and appli
cations. For purposes of reporting holdings to a national union catalog,
however, it would be feasible to identify a lower level than the full
MARC II format.

Additional tasks in the final stages of completion include the fol-
lowing: (l) investigation on the implications of a national union cata-
log in machine-readable form; (2) study on the possible utilization
of machine-readable data bases other than that of the Library of Con-
gress in a national bibliographic store; and (3) investigation of alterna-
tive stxategies to convert retrospective catalog records of the Library
of Congress to machine-readable form. Progress reports on these tasks
have been included in the professional literature, and the final report
of the RECON Pilot Project will contain the results and conclusions of
these research efforts.23

Format Recognition

Bachground.-The preparation of bibliographic data in machine-
readable form involves labeling each data element so that it can be
identified by the computer. For this purpose, the MARC format em-
ploys tags, indicators, and subfield codes (content designators). In the
current MARC system, these content designators are supplied by the
MARC editors before the data are typed on a MTIST. The MT/ST
tape cassette is converted to computer-compatible tape which is then
run through a series of computer programs to produce a proofsheet.
In the proofing process, the editor compares the proofsheet against the
original worksheet, checking for errors in editing or keying. Corrections
are retyped and processed by the MARC system programs. A new
proofsheet produced by the computer is checked again for errors.
Records that are error free or "verified" are then removed from the
work file and stored in a master file.

The editing process in which the content designators and fixed field
information are assigned manually is a detailed and somewhat tedious
process. It seemed advantageous to develop a method that would use
the computer instead of an editor to assign the content designators for
bibliographic data. This technique of examining data strings for cer-
tain keywords, significant punctuation, and other clues is called for-
mat recognition.

The Library began its work on format recognition in the winter of
1968 with a feasibility study which was completed in February 1969. At
that time, a certain'amount of editing f"t lfenC recordr was per-
formed by the catalogers. The original feasibility study resred the pos-
sibility of using format recognition for the content designators not al-
ready supplied by the catalogers. This study concluded that a formar
recognition technique on partially preragged data would be correct 85
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percent of the time; that is, roughly 85 out of 100 records would be
processed without error.

The results of this initial study were encouraging enough for the
Library to proceed with the development of format recognition as part
of the RECON Pilot Project. Although the impetus for format recog.
nition originated with conversion of retrospective records, this tech-
nique has been designed to accommodate current catalog records as
well.

Implementation.-lmplementation of the project was divided into
several tasks. In the first task, the algorithms from the initial feasibility
study were examined again to see how successful they would be if
there were no human editing. This study assumed that the typists
would type directly from a printed catalog card or a manuscript card.za
The computer program would take this raw data and supply the nec-
essary content designators. Determination of the accuracy of setting
fixed fields completely by computer was also included in this study.
The results, assuming accurate typing, showed that records could be
processed correctly approximately 70 percent of the time; that is, 70
out of 100 records would be correct, and the other 30 records would
have errors in one or more fields. Based on these results, the decision
was made to implement format recqgnition using unedited catalog
records.

The second task covered several areas, including the develop-
ment of input specifications for the typist. In general, these specifica-
tions provide for typing the record from an untagged card on an input
device with a typewriter keyboard. The information on the card is
transcribed from left to right and from top to bottom. The data are in-
put as fields, which can be detected by the program because each
field ends with a carriage return and each field continuation by a carriage
return, tab. Each field comprises a logical portion of the card; thus, the
call number is input as a separate field, and likewise, the main entry,
collation, each note, each added entry, etc. The title paragraph is input
as a single field with the title, edition, and imprint separated by de-
limiters.

Keyword lists for English language material were compiled. The
sixty lists contain over 2,500 words covering items such as corporate
name keywords, U.S. cities, foreign cities, bibliography note keywords,
honorary titles used with personal names, etc.

The final product of the second task was the preparation of logical
specifications for the entire program. These specifications were pub-
lished for the Library by the American Library Association under the
title, Format Recognition Process for MARC Records; A Logical De-
sign.za

The program logic consists of the following steps:

l. Gross identification is made of each field. For example,
ginning with Arabic numbers (followed by a period)
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tified as subjects; fields beginning with numbers are ragged as
Dewey numbers or LC card numbers; fields beginning with
parentheses are called series statements or series added entries.
Each field is completely analyzed to complete the tag, indicator,
and subfield codes, taking into account punctuation or the pres-
ence of keywords. For example, a subject field that includes the
word "Company" is identified as a corporate name type subject.
Each field is analyzed for keywords to set coded values in the fixed
fields. For example, if the word "Paris" is found in the place of
publication in the imprint field, the code for France is placed in
the country of publication fixed field.

Prior to the coding of the format recognition programs, a manual
simulation was conducted to test and to improve the algorithms, key-
word lists, and input specifications for the typists. Records for 150 En-
glish language monographs, generally consisting of "difficult" records,
were selected for the simulation. The results indicated that format
recognition did cut down on the amount of time spent in the combined
editing and proofing process, but it was demonstrated that the success
of the program depended heavily on rhe following facrors: (l) exten-
sive training for the input typists-since the algorithms depend on
keywords, punctuation, etc., accuracy in typing becomes extremely im-
portant; and (2) extensive training for the editors to alert them to
the kinds of errors the format recognition programs might make and
to make them aware that the programs were written to make their
jobs less tedious.

The final tasks included the production of detailed flowcharts at
the coding level and the actual coding and program testing. Coding
began in July 1970, and final testing was completed in May 1971. The
program is written in Assembler Language Coding for the IBM 360/40
operating under DOS.

The keyword lists used by the forrnat recognition program are
maintained as a separate data set on a 2314 disk pack but are stored in
memory when the format recognition program is running. The total
amount of core storage required for the format recognition pr(€ram
under DOS is approximately l20K: 80K for the program and 40K for
the keyword lists. Actual machine processing time is one-half second
per record.

Keyword List Maintenance Program.-The keyword lists are created
and maintained by a separate program. This program provides the
flexibility required to change or update the keyword lists, which are
expected to be dynamic in nature. New lists will be added as format
recognition is extended to other languages, and keywords will be
added to or deleted from existing lists as experience is gained in the
use of format recognition. If the keyword lists were built into the
format recognition proguam itself, it would be necessary to recatalog
the program each time a keyword was changed.

I

o
c .
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Format Recognition Production.-To date, approximately 17,000

RECON records in the 1968 card series have been processed by the

format recognition program since actual production began in May

1971. RECON records rather than current MARC records were used

to test format recognition, because RECON records were not needed
for an operational project like the MARC Distribution Service. Input
of current MARC records through format recognition was begun in

January 1972, atter it was felt that a smooth oPeration had been at-

tained.
The workflow for edited records involves the editing Process, keying
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ing only.

proofing versus format recognition proof-

The format recognition production rate of 8.4 records per hour
(proofing only) represents a significant increase over the 4.6 records

per hour of the combined editing and proofing process. Because proofing
format recognition records is more difficult, this rate is slightly less
than that (about 9.2 per hour) for proofing edited records. With for-
mat recognition records, the editors must be aware of the errors made
by the program, which can be quite difierent from rhe errors made
by human editors, as well as keying mistakes.

Tests were also conducted to compare production rates and keying
errors of input typists at the Library using both edited records and un-
edited format recognition worksheets. Typing rates for edited records
averaged 12.9 per hour as compared to 17.4 per hour for unedited rec-
ords. Typing speed was increased somewhat when keying format
recognition records because there were no content designators to be
typed. However, errors tended to be more serious since about 28 per-
cent caused the format recognition program to misidentit:1 data, i.e., to
assign incorrect content designators.

The limited experience now available indicates rhar the format
recognition technique is of considerable value in speeding up input
and lowering the cost per record for processing. At present, complete
keying appears to be the only viable method of converting LC cata-
loging data to machine-readable form. If direct-read OCR devices be-
come perfected to the point of being able to scan LC prinred cards, it
may be possible to input and process large numbers of retrospective
records by using a combined OCR/format recognition process. Until
such OCR devices are available, this will remain only a tantalizing
idea.

Master Guidelines

When the MARC Development Office was established in 1970, sev-
eral projects relating to technical processing were in various stages of
planning or completion. The Office had access to background informa-
tion from the systems analysis done for the Central Bibliographic Sys-
tem.

This systems sufvey was the outcome of the study entitled Automa-
tion and the Library of Congress, which concluded that the automation
of cataloging, searching, indexing, and document retrieval is technically
and economically feasible and recommended that a group be estab-
lished to administer the effort and that funds be requested for in-
depth studies.z6 The study team believed that complete automation was
possible by 1972. Although various projects implemented by 1970 have
had an impact on the automation program and did provide a useful
body of experience, it was obvious that the 1972 date was unrealistic.
Therefore, it was essential to review the situation in order to define a
systematic plan for the automation of technical processing. This work
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became known as the Master Guidelines Study (MGS).
The study had two principal objectives:

l. To determine a logical and orderly implementation plan for the
automation of technical processes according to the following cri-
teria: (a) the automation of the function must be technically
feasible (within the state of the art today); (b) the function
must be capable of being automated in a reasonable period of
time; and (c) the function must be of such scope that it has a
significant impact on the operations of the Library of Congress.

2. To provide guidelines that may be augmented and modified in
the light of any of the following conditions: (a) research and
development activities dictate a different solution; (b) new hard-
ware devices allow for greater flexibility; (c) the funding situa-
tion may change, resulting in reduction or expansion of the plan;
and (d) experience in an operational mode, serving as a learning
mechanism, suggests another approach, etc.

The approach used for the MGS was not the same as the previous
studies. Earlier work assumed virtually total automation of all func-
tions involved in the bibliographic control of material and the use of
the resulting computer-based fiIes for reference retrieval. On the other
hand, the MGS identified those functions in technical processing which
would benefit the most from the introduction of automation, deter-
mined on a provisional level the technical feasibility of each function
so identified, and where feasible, provided a conceptual design and
specification for outputs of each function for the Processing and Refer-
ence Departments and the library community using LC bibliographic
products.

This approach leads to a phased implementation of the functions
selected. At each step of this evolving implementation, a new module
is built upon the already existing ones, forming a system with greater
capability as time passes. There is no built-in requirement to achieve
total automation.

The differences in approach between the prior studies and the MGS
lead to different conclusions. For example, prior studies assume retro-
spective conversion of all major files, the MGS does not. Consequently,
the digital data storage capacity associated with the first approach is
considerably greater than that required by the MGS approach. The
degree of automation and the resultant transactions to be performed in
the previous studies greatly exceed those required for the MGS ap-
proach and, therefore, necessitate a much larger hardware configura-
tion.

In summary, the MGS approach is leading toward an integrated
core bibliographic system. It does not assume "instantaneous" auto-
mation and recognizes the dangers of both the total systems concePt
and haphazard automation.

The MGS was conducted by a team of LC staff members, consisting
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of two computer systems analysts (Henriette Avram and Harry Goch-
man) and a librarian (John Rather). Their efforts were augmented
by other LC personnel where required. Two members of the team,
namely, the librarian and one of the analysts, have had many years of
experience in the Libraty to draw on and understood the complexities
of the system and the data to be captured. Most importantly, they
were awaxe of the limits on their knowledge and knew where to turn
for detailed information. These circumstances are noted here because
of their importance to the analysis and design of all library automation
projects. An in-house team of multidisciplined stafi is the only efficient
method of operation. Contractual support will work only as a supple-
ment to a core group of experienced personnel.

For the purpose of the MGS analysis, technical processing was di-
vided into seven broad functional activities: (l) acquisitions; (2) selec-
tion and searching; (3) preliminary control; (4) descr,iptive cata-
loging; (5) subject cataloging; (6) shelflisting; and (7) catalog Pro-
duction (card, book, machine-readable).

Each functional activity was then divided into specific functions, and
the following types of data and comments were compiled for each
function: (l) files and other tools used; (2) volume of activity; (3)
status of relevant automation projects; (4) areas that require further
investigation; and (5) useful by-products of automation of the func-
tion. On the basis of this information and the criteria already given,
judgments were made as to the practicality of undertaking to automate
all or part of the function. Emphasis was placed on the bibliographical
control and use of the file for monographic material.

Several ongoing projects, such as merging the tapes for the LC sub-
ject heading list and its supplements, etc., were omitted from the analytic
framework. Omission of a project did not mean that it was considered
unimportant or that it might not be developed further in the time
span of these master guidelines. The omission implies only that a par-
ticular project was peripheral to the resolution of the main problem,
the development of an integrated system.

In the judgment of the master guidelines team, it is proper to de-
velop a core system for building a bibliographic record before exerting
too much efiort to capture data at the acquisitions stage. At this time,
the problem of how acquisitions data could be used as input to the
core system is being deferred although studies related to this use will
be made at a later date. This approach does not preclude considera-
tion of the automation of specific acquisitions functions to meet the
needs of divisions engaged in them. Technical feasibility was determined
by assuming a configuration similar to that presently in use at the Li-
brary (IBM 360/40).

Although volume figures, feasibility or technical solutions, and stor-
age requirements for the files have been determined by the MGS team,
such data have not been included in this discussion. These omissions
are intentional since the aim is to make this presentation as straight-
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forward as possible. Cost estimates for design, hardware, and software
have also been omitted from this prelinrinary analysis for two reasons:
(l) estimating cor;ts for a complex system at this stage could not be
definitive; and (::) it did not appear worthwhile to estimate costs
until the basic c,rncepts of the master guidelines have been more
tully developed.

The study is obviously not complete. It will never be complete but
will continue through the lifetime of the automation of LC operations.
It is believed, however, that the guidelines provide a sound basis for
the systematic planning and development of that automation effort.

The plan described below is now being elaborated at the next level
of detail. When that is completed, consideration may be given to en-
larging the core system by extending coverage to serials, incorporating
copy information, and automating the classification schedules. These
points are discussed briefly at the end of this section.

Figure 2 provides a summary of the master guidelines by depicting
a proposed activity, its rationale, and its relationships to activities in
preceding activities. The chart displays two axes: the vertical is the
relationship among the various data bases as they pass through the
time line represented by the horizontal axis. Attempting to place these
projects in time enforces the discipline of considering their implementa-
tion in realistic terms. The time estimates were influenced by several
factors: present lack of resources (e.g., understaffing due to space limi-
tations) ; time to solve complex technical problems, etc. The current
projection for the completion of Multiple Use MARC System (MUMS)
is January 1974. This date is critical for the automation effort in tech-
nical processing because most of the major projects are dependent on
the implementation of this system. Therefore, applications requiring
on-line in-put and/or access to the authority files, the MARC Data Base,
and the Process Information File are shown after this date.

Column 1.-This column represents the present state of the automa-
tion of LC technical processing (discounting as described above the
many on-going projects for purposes of clarity).

Order Division Data Base. Task I of the Order Division project is op-
erationaT. This covers the creation of basic records for single orders.
Work is in progress on Task 2 (file organization) and Task 3 (account-
ing system) .

At present, no link exists between the Order Division output data
and any other machine-readable file. Available information indicates
that the vast majority of single orders are for duplicate copies. Only
about one-third of the estimated 21,000 single orders in fiscal l97l
were for titles new to the Library. Moreover, there is preliminary evi-
dence that some of the bibliogtaphic information must be changed sub-
stantially in one out of every four records. Thus, the net savings in
keying would have little impact on the core bibliographic system. For
these reasons, it does not seem profitable to develop the capability to
use acquisitions records as the basis for bibliographic records at Pres-
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ent. This possibility will be investigated more fully at a later date.
MARC Data Base. The Card Division Data Base (CDDB) for Phase Il

of the Card Division Mechanization Project is supplied with all records
for English language monographs produced by the MARC Editorial
Office. The MARC Data Base is also being used in the following ways:
distribution of machine-readable records to subscribers; and prepara-
tion of bibliographic tools and lists for users in the Library of Con-
gress and elsewhere. The MARC system itself has been or will be used
in the conversion of records for other types of material such as single
sheet maps or motion pictures and filmstrips.

Column Z.-This column depicts the expansion of MARC to other
Roman alphabet languages (French) and other forms of material (mo-
tion pictures and filmstrips). The MARC system will still be tape-
oriented at this point. The flow of data continues from MARC to the
Card Division to enlarge the file of records used for the automatic
production of cards. The production rates at this time will be approxi-
mately 102,000 monograph records and 9,000 motion pictures and
filmstrip records per year. The growth of this data base is shown in
Table l. Estimates for German titles are included in fiscal 1974, and
other romance languages are added in fiscal 1975 (this is a projection
that is dependent on funding).

Column J.-This column shows the application of the computer to

TABLE I

Growth of MARC and Related Data Bases, Fiscal Years l97l-1976

Data base Total number of records at end of fiscal year

l97l t972 r973 r974 r975 1976

MARC
MARC Namesr

MARC Subjectss

LC Subject
Headings

Process
Information
File

200,000 288,000 398,000 525,000 677,000
53,000 175,000 321,000

(13,000) 2 (42,000) (77,000)
29,000 79,000 119,000

(16,000) 2 (44,000) (67,000)

4 93,000 98.000 103,000

250,000

829,000
467,000

(l 12,000)
159,000
(8e,000)

108,000

250,000

aAlthough the subject heading list and its supplements are already in machine-
readable form, they are not considered usable in terms of the Master Guidelines
projects until July 1972.
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the production of book catalogs. To accomplish this, four data bases
are assumed to be in machine-readable form:

l. MARC (approximately 400,000 records by July 1973, represent-
ing English and French monograph records and film records) ;

2. LC Subject Headings (LCSH);
3. MARC Subjects;
4. MARC Names.

The data base called LC Subject Headings (LCSH) contains only the
information included in published lists. The data base called MARC
Subjects contains this information for all subject headings that are
used in MARC records. The data base called MARC Names contains
all the established names that are used in MARC records together with
their references. The latter two data bases will be derived in part from
MARC records, which would eliminate duplicate keying and, there-
fore, save both time and money. All of these data bases will be stored
on a direct-access storage device.

The technique for building MARC Subjects is as follows:

l. Each topical subject entry in a MARC record will be checked
against MARC Subjects.

2. If. a match is found, two-way links will be made between the
subject heading record and the bibliographic record (i.e., each
will contain a pointer to the other).

3. If no match is found. LCSH will be checked. If a match is found
there, the subject heading record with its references will be
copied for MARC Subjects.

4. A subject heading may be new to MARC Subjects and have no
match in LCSH. This occurs when the heading falls in a category
(e.g., chemical compounds) that is excluded from the published

list. In such a case, the heading will be output as an excePtion
record so that its references can be input manually.

The two subject data bases may be combined in the same physical
file by using flags to show which headings are to be excluded from
the published list.

More manual efiort will be required to construct MARC Names be-
cause there is no existing machine file to facilitate the task. The steps
might be as follows:

l. When the authority card indicates that the name is not in the
machine file, procedures are initiated during the course of catalog-
ing to send the necessary information to the MARC Editorial Of-
fice. There are no special problems in obtaining data for newly es-
tablished headings and older headings that are being modified.
These are already being handled separately in the course of regular
authority card work. Ffowever, special arrangements will have to
be made to obtain the necessary information about other estab-
lished headings. The problem of whether this can be done best
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during cataloging or later in the MARC Editorial Office remains
to be solved. If it is to be done by the latter, the cataloging di-
visions will have to forward information as to whether the head-
ing has a reference in order to avoid needless searches for refer-
ence information.

2. When a MARC record is created, the names in it will be checked
against MARC Names to make the necessary two-way links be-
tween the reference records and the bibliographic record. Any
name not found by this check will be output on an exception
file for manual checking.

3. MARC Names will also contain links between each established
name and any references to it.

The most immediate use of MARC Names and MARC Subjects
data is in the machine production of book catalogs and the prepara-
tion of name indexes. No attempt has been made to name the book
catalogs that might be produced or to describe their fiormat. A study
is presently in progress to determine the feasibility and cost of producing
a national union catalog in register form with associated name, title, and
subject indexes. Such a publication would use records in both machine-
readable form and printed cards.

In addition to facilitating the production of book catalogs, this stage
of the automation efiort should afford some or all of the following by-
products:

l. Improvement in the means of maintaining LCSH and provision
for a more rapid publication schedule.

2. Distribution of LCSH on demand.
3. Distribution of MARC Names to MARC subscribers.
4. Production of printed lists of established name headings for gen-

eral dissemination.

CoLumn 4.--Ih.e Multiple Use MARC System (MUMS) is de-
scribed in some detail in another section of this article. Since this sys-
tem is essential to the projects described in Columns 5 and 6, its com-
pletion is an important milestone in the automation program. The
first application of MUMS will be for correcting and verifying MARC
records on-line. This capability will enhance the Cataloging in Publica-
tion project, the MARC Distribution Service, and the Card Division
Mechanization Project. Access to the MARC Data Base at this stage will
be by LC card number.

Column J.-This column depicts the introduction of the automated
Process Information File (PIF) into the processing system. This project
includes on-line input of preliminary cataloging data, the ability to
search the PIF by the Processing Department and other high-volume
users in the Library, and the ability to update the machine-readable
record in the PIF to show the location of the work as it progresses
through technical processing.

Column 6.-This column builds on the data base structure de-
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scribed in Column 3 to provide the means of searching each individual
data base in an on-line mode to aid the cataloging process. With the
implementation of MUMS, the MARC Data Base and access points to
this data base will be restructured to allow on-line searching while re-
taining the two.way linkage established previously between the MARC
Data Base and MARC Names and Subjects.

In addition to the MARC Data Base, the PIF will be accessible on-
line to assist in the searching function. If the work is not in the ma-
chine-readable files, the searcher must proceed to search the LC Official
Catalog and, possibly, the residual PIF in card form. However, human
intelligence and the passing of time work in our favor. There is usu-
ally enough evidence in the work itself to indicate whether it would
be in the machine-readable files or whether the search should be con-
ducted in the manual files. As time passes and the machine-readable
files of the Library expand to other languages, the use of manual files
for searching will diminish although it will never be eliminated com-
pletely because of reprints and similar publications.

Roughly one-third of the items currently searched prove to be
duplicates. Since a high proportion of duplicates are received fairly
soon after original cataloging, a search of the PIF and MARC Data
Base can be expected to be useful even during the early period of their
existence. This consideration goes far toward justifying the construc-
tion and maintenance of such a data base prior to the time that it begins
to have a really decisive impact on the search load.

When it has been ascertained in the manual process that a work is
not a duplicate, the preliminary cataloger provisionally assigns the
main entry, using the name authority file and the bibliographic rec-
ords in the Official Catalog to determine if the established form of name
exists.

It is proposed that this task be carried out in the automated system
by extending the accessing facilities associated with MARC Names so
that it becomes searchable on an on-line basis. The terminal user will
input a name from which the program derives a search key. Informa-
tion on all name entries which respond to the search key will be pre-
sented on a terminal display unit. The names searched include refer-
ences to names as well as established names. Bibliographic informa-
tion on the titles associated with any one of the names responding to
the original query can also be called up for display from the terminal
keyboard. This action is possible because of the linkage already estab-
lished between names in MARC Names and bibliographic records in the
MARC Data Base. Examination of these data is valuable in deciding
which established name among a number of possibilities is actually the
one which matches the name used in the search.

A negative response to a query of MARC Names would not be con-
clusive since its contents are only a subset of the name authority records
in the Official Catalog. The value of the MARC Names as a search tool
will increase as it grows. Meanwhile, it has the advantage of containing
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names that are "bibliographically active." As in the case of the on-line
MARC Data Base, MARC Names will have to mature before it can play
a signiftcant role in the cataloging process. Eventually, it will also be
used alone or in combination with the MARC Data Base to assist the
descriptive cataloger in establishing a new name or verifying the head-
ing assigned by the preliminary cataloger.

It is also proposed that subject catalogers be allowed to query
MARC Subjects alone or in combination with the MARC Data Base
from an on-line terminal. The search logic would be designed to find
not only those subject records (if any) which match the query exactly
but also those with tolerable variations. Bibliographic reconds which
carty a specified subject heading may also be displayed if desired.
These facilities should enhance the process by which the assignment of
subject headings is made to a new title in process-

Although MARC Subjects will represent only a small proportion
of the total corpus of subject headings for quite a while, it should be
useful since it includes subject headings associated with recently cata-
loged titles which are more likely to be called upon in the course of
cataloging other new works than subject headings derived from older
titles.

On-line access to MARC Names and Subjects will have at least two
other advantages: improving the means of maintaining the name
file; and further improving the means of maintaining the subject au-
thority file.

Further Consideratiorzs.-Serials. Serials were not included in the
development of these master guidelines for the following reasons: (l)
serials processing is undergoing significant changes at the Library; (2)
there was insufficient time to analyze the special features of serials
control; and (3) it was difficult to quantify workloads.

On the other hand, the assimilation of serials processing into the
core bibliographic system should not require substantial alteration in
the general design of the system. The functions of descriptive catalog-
ing, subject analysis, and shelflisting of serials are basically identical
with those for monqgraphs. Only the searching function differs sig-
nificantly because it involves posting new receipts to a master record
for titles already in the collection. Since this function comes at the be-
ginning of serials processing, it should be possible to develop an inde-
pendent module to satisfy the check-in requirement.

Copy Information. Information about the number of copies of a
title in the Library and their location would be a useful addition to
the MARC Data Base. Such data would assist in locating copies for loan
and in determining ref€rence assignments. Thus, there is justification
for including copy control information in a MARC record even though
it does not help the shelflisting function (i.e., the assignment of new
book numbers). The latter problem can be alleviated only by con-
verting entire sections of the existing shelflist; however, to facilitate any
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future plan for automating the shelflisting function, a beginning should
be made.

Classification Schedules. Consideration should be given to the sys-
tematic conversion of the classification schedules. This could be done
on the block-building principle because the resulting data base would
not be directly linked with any other data base. The main advan-
tage of this conversion would be greater ease in maintaining up-to
date schedules for both in-house use and publication.

Multiple Use MARC System

One of the most important projects under development is the Mul-
tiple Use MARC System (MUMS), a software system designed to sup-
port bibliographic applications in both on-line and batch modes. De-
sign work for MUMS has been done by Kenneth O. Pittman and Don-
ald D. Fusaro of the MARC Development Office. It was recognized that
many of the same support services are required to process various
bibliographic applications. If developed separately, each application
would be required to produce these support services. Instead of placing
this requirement on each application, the supporting services will be
provided by MUMS and be made available to each application.

MUMS will develop, maintain, and control a central pool of services
to provide message control, task definition and sequencing, and data
base storage and retrieval functions. Individual applications will pro-
vide the software, in the form of program modules, to process their
particular tasks. If an application requires a support function that is not
already provided through MUMS, the module will be developed by the
MUMS stafi according to specifications provided by the application
and added to the MUMS central pool of functions. Similarly, appli-
cation modules will be shared in this manner, i.e., a module originally
developed by one application may prove useful to som€ new applica-
tion. MUMS will control these applications modules and make them
available to new applications as needed.

MUMS is designed to operate on an IB}vI 360/40 under OS and
under the control of the Customer Information Control System (CICS).
CICS is an IBM data base/data communications software package that
will provide the interface between the IBM 360 operating system and
the user-written processing programs. CICS provides the following func-
tions to support the user-written programs: (l) Task Management;
(2) Storage Management; (3) Program Management; (4) Terminal
Management; (5) File Management; (6) Transient Data Management;
and (7) Temporary Storage Management. Of these seven functions,
MUMS will utilize only four: Task Management, Storage Management,
Program Management, and Terminal Management. MUMS makes use of
the various functions, such as Storage Management, by requesting
services from CICS at various intervals in the MUMS processing cycle.

1\4UMS is considered an application of CICS. When CICS receives a
transaction record, it makes the determination that the record is a
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bibliographic record and transfers control to MUMS. MUMS then pro-
vides the necessary software to process the record, making requests to
utilize the functions supplied by CICS as required to process the par-
ticular transaction.

MUMS itself is comprised of three distinct function areas: (l) Task
Management (subordinate to CICS Task Management), (2) Message
Control, and (3) Data Management.

Task Management.-The Executive Control Function (ECF) of Task
Management will be the first program executed in MUMS. The ECF
will connect the support and application modules appropriate to a
given application, establish their sequence of operation, and regulate
their operation. The ECF will also be responsible for determining the
order of priority in which the applications are to be run. Control
information for each transaction record to provide the interface be-
tween MUMS and the application modules will be generated by ECF.

All transaction records will be dispatched to MUMS with the same
priority value. The ECF will examine the transaction record, and by
means of a process code, it will determine the priority of the transac-
tion record. This priority will determine the order in which each
transaction record will be processed in a multiprogramming environ-
ment.

Much of the processing performed by MUMS will be accomplished
by passing control from one application program module in the se-
quence of operations to the next application program module. The
technique employed to invoke the basic control transfers is called a
process string, a program subroutine structured to support a specific
transaction. The process string will contain a variable number of con-
trol transfers and will allow MUMS to define and control the sequence
of application opexations (programs) and regulate their execution.

Message Control (described below) will provide the capability to
process in either on-line or batch mode through its Batch Support pro-
gram or its Terminal Support program. One function of Task Manage-
ment will be to invoke the transfer to the correct program depending
on which mode is required. Task Management will also provide the
facility to collect system and application statistics. These statistics will
be used to monitor the system and to plan for system growth in an
orderly and systematic fashion.

Message Control.-Message Control will provide the interface be-
tween the input/output devices and the application prqgrams to process
the transaction records. Initially, two input devices will be supported by
Message Control: the Magnetic Tape Selectric Typewriter (MT/ST)
and a keyboard entry device-cathode ray tube (KED-CRT) terminal.
The Batch Support Program (BSP) will provide the software to sup-
port the MT/ST input devices; the Terminal Support Program (TSP)
will provide the software to support the KED-CRT terminals.

Batch input will be prepared on the MT/ST. Procedures now in
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use for input of MARC records will continue to be used for input to
MUMS. The primary function of BSP will be to structure input data
into a processing format to be used by Data Management and the appli
cations programs.

On-line input will be prepared on a KED-CRT terminal, following
the procedures established for batch input as closely as possible. How-
ever, the characteristics of the two input devices will cause some
difierences in the input procedures. The primary responsibility of TSP
will be to structure the on-line input data to a processing format for
use by Data Management and the application programs. The TSP will
also provide the capability to display records residing on the data
base via the CRT. Records requested for display will be retrieved from
the data base via Data Management and formatted by TSP into pages,
with each page containing all information that can be displayed on
the CRT screen at one time.

Data Management.-Data Management is a file management system.
All logical processing for control of the data base operations is col-
lected in one area.

Initially, access to the data base will be by LC card number. Pro-
visions will be made at a later date to include access to the data
base by other entry points, e.g., by title, author, etc.

The user application programs will communicate to Data Manage-
ment by means of an interface logic which consists of a number of
macro instructions. The macros will provide Data Management with
information required to add, retrieve, delete, and replace records.

Data Management consists of two major components. The first com-
ponent, Structure and Process Utility for Disk Storage, will organize
data for storage and rerieval based on the physical attributes and op-
erating characteristics of the direct access storage device. The second
component, Hash Indexing for Track Storage, will provide the index-
ing function for a file organized by Structure and Process Utility for
Disk Storage. The hashing technique is supported by a search function
to insure that if a record or available disk space exists anywhere in the
file, they can be located.

Appli.cati,ons.-Rather than being a component of MUMS, applica-
tion programs are considered users of the services provided by MUMS.
In general, the logic in the application programs will only be concerned
with their particular functions and the interface with the services pro-
vided by MUMS. An application will be composed of a number of pro-
grams, which will be further divided into modules (a program could
also be composed of just a single module). Segmenting of the applica-
tions programs will be largely dependent on the logical and functional
breakdown of the application function and on the core requirements
imposed by the system since no module may be greater than 4K bytes
in core size.

Before the application program receives a transaction record for
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processing, the data have been processed by the ECF of Task Man-
agement and by either BSP or TSP of Message Control. The trans-
action record received by the application program will be formatted in
the LC MARC processing format with control elements (i.e., processing
and status indicators, rransaction type, etc.) appended.

An application function may provide diagnostic output to either a
terminal or a file for off-line printing. The diagnostic output will in-
form the user of the status and the results of processing a transaction
record against the bibliographic file at various stages of the jobstream.
The application function will generate the orrtput data record and is-
sue a request to ECF which is then responsible for the routing of the
record to the appropriate program, BSP or TSP of Message Control.
The physical output of the record is then completed by either BSP or
TSP.

The application programs will utilize the services of Data Manage-
ment for file maintenance. Requests will be made, via macro instruc-
tions, to Data Management to add, retrieve, delete, or replace a r€cord
on a given data base. The application programs will also provide the
search arguments, e.g,, LC card number, author's name, etc., to Data
Management to process the request.

As mentioned in the section on the master guidelines, MUMS
constitutes an integral part in future automation efiorts in technical
processing. Initial applications of this system include on-line correc-
tion procedures in creating MARC records and on-line input and ac-
cess to the Process Information File.

Order Diaision Automation

Automation of selected procedures in purchasing material at the Li-
brary of Congress began in 1969. Successful completion of this project
will be achieved with the implementation of the following tasks: (l)
automated preparation of regular orders (orders for individual titles)
and new continuation orders; (2) development of permanent computer
fi'les and on-line recording of order status and location; and (3) an au-
tomated fiscal control subsystem including the on-line recording of ac-
counting data for each order.

Task l, which was implemented in February 1971, provides the Order
Division with the following computer-produced outputs: purchase or-
ders for regular orders and new continuation orders; dealer slips for
all titles being ordered; Order File slips; reports to recommending of-
ficers on titles ordered: 3x5 cards for the Process Information File;
punched encumbrance cards; Encumbrance File records; updated
vendor and ship-to (the unit in the Library to which the items should
be shipped) directories; diagnostic messages resulting from the auto-
matic editing of order records; and additional 3x5 cards containing or-
der information for internal use in the Order Division.

New order information from recommending officers is typed daily
on IBM 2741 typewriter terminals that are on-line to the computer-
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controlled Administrative Terminal System (ATS), an IBM text-edit-
ing system. The ATS provides the terminal operators with extensive
text editing capabilities that permit on-line corrections of data before
submitting them to the Order Division programs for processing. Dur-
ing this keying operation, new order data are transferred to the ATS
on-Iine disk storage. Each night, the ATS order information is trans-
ferred to magnetic tape and becomes the basic input file for the Order
Division computer processing programs. Permanent computer files de-
veloped in Task I include the vendor and ship-to directories on disk stor-
age, and the most recent ATS input tape files and tape files of the
printed and punched output.

Task 2 is scheduled for completion in February 1972 and will re-
sult in the establishment of additional computer files. Foremost of these
files is the Preliminary Bibliographic File (PBF) which is a master
file of all titles in process in the Order Division. Each PBF record con-
tains complete processing information for a title, including its status
and location. A reference file called the system tables will be accessible
to any of the computer programs and will contain dynamic data such
as country names and codes, currency exchange rates, and standard
abbreviations by language for common words used in titles.

Status change transactions for orders will be entered and stored on-
line through several IBM 1031 terminals in the Order Division for
batch processing by the system each night. Each status change is main-
tained in the master PBF record until four weeks after the material is
received and paid for or the order is cancelled. The record is then
transferred to the Archives File.

The following additional printed and punched outputs will be
produced upon completion of Task 2:

l. In process lists (IPL): two weekly reports (one in author/title
sequence and one in title/author sequence) listing key data
fields for all outstanding orders in the PBF. Daily supplements
will reflect additional orders and changes (other than status) to
existing orders since the last full IPL.

2. Order status change report: a daily listing reflecting the latest
status for each order and the date it was changed to that status.

3. Archives listing: a monthly listing of orders received and paid or
cancelled in the Archives File.

4. System tables listings: a printout of any or all of the system
tables.

5. Delayed processing reports: a weekly listing of orders delayed in
any of the Order Division units.

6. Order cancellations: forms sent to a dealer to cancel an order.
7. Order follow-ups: forms sent to a dealer to inquire about the

status of an outstanding order.
8. Process control cards: punched cards used by the Order Division

to report status changes for an order through the IBM l03l ter-
minals.
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Task 3, scheduled for completion in 1973, will automate the fis-
cal procedures in the Order Division. This will involve implementing
detailed procedures for recording and reporting fiscal information in
machine-readable form and developing the necessary computer pro-
grams to process such data. Fiscal data will be recorded on IBM 1050
terminals on-line with the computer, and calculations and error-check-
ing of the data will be performed immediately. Answers to the calcula-
tions and diagnostic messages are returned to the terminal operator so
that he can verify and correct the information while the source records
are at hand. In addition to saving time, this on-line input will help to
prevent errors from entering the fiscal system.

Information about dealer invoices, including the current status of
each invoice, will be maintained in the Invoice Control File. The In-
voice Control File will be used to prepare payment documents, in-
voice control reports, and fiscal statistical summaries for both internal
and external distribution.

Redesigning and expanding existing programs to handle old con-
tinuation orders are scheduled after completion of Task 3. Detailed
analysis and design specifications have not yet been prepared, but ap-
proximately 25,000 continuation records will have to be converted from
the current master continuation file format (where title statements are
now truncated) to the format used in the Preliminary Bibliographic File.

Process Inf ormati,on File

The magnitude of acquisitions and cataloging operations in the
Library of Congress requires a division of the woxk among several di-
visions and hundreds of staff members and results in tens of thousands
of items being in process at any one time. Moreover, because of the vol-
ume of material being handled, it is inevitable that many items remain
in process for Iong periods. Withouc some means to determine whether
a particular title is in process and, i{ necessary, where it can be found,
the normal business of the Library could not be carried out efiective-
ly. The Process Information File (PIF) exists to fill this need. By re-
cording individual titles that are on order or have been brought under
preliminary control, PIF serves the following functions:

l. Preventing unintentional duplication in acquisitions.
2. Preventing duplication of original cataloging of additional copies

of the same work.
3. Locating a particular title so that its processing can be accelerat-

ed or so that it can be used immediately.
4. Locating in the collections a fully cataloged item that is not yet

represented by a printed card.
5. Recording, before receipt of a title, that it is to be given priority

handling and routed to a particular division (for instance, the
Loan Division) .

The ability to satisfy these needs to a Iarge extent
tial adjunct to the Official and Main Catalogs.
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This section describes a preliminary design of how an automated
Process Information File might work. This design builds on the analysis
performed during an earlier investigation of the potential of such a
project for the Library of Congress. The automated PIF will be an on-
line system designed as an application operating within the MUMS sys-
tem.

An autornated PIF would eliminate the problem of maintenance,
and the flexibility of the format for the machine-readable PIF records
would allow access to the file by a number of entry points, provide ac-
curate and up-to-date status information, build the foundation for the
full MARC record, provide an improved selective dissemination of in-
formation service to LC staff members, and provide a prototype lbr a
machine bibliographic file subject to heavy use for a variety of purposes.
At this stage, basic design still remains to be done on particular aspects
of the system, and detailed analysis may well afiect many of the ele-
ments described. Although specific procedures and pieces of equipment
have been named to facilitate description of the preliminary design,
all may be subject to change on the basis of later work.

Input to PIF will include all languages; entries for non-Roman titles
will be in the form of skeletal records. The volume of retrosPective
conversion required will be relatively small since the file is dynamic
and the records are purged when printed cards are filed in the Official
Catalog.

Automation of the PIF function does not imply that all of the cata-
loging process will be automated. LC cataloging is a sequence of op-
erations, i.e., preliminary cataloging, descriptive cataloging, subject
cataloging, classification, and shelflisting. The manuscript card (cata-
loging worksheet), which is used to record cataloging information and
to provide copy for printing catalog cards by the Government Printing
Office, will be an output of the PIF system. It will accompany the title
as it progresses through the remainder of the processing cycle.

Although not explicitly described in the remainder of this section,
a unique function code is associated with each procedure in the ma-
chine system. A function code is actually a command to the machine
system which results in certain defined actions. The possibility exists
that a function code defined to perform a certain action has within this
action several alternatives. These alternative commands have been
termed subfunction codes.

When a title is received in the Preliminary Cataloging Section, a
query will be made against the PIF to determine if the title is in
process. Searchers stationed at a CRT terminal will initiate the query
by typing the file identification code and record identification code
(search key). In order to reduce the number of input characters re-
quired to identify a work, an abbreviated search key will be used. At
the present time, consideration is being given to the use of the search
key developed at the Ohio College Library Center. This key is com-
posed of the first three characters of the author's name and the first
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three characters of the title (deleting nonsignificant words such as ini-
tial articles).

When _this message is received by the system, the search key will be
used as the argument to scan the pIF directory file for ali records
which satisfy this search key. A PIF abbreviated record consisting of a
two-line entry will be displayed on the cRT for each of these rJcords.
These two-line enffies will contain the prF record identification nun-
ber, the first 35 characters from the title, the first 8 characters from the
collation field, the first 30 characters from the main entry, and the first
37 characters from the imprint. If any field contains fewer than the
specified number of characters, blanks will be used as fill characters.
The. arrangement of elements has been tentatively chosen to make
maximum use of the display space.*

The terminal devices presently under consideration have the capac-
ity to display approximately five of the PIF abbreviated records at one

When a title is new to the Library, the preliminary cataloger will
indicate that original input is required. In response, a "null"- record

ME

UTI
TIL

EDN

IMP
COL

SE

PRI NBN OAN

Figure 3
PIF Null Record Display

* The preliminary determination of the number of characters allowed for each
element was based on character counts of MARC records.
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will be displayed for entry of the bibliographic data into appropriately

Iabeled fields as shown in Figure 3.
Upon indicating compleiion of the bibliographic record, a PIF recotd

identification number is generated for the record by machine, and the

record is stored in the PIF file. An entry is also made into the PIF di

recrory file in order to expedite subsequent rerieval of the specified

record. When the record has been successfully stored in the file, the message
"PIF NO. XXXXXX HAS BEEN STORED" will be displayed on the

screen.
Records created by preliminary catalogers must be reviewed and

possibly revised prior'to output of the cataloging.worksheet and for-

warding of the ltem for descriptive cataloging. A list containing a

brief eitry for each record creaied by the preliminary cataloger will

be printed on an IBM 1053 typewriter. The reviewer will request the

display of each of the bibliographii records specified on the list by

typlng the pIF record identification number. If there are no correc-

tions to be made to the record, the reviewer will approve the record,

and it will then be written on a temporary file for subsequent hard

copy output. If an error exists, the reviewer can correct the error at the

coniole and the record will be corrected on the PIF file and then the

corrected record will be written on the temporary file.
When the reviewer has completed all titles in a given batch, he will

request the system to print a cftaloging worksheet and to punch a card

wiitr the PIF record identification number (PIF ID card). Both

worksheet and punched card will accompany each title through the

cataloging proceis. The punched card will be used to register the status

of rhJwdrt as it is processed. Present thinking calls for an IBM 1050

starion with a punch ind a pdnter located in the Preliminary Cataloging

Section to perform this function.
Upon iompletion of the printing of the cataloging, worksheets and

the punching bf tne PIF ID iards, the preliminary cataloger will match

the took with the appropriate worksheet and punched card- This,pack-

age will be forwarded to each work station in turn throughout the re'

mainder of the cataloging process
Upon receipt of an item by each subsequent station, that station

will place the PIF ID card and prepunched cataloger identification card

into an IBM 1031 card reader, and the information will be transmitted

to the computer along with the location of the station (extracted

from the teiminal) and the date of receipt (generated by the com-

puter). Location, cataloger identification, and date of receipt will be

added to the PIF record.
After a work has been processed by a station, the PIF ID card and

the cataloger's identification card will again be entered into the IBM

l03l card reader. The location and cataloger's identification will be

matched with the information already in machine-readable form in the

PIF record, and the date of release will be generated by the com-

puter and posted to the record. This posting of location, cataloger
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identification, and date of receipt and release takes place at each sta-
tion throughout the processing continuum as information is added
to the bibliographic record on the cataloging worksheet in a manual
mode. The data contained in the PIF record now provide the neces-
sary information to query the system for the location of a title in
process and the identification of the individuals who handled the item.

After the item has left the Preliminary Cataloging Section, one or
more major access points to the record such as main entry or title may
be changed in the cataloging process. Should this occur, the cataloger
will make the change on the cataloging worksheet and also record the
change on a correction sheet by PIF record identification number. The
correction sheets will be sent back to the Preliminary Cataloging Sec-
tion for modification of the machine-readable record, but the corrected
cataloging worksheet along with the item will continue in the process-
ing stream. Corrections to the record other than entry or title will be
made on the cataloging worksheet but will not cause a modification of
the machine-readable record at this point in the process. These
changes will be recorded when the PIF record is updated to reflect full
cataloging data at the end of the process in the MARC Editorial Of-
fice.

Since the PIF record is the only record for a title until the ma-
chine-readable record is updated io become a MARC record and
until a printed card for the title is filed in the Library's caralogs, the
call number must be posted to the record in order to have access to
the physical item on the shelf. Therefore, there will be a terminal in
the Shelflisting Section to posr the call number to the PIF record.

As titles proceed through the cataloging process, they may have to be
put into an arrearage for a variety of reasons. In the automated PIF,
the system is informed in the same way as other status reports are
made, e.g., instead of the Preliminary Cataloging Section sending a title
for immediate descriptive cataloging, it is sent to an affearage. This
action is posted to the PIF record. Removal of an item from an ar-
rea-rage for further processing will likewise be reflected by the posting
of location, cataloger identification, and date.

Once a work has been completely cataloged, the record for that
item will follow one of two possible paths:

I. If the title meets the criteria of form of material and language
for MARC (at present, English language monographs), the rec-
ord will be sent to the MARC Editorial Office. A MARC editor
will request the PIF record for the item, update the exisring
machine-readable record for additions and corrections that ap-
pear on the worksheet, and release the record to the MARC
Data Base. All records in the MARC Data Base are sent to the
Card Division to produce printed cards via the computer and
the VideoComp (photocomposition device) for the Library's
catalogs. These machine-readable records are stored for subse-
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quent orders and printing of cards in resPonse to orders from
outside institutions.

2. If the title does not meet the MARC criteria for inclusion, the
cataloging worksheet is sent to GPO for manual typesetting of
the printed card.

In either case, once the printed card has been filed in the Library's
catalogs, the record will be purged from the active PIF file. Those ma-
chine-readable records that are not entered on the MARC Data Base
will probably be stored on tapes until further analysis determines
their future potential for the Library's automation Program.

Subj ect H eadings Proi ect

Since the publication of the seventh edition of the LC subject head-
ing list, that data file and each supplement file have existed in ma-

chine-readable form.2? Ffowever, because these machine files were in a
publication format which included such elements as font change indi-

iators, spacing and line indention codes, and various other informa-
tion necessary for formatting and printing, the data were virtually un-
usable for such tasks as correcting errors or adding new headings. Nei-
ther could the data be used for any type of publication or rePort other
than the seventh edition and its supplements.

In order to make subject heading authority data more useful in a
variety of ways, the MARC Development Office has undertaken a proj-
ect with the following objectives:

l. To reformat the existing data into a MARC format for subject
headings.

2. To consolidate the existing files for the seventh edition and sup-
plements into a single master data base.

3. To develop a file maintenance and publication system which
would enable the Library of Congress to publish future editions
as required.

4. To provide an interface with the MARC processing system
which would allow machine utilization of the subject heading
aurhoriry file.

A MARC format for subject headings was designed to simplify the
complex interrelational structure of the subject heading data within
the machine file. The format utilizes the LC MARC processing record
structure consisting of the following: a l?-character leader, a l2-char-
acter communications area, a. fixed field area, a variable number of. l2-
character directory entries, and a variable length dataarea.

The tagging structure parallels the MARC formats as closely as Pos-
sible. The tags for headings and subdivisions are exactly like the MARC
subject entry tags, which include 600 for personal name, 610 for cor-
porate name, 650 for topical, etc. Data elements such as references, trac-
ings, and notes were assigned tags in the 6XX series which are not used
in MARC such as: 660 a see-also reference, 670 a see (x) tracing, 680 a
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see-also-from (xx) tracing, and 6gb a class number associated with a
heading.

.._The logical record srructure of the subject heading machine file
difiers 

_markedly from the organization of the printed"volumes. The
printed volumes arrange headings and. their relited subd.ivisions, trac-
ings, and notes in a strict hierarchical way, which clarifies the interrela-
tionship of trre elements. Various lines uncler the heading ,,Art" will
serve as an example.

Art (DirecQ (N)
sa Action in art
-History (N5300-7415)

-Juvenile literature
-20th cenrury (N6490-6498)

sa Modernism (Art)
x Modern art

xx Modernism (Art)

. 
In th9 subject heading file, a separate record is created. for each

element in the published edition e*.ept for the LC class number and
the terms Direct and Indirect, which aie included in the record for the
heading to which they relate. In ord.er to maintain the records in the
correct- filing order, each record which contains a nonheading element
must also contain the heading elements to which it is related."this will
be clarified by showing the iontents of each of the records in the ex-
ample' rndicators and subfield codes are given as they appear in the
subject heading processing formar. Actuaiy, in a MiRi 

^record, 
the

tag identifying each variable field is carried in the d.irectory and nor in
the field it identifies. The hyphen in an indicator position designares a
null condition.

l. Heading: Art (Direct) (N)
One record containing the following variable fields:
[650]-0*a+Art
16951*2t11
The Direct descriptor will be represenred in a fixed field.

2. See-also reference: Action in art^
One record containing the following variable fields:
[650]-0tatArt
[660]-0tatAction in art

3. Subdivision: History N5800-74lb)
One record containing the following variable fields:
[650] -0f axf Art*Hisrory
[695]+at553s 0-74r5

4. Subdivision: Juvenile literature
One record containing the following variable field:
[650]-0*axxtAf, r*History+Juvenile liierature
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5. Subdivision: 20th century (N6490-6493)
One record containing the following variable fields:

[650]-0laxy*ArttHistory 
*20th century

[695]t3+56490-6493
6. See-ilso reference: Modernism (Art)

One record containing the following variable fields:

[650]-0*axy*Artf Historyr20th century

[660]-0+atModernism (Art)
7. See reference: Modern art

One record containing the following variable fields:

[650]-0*axy*Art*Historyt20th century

[670]-0*atModern art
8. See-also-from (xx) reference: Modernism (Att) - -

One record containing the following variable fields:

[650]-0*axy*ArttHistoryi20th century

[680]-0*atModernism (Art)

Once the subject heading data are in this new format' the files can

be corrected and merged uiing the comPuter processing system which

is currently being imPlemented.
The comection Process includ'

records and to do anY final correc-

tions.-__ 
Fl^o* this point, the subject heading file will be maintained in the

,r.* nlirrg orher. Although this uttutge-ettt will make the main-

tenance plocedures -or" 
".o-plex, it ,"ill turr. the cumbersome and

time-consuming process of soiting the file before each publication'

Since most of the management p.6bl"*r in the file will be related to

iri"g, i, should be posiibte to iesolve these problems more easily by

maintaining the data in filing order.
When the master file aid all the supplements have been corrected

and are in the proPer order, the me.rge wiil take place' It will 
.consist 

of

continuous merges^of the supplemenis with the existing severrth edition

master file. Each merge will'be verified to insure that the filing order is

,nuintainea correctly. The result of this merge wil-l b9 a subject head-

i"g -urr.. file from which an eighth edition could be published' All

f,r?ure editions and suppleme.rtr, iltho.rgh maintained by the Library,

*itt t" published via the Linotron, a photocomposition device used by

the Government Printing Office.
Once the existing fiies are merged, updating of the master file will

be done on an annual basis. Input of updating transactions will be

done on the Administrative Terminal System (ATS), which will en-
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Library Sort Key Edit Program

Introduction -The ability to arrange bibliographic enrries by com-
puter in an efficient manner depends on a consiitent set of rules for ar-

The proposed LC filing rules are described, elsewhere in this issue.*
Although they are intended primarily to obtain arrangements that are
relatively easy for humans to achieve and to use, the 

"final 
test of the

* See John C. Rather, '.Filing Arrangement
p.240-Gl.
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plement various specifications of the rules.- 
When all of ihese factors were considered, it seemed quite feasible

in this section.

Characteristics of LIBSKED.-DaIa to be regarded in machine sort-

in specifying what fields are to be included and how they are to be ar-
ranged. The original SKED program was written to accomplish this
task for MARC records.z8 Its capabilities form the core of the new

with sort keys. This file is sorted by the IBM 5/360 OS tape sort/merge
program and merged by a routine written expressly for SKED and
LIBSKED.

Before data characters are moved from a designated field in a MARC
record to a sort key, they must be edited to ensure that the key in-
cludes only those characters relevant for sorting. It is necessary also to
insert special characters at strategic points to ensure the desired ar-
rangements. The first of these tasks is accomplished by translating the
data characters into the LIBSKED character set. The second is accom-
plished by subroutines triggered by MARC content designators and
algorithms associated with them. The following sections describe these
features of LIBSKED.

Basic Sorting Sequence. The basic sorting sequence for characters is,
in order of precedence, the hierarchy of superblanks (see below), the
blank, Arabic numerals 0-9, and the letters of the English alphabet
A-2.

Translation Table. The translation of data characters into the
LIBSKED character set is controlled by a table in the Program which
can be changed without programming complications. The translation
process has the efiect of: (l) equating upper- and lowercase versions of
the same letter; (2) treating certain marks of punctuation (e.g., the
hyphen) as a blank; (3) preventing other punctuation, diacritics, and
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certain special characters from being moved to the sort key; and (4)
ensuring the proper machine collating sequence. The LIBSKED char-

characters.
Superblanks. A superblank is a special character that sorts lower

than (in ordinary parlance, before) a blank. Difierent superblanks
are used to mark the end of a subfield and the end of a field, and to

Type of entity
Person
Place
Thing
Title

Original data
George, Gladys.
George, Ariz.
George (Yacht)
George.

Sort key
georgetgladys*
george!ariz*
george/yacht*
george?*

- At present, LIBSKED provides 43 different superblanks to make
the distinctions required by the proposed LC filing rules. Although
the_ program was wrirten to implement these rules, it would be pos-
sible- to pr-oduce somewhat difierent arrang'ements by changing the
number and relationship of the superblanks. This could be aone wittr-
out major reprogramming by modifying the table from which the su-
perblanks are assigned.

Initial Articles. When a title or series field (MARC tags 240, Z4l,
245, 440, and 840) begins with an article that is to be ignor6d in filing,
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the second indicator contains a value equal to the number of char-

acters to be omitted at the beginning of the field when building the

sort key. This value is set during the original creation of. the MARC

record. Other fields beginning with an initial alticle to be ignored have

to be linked with a special filing field (tag 880)
Numerals. If a nlumeral is detected or a t'd" (date associated with a

perscript numerals.' 
When a mrmeral is followecl by a bracketed phrase (e'g', 4 [i'e',

Quatre] contes), the data between and including the brackets ale ex-

ciuded-from the sort key. Roman numerals in a personal n-ame field

(e.g., as in Louis XIV) are to be converted to the standard number

format according to thefu Arabic value.
Subfields "d" and "y" are processed as follows:
l. When numeric data ire present, all other data are ignored in

building the sort key. If no numeric data are-present, the data

in the s'ubfield are uied as is unless a special filing field is indi-

cated.
2. An A.D. date is added to 5000 and converted to the standard

number format. The algorithm for processing dates was based on

the one used in the New York Public Library sort key Program'
3. A B.C. date is subtracted from 5000 and converted to the stan-

dard number format.
4. A date given in terms of century (e.g., lgth century) -1t.Pto9":t:q

as a lOd-year span. For example, lgth century in 1 -Y" subfield

would be put in the sort key as 6800 6899 (derived from 1800*

5000 and 1899+5000).
5. A date preceded by the word "To" in a "y" tylfr:t9 is. processed

as if it were 0 to dare (e.g., To 1800 becomes 0000 6800 in the sort

key).
Call Numbers. Call numbers are divided into discrete parts (e'g',

class letters, class numbers) and each part is padded with zeros to the

maximum size of that pari. This alignment is necessary to arrange call

numbers in shelflist order.

requirements o[ the initial article routine. The 880 field is linked to the
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from the unit card. To the extent that portions of a record are sep'

utu,"ty identified, they can be seParately- excluded, arranged' displayed'

"t.. 
Thrrs experimentation in bobk catalog production is 

"a1, 
ilnortl^n-t

aspect in thi auromation of technical processing. The tollowrng sec-

tions describe the input and output phases of two current Projects;
machine filing is discuised in another seciion of this article'

Mai.n Read,ing Room Reference Co-llecti'on'-This collection com-

nrises approxima"tely 10,000 monographs and 4,000 serial reference

i"ort r rddtued in alcoves around the principal reference room of the

iiU.uty. When the Reference Department proposed that a book cata-

log foi this collection be produced by computer, it oflered an at-

tractive challenge for several reasons:
l. The records were in a variety of languages

2. Printed cards for the collection ieflect the problems posed by

older cataloging styles-problems requiring investigation as part

of a study of"coiveriion of retrospective catalog records' -
3. The records for serials will provide a good test of the MARC

serials format.
Each of these factors raises questions concerning inpul' In some

cases, only a simple decision was 
^required, 

e'g', qhrales-1111h as "Half-

title:" before a series statement shbuld tre omitted. With problems

such as ,.dashed on" supplements and records with non-Roman char-

acters, new procedrrtes *iie required. Dashed-on supplements were con-

verted into notes beginning "Iniludes . . ," and a code design-ating this

change was inserted"in the" modified record fixed field. Since the ability

to iriput, store, sort, and display non-Roman charactefs is not yet .on
the MARC horizon, u .o-piotnise was necessary. Since transliteration

of all non-Roman characteis would have involved excessive editorial

effort, non-Roman characters for which the transliterated form was

available on the printed card, e.g., the short title, were given in their

ffansliterated. form. AII other non-Roman characters were omitted'

This meant that the body of the entry was ftequently abridged to the

short title and the i*print date' As-with supplements, the modified

record fixed field *ut .rsed to flag the record as incomplete'

Because the reference libraiians wanted extra subject headings and
.,catch title" added entries included in the catalog, special tags were Pro-
vided to allow them to assiggr extra fields to the records'

Plans call for the Main'' Reading Room catalog to be in four sections

arranged by call number, author, title, and subje-ct'-.The .call 
number

sectioi wili have rhe most complete records, including all notes and

d entries, national bibliography and

veY numbers, series tracings, Price,
tree sections will have briefer entries

, imprint, Pagination, call number,

; will be Printed in three columns

via computer line printer on offset masteri. Eventually the catalog
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may,be printed via photocomposition devices for general distribution.
As of December 1971, more than 8,800 of the monographs have been

converted, and the editing and correcring of the reirai-nder and the
serial entries are in progress.

A similar project involving the reference collection of the Science
readingroom, which-is in progress, contains 4,000 monographs and 750
serials. The final catalog wilt ue much like rhe one plannei ftr the Main
Reading Room. Editorial work in rhe conversion of this data base was
performed by the Science and Technology Division.

Motion Picture and Filmstrip catalog.-The first MARC-based book
catalog to be_publisled by the Library *itt ne the r:notion picture and
filmstrip catalog. (The Main Reading Room catalog is considered an
in-house erperiment.) Two facts dete-rmined its selelction: the catalog
is small with approximately 9,000 records per year and, therefore, of
a manageable size for our first experiment in photocomposition of book
catalogs; and the paucity of diacritics and th? almost iotal absence of
non-Roman characters 

- mean that the quality of the current catalog
need not be reduced because of the limitations of photocompositioi
technology.

A MARC formar for films has been designed and published. specifi-
rations for its implementation have been wiitten, and modifications to
the programs used to input monograph records are being made. An
editor's manual showing how to eait hh records for the 

"computer 
is

being written. Acrual editing should begin early in 1g72.

. 
since this catalog contains see u.rd see-also references, a provisional

format for such references was also designed. rnitially, the same pro-
cedures for handling references in the*manual systlm will be fol-
lowed. The catalog Publications Division will send d.ara for these ref-
erences to the MARC Editorial office as required. This is only a short-
range solution because time did not permit development of the optimal
automated name authority file.

The format of the photocomposed catalog will be virtually the same
as the present one except that the referencei will be in the ,r-. ,yp"-
face as the bibliographiCentries.

These book catalogs will be composed, printed, and tround by the
Government Printing office. This means ihat the sorted. records in
the MARC format must be translared into a printing format before
input to the GPo master typography program rhi.rt c6ntrols the com-
posing device, a Linotron 1010. A fuil explanation of photocomposi-
tion will not be atem_pted here, but in essence, a magnetic tape ;ith
the text to- be printed and certain imbedded typogriphic commands
qenera,tes photographs of hyphenated and justified^pagei containing the
desrred type sizes and fonts. printing and binding will not difier from
the present procedures.

The program to convert the MARC tapes and insert the typo-
graphic commands is being written by a coitractor under supervisio,n
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of the MARC Development office and Information Systems office. This

program will accept a variety of input formats (MARC and the In-

io.frution Systems Office's logic library format) and can vary. the out-

put as specihed in a series of- parameter cards' The plogram is intend-

i,a t" Ui sufficiently general so that the difficulties of automating the

printing of additional publications will be minimal'' 
At ft"r, initially the catalog pages from the Linotron will require

rigorous proofreading to verify tie reliability of the- outPrrt processing

de-scribed above. Afir a few'"shake-down" issues have been printed

successfully, proofreading of sample pages may- s-uffice' The input rec-

ords will,' of^ oorrrr", uli"uyr be proofread. While corrections can be

"stripped" on the computer-composed Pages: this means that.the cor-

recti;n must also be inserted in every subsequent cumulatron con-

taining the record. Naturally, in the long run, the- better course of

action is to determine the cause of the error (is it a faulty record or a

faulty program?) and to correct it. Experience with the Linotron may

alter this opinion.

Long-R.ange Possibiliti,es.-A discussion of automating book catalog

productfon ai the Library of Congress would be incomplete without

mentioning the register/index idei. T.fris concePt eliminates the re'

dundancy 6t ttte c,r-rrettt catalogs; before an average card appears in a

quinquennial cumulation, it lias already been printed -2'3 
times in

,oorrtirty, quarterly, and annual issues. This alternative format of the

.atulog *orrld avoid this reperitious printing. Each full 1ec9rd 
would be

printe"cl once in the registir which would be arranged. by sequen-tial
l,d,r*rrry" number. This register would never be reprinted. Revised

cards would have a new "drimmy" number. Separate indexes arranged

by author, title, subject, and perhaps call number would contain briefer

entries and refer ro the latesi dummy number for the full record. The

indexes would be cumulated in a Pattern similar to the present catalog'

Determination of what information to include in the index entries re-

quires that the economies of brevity be weighed against the costs of

,"f"."n." to an additional volume if the needed data are not present in

the index. The diverse uses of the Library's catalogs*locating copies

of obscure books, subject searches, ordering books and catalog cards-

renders this decision extremely difficult. In any case, use of smaller

type and a different layout in the indexes_wou$ p"t-it many,more en-

tries per page than can be accommodated in the plesent catalogs. .The-
registerTind6* .on."pt is somewhat analogous tg-tt]e Present National

flnion Catalog of Aianuscript Collections and (if its indexes. were cu-

mulative) to ih" Monthly 
-Catalog 

of U.S. Gouernment Publications.

This idea is still being investigated.

Card Diuision Automation Program

The card Auromated Reproduction and Distribution system

(CARDS) is nearing completion. Phase I, consisting of automated or-

der handling and iinentory control, has been operational since 1970.
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Approximately 40,000 orders are being received each day; of these, over
75 percent can be filled in utt urru.ug6 of seven working days. Approxi_
mately 6 percent of the orders receivid represent preassigned r:ard num-
bers for which cataloging copy is not yer availabie, anJ the :remaining
orders represent titles whic6 are our-of-stock and. are filled with re--
printed stock, or cards produced by offset reproduction or a Photocom-position device.

Phase Ir of this project consisrs of producing printed cards by the
VideoComp, a photocomposition deviie, from-machine-rea<lable rec-
ords in the MARC Data Base. This eliminates the need to maintain
card stock for these records. Because of delays in the delivery of phase

implement a number of modifica-
crds from the MARC Data Base was
;ing one eight-hour shift per 5,000
d storage of 200,000 card dtles took

Modifications were necessary in order to correct errors noted on
test runs and to handle new information to be printed on the catalog

ed to the contractor were also up-

ation for filling orders orr demand
ber 28, 1971, but only on a l imited
all 20O000 records in the photo-

composed data base could be accessecl, 40 percent of all daily caid or-
ders received could be filled through this system. currently, however,
only 9,200 titles for our-of-stock .utd, * l0 percent of the daily orders
received are being filled through this system because of limir-ations in
the capabilities of rhe ofiset piess and. accompanying cutting and col-
lating- equipment. As problems with this part'of 

'the" 
op".uti.,r, are re-

solved and as 
-the presJ together with the iutting and collating, machine

rds with consistently high quality,
:ough the Phase II systenr will be
,ill then be shifted from filling out-
w titles on demand.
printed card is the only one that is
and, thus, is the only format used
However, overprinted carcls for the
ecial editions" of the card.s for the
he Phase II photocomposition pro-
: reference, and multiple surname
for The National Union Catalog,
rg cards are produced for Library
:fs. It is anticipated that printed
rips will be produced by phase II
rrdinated with the project to con-
:adable form and ro produce the

book catalog for motion pictures and filmstrips on the Linotr6n.
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24. The manuscript card is used at the Library of congress to record cataloging in-
formation and as copy for printing catalog cards by the Government pri;ting
Office.
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Filing Arrangement in the

Library of Congress Catalogs

JouN C. Rersnn
Technical Processes Research Office

Librory of Congress
Washington, D.C-

is illustrated by an extended example.

P r e l imin ary,C on s i, d e r at i on s

views of how the catalog is to operate.
The Functions of the Citalog.-At the risk of restating the ob-

vious, it seems advisable to enumetate two prime objectives of catalogs
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used in American libraries. The lirst is to enable users to determine
whether a library has a specific book. The second is to group catalog
records for works associated with a specific person, corporate body, or
anonymous work, and works on a given subject. Unless one wishes to re-
examine the philosophical bases of these objectives, they musr be
acknowledged to be the foundation of the present structure of our li-
brary catalogs.

For most American libraries, two cataloging aids are used to achieve
these objectives. The Anglo-American Cataloging Rules provide a stan-
dard way to construct a distinctive form of name for a given person, cor-

to the headings established for use, and one that will link related
headings.

The Complexities of Cataloging.-Since library cataloging is intended
to describe items in a particular collection, in the actual working sit-
uation the Library of Congress formulates new name and subject head-
ings in relation to those already in the LC catalogs. This is an ex-

the congestion of entries under broad subject terms.
To avoid ambiguity when entries are to be made for persons with

identical names, sonrc means must be found to difierentiaG the names
so that the entries can be grouped correctly. This situation occurs to
some extent even in small catalogs but it becomes really tortuous in
large catalogs. For example, the LC catalog contains headings for
eighty-six persons named Mtiller who have the forename Hans. Of
these, thirty-six are distinguished only by other forenames; twenty-
seven only by dates; nine only by identifying words; and fourteen by
combinations of names and dates or identifying words. In addition, the
file contains five r,eferences from variants of Miiller, Flans, to other forms
of this name (e.g., Miiller, Hans Meier see Meier-Miiller, Hans).

This problem arises not only when establishing perconal names
but also when determining the forms for corporate bodies, uniform
titles, and topical subject headings, which sometimes have to be dis-
tinguished from other headings. Since library cataloging always in-
volves establishing headings in relarion to the body of existing head-
ings, it follows that they will often contain information supplied by
the cataloger. As has been shown, this requirement occurs in an ex-
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treme form when headings are established for the entire LC catalog,

but even an annual cumulation of the National Uni.on Catalog taken

by itself would make demands exceeding those encountered in the

vast majority of library catalogs. Thus, it is fair to say that the com-

plexities of catalog headings and their arrangement ar'e not attributable

primarily to the iules thai govern them; they arise from the varieties

bf materials being cataloged and the size of the catalog being main-

tained.
The need to difierentiate names in the catalog while still conveying

intelligible information about the name results in forms of heading

that i;dubitably present difficulties of arrangement. The fundamental

conflict between the function of headings as units of intelligence and

their function as filing guides cannot be underestimated, but the in-

tegrity of the heading (in its role of conveyer of intelligence)-must nec-

esLriiy take precedett.. ooer any attempt to structure it so that it files

"automaticatty." Or, to put the matter succinctly, headings do not exist

merely to be filed.

(Jsers and, the Catalog.-It is commonly said that, since little is

known about how the user approaches the catalog, librarians do not

know the best way to arrange catalog entries. This contention appears

to be based on the misapprehension that user activity must be -q"1lii-
fied in absolute terms befbre a valid determination can be made. The

stress on the user is largely misplaced. To begin with, the user is a

myth. In a general library, there 
-are 

many different kinds of users and

even the same individual may approach the catalog in difterent ways at

difierent times. The important thing is the identification of major cate-

gories of uses, and the assertion that they are unkngwn- ignores the

iumulative experience of many decades of efiective librarianship.

The proportion of a given use may be significant, lut it-cannot be

"tt 
orrer.iding consideration if the catalog is to remain a flexible in-

strument. A valicl low-frequency use must be given full weight if it can

be satisfied only by a paiticular pattern of file arrangement. In prin-

ciple, the optimum file arrangemint is the one that, at an allowable
coit, permiti the greatest number of approaches to the catalog with an

accepiable degree of efficiency for each type of use. For exam-ple: As-
sumi that Arlangement A allows maximum efficiency for a high-fre-

quency use but it is virtually unmanageable for a low-frequency use'

Art,t-. that Arrangement B allows moderate efficiency for both uses. If

the low-frequency use satisfies a legitimate (authorized) need that

cannot be conveniently met any other way, it can be claimed that Ar-

rangement B is the optimum Pattern even if the high-frequency use

occurs ten times more often.
A fundamental consideration in the alTangement of catalog entries

is what users are likely to know and what relation that information

has to the entries in the catalog. A user may have "perfect" informa-

tion as far as his source is concefned yet still encounter difficulty in Io-
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cating the desired item. For example, he may know that a book is by
Hans Miiller but have to examine many entries before discovering that
the catalog heading for the desired author is Mtiller, Flans, of Vienna.
The lack of congruence between a user's information and the actual

rangement of the catalog. Clearly, the less specialized knowledge a
user has to have about a catalog the more qui-kly he can becom,e effi-
cient in using it. It must be accepted as a fact of life, however, that the

Aids to Catalog Use

, At this point, it may be helpful to describe some of the ways of ex-
plaining-the structure of the caialog ro users. The following aids should
be provided:

l. A detailed filing manual. This is a necessity for filers and frequent
users of the catalog.
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2. A brief aersion of the essential rules. This should be Posted
prominently at various points in the area of the card catalog, included

at the beginning of each volume of the book catalog, and made avail-

able to individual users in sheet and/or card form.
3. Information card.s and references. Three tyPes ar'e needed: cate-

gorical references, specific filing references, and arrangement cards.

ihey should be inteispersed at appropriate points in the catalog itself.

The following paragraphs describe the content and use of each rype of

reference.
A categorical reference briefly explains a particular rule, describes

its effect oin entries in variant forms, and points to other parts of the

file where they may be found. By functioning as a genefal reference

for a category'of headings (e.g., 
'those 

beginning with a numeral), a

categoricaf reierence minimizes the need for specific filing references.

Example I shows a categorical reference'

This type of catalog aid is filed with sizable groups of entries under

variant forms of the same item. For example, the explanation of the

rreatment of numbers belongs with entriei beginning with numerals

and with groups of entries beginning with specific numbers exPressed

Example l. Categorical Reference

Information Card: Treatment of Numbers

Numbers expressed as numerals (e.g', 4, 1984, Xx) precede words consisting

of letters and they are arranged according to their numerical value (roman

numerals are treated like arabic numerals) .
Numbers expressed as words (e.g., four, nineteen eighty-four, twenty) are

filed alphabetically.
If you do not find what you want in this portion of the catalog, look under

the altemative form. When looking for a verbal form, bear in mind thac it

will appear in the language of the item you are seeking and, that the verbal

form miy be expressed in any one of several ways (e.g., one hundred, a hun-

dred) which file in difierent Places in the catalog.
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rules: abbreviations, hyphenated words (file only under common pre-
fixes); initials and acronyms (only with entries filed as separate letters);
names with prefixes (file only under common prefixes); numerals. The
need for categorical references for other rules would be dictated by
the structure and size of a given file.

A reference should be made for a specific heading or group of
headings that, by the rules, may be located in an unusual position in
the file. It is made by reconstructing the heading so that the reference
can be filed by the rules in a desired alternative location. Example 2
illustrates a filing reference for a group of headings. Example 3 shows
a filing reference for a single heading. This type of catalog aid supple-
ments references from alternative forms of heading required by the
cataloging rules.

Example 3. Filing Reference for a Single Heading

TREES_WEST
see

TREES-THE WEST [filed under The]

The arrangement of entries under certain headings (typically uni-
form titles and voluminous authors) is frequently so complex that a
user cannot be expected to find his way without assistance. To alle-
viate his problems, the arrangement of the group of entries should be
described briefly on a card that is filed at the beginning of the group.
In a long file (such as entries for the Bible), it may be desirable to in-
tersperse several such cards at strategic points. Example 4 is an arrange-
ment card.

Simpli,fication of Filing A.rrangemenf.-None of these remarks should
be construed as a denial of the fact that some patterns of library filing
arrangement are better than others. Obviously, a relatively consistent

Example 2. Filing Reference for a Group of Headings

U.S. Army. Infantry

Entries for headings rvith a numeral
(e.g., U.S. Army. lst Infantry) are in

numerical order after subject headings
beginning U.S. Army. A . . .

Each numbered infantry will be found
of headings beginning with that numeral.

before the last part of this heading
the group of headings arranged in
for U.S. Army and before headings

in its alphabetical place in the gr:oup
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pattern of arrangement has fewer quirks than does one that is a mass
of exceptions to basic rules. Therefore, in formulating rules for arrange-
ment, every efiort should be made to establish rules that can be applied
consistently when entries are added to the catalog and that are susceP-
tible to intelligent use when searching in it. Rules that satisfy these
criteria will reduce the number of decisions that must be made in filing,
searching, and (in an automated system) computer sorting. In this way,
they will reduce the real costs of creating and using the catalog.

Many previous attempts to simplify library filing rules have aban-
doned formal structuring, thereby sacrificing an irreplaceable advan-
tage in the name of simplification. At the same time, most of them
have, to some extent; clung to the notion that variations in form (e.g.,
abbreviations and numbers in digits) should be normalized by filing
them according to their spoken forms. There is a fundamental contra-
diction in these viewpoints. Straight alphabetical arrangement places a
great premium on a user's knowing how a heading is constructed, but
if a user can be presumed to have this kind of information, he is at
least as likely to know how it loohs as how it sounds.

The emphasis on spoken forms of abbreviations, numbers, symbols,
and the like is a major source of difficulty in both filing and searching
because of uncertainty about the proper spoken form even in English.
When these elements must be verbalized in a foreign language, the
catalog entry provides the answer for the filer, but users, who may or
may not know the practices of the language, are left to their own de-
vices. It seems questionable, therefore, whether the benefits of normaliz-
ing variant elements outweigh the disadvantages.

Assumptions

The preliminary considerations about the nature of the arrange-
ment of large bibliographic files were crystallized into seven assump-
tions:

l. File amangement should be hospitable to various kinds of uses:
searching for a known item with perfect information; searching for an

Example 4. Arrangement Card

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 1749-1832

Entries under this heading are grouped as follows:
Works written, edited, or translated by the author and works to which he

contributed in some other manner are arranged by title. Made-up titles* are
filed alphabetically among individual titles.

Under each title, the groupings are as follows: 1) editions in the original
language and added entries for related works, by date; 2) works about the title,
by author, title, and date; 3) translations of the work, by language and date.

Works about the author are arranged by author of the work, title, and date.

* Correspondence, Plays, Poems, Selected Works, Selections, Works
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item with incomplete or inexact information; browsing.
2. Basic rules should be applied consistently with as few exceptions

as possible. Consistency has obvious advantages for filers and users, ancl
it facilitates programming for computer filing.

3. Variations in form among name and subject headings are an es-
sential part of the structure of a file arrangement; they should not be
ignored in filing. It is illogical to construct a heading one way and then
to file it as if it were constructed another way.

4. It is impossible to eliminate all (or even most) filing problems
by revising the rules for constructing headings. In a large file, references
are required to lead a user from purely formal variations of a heading
to the one actually used. The fact that such references will always be
necessary indicates that some filing problems will persist regardless of
changes in the cataloging rules. In any event, it is likely that headings
established under various cataloging rules and practices will coexist in
the LC files for an indefinite period.

5. The pattern of catalog organization (e.g., dictionary, divided)
has an effect on the complexity of arrangement but, in itself, no single
pattern can resolve all filing problems. Moreover, the Library of Con-
gress uses alternative patterns for difierent purposes. Therefore, the
rules for filing arrangement should be adaptable to all patterns of cata-
log organization.

6. Rules for arrangement should discriminate among catalog entries
only up to a point. It is unrealistic to expect the rules to provide unique
positions for the tiny proportion of- entries that would not be difteren-
tiated by a standard set of filing fields.

7. The arrang€ment of the catalog of a large research library cannot
be self-explanatory. To minimize this disadvantage, it is imperative to
provide a wide range of aids to catalog use.

Principles

The foregoing assumptions led to the formulation of three basic
principles that shaped the development of filing rules that might bet-
ter serve the needs of the Library of Congress:

l. Elements in a heading should be taken in exactly the form and
order in which they appear.

2. Related entries should be kept together if they would be difficult
to find.when a user did not know their precise form.

3. A standard set of fields should be established for each major type
of filing entry.

The first principle emphasizes the way a heading looks, not how it
sounds. Similar elements that differ in form (e.g., numbers expressed
in digits and those expressed in words) are filed in different positions,
but the inconvenience of having sometimes to look in two places is out-
weighed by the fact that no special linguistic knowledge is required to
find a numeral or an abbreviation when its printed form is known.
When the proposed LC rules were developed, only a few exceptions
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had to be made to this "file-as-is" principle.
The second principle acknowledges the fact that the more formally

construcl.ed a heading is, the less likely a user is to know its elements
precisely" Therefore, headings that begin with the same elements are
grouped in categories to reduce the time needed to browse in a large
file for a heading that is known incompletely. Adhering to this prin-
ciple preserves important values ofiered by the present arrangement
of the LC catalogs.

The third principle applies the legal precept De mini.mis non curat
Iex (the law cannot take care of trifles) as a way of preventing the pro-
liferation of special rules. As a result, in some instances (notably cer-
tain title main and added enries), the standard set of fields may be in-
sufficient to differentiate among similar filing entries. It seemed un-
wise, however, to provide for consideration of other information (e.g.,
place of publication) as a means of further arrangement. Special rules
of this kind are difficult to apply either manually or by computer and
the nature of the alTangement is frequently not apparent to users. "No-
order" filing seemed to be the lesser evil since a desired item can be
found by scanning, as is done now when a user lacks full information
or does not understand the alrangement or wishes to guard against mis-
filed entries.

At first glance, rules based on these principles may seem to have
several unsatisfactory consequences, but there is virtue in the con-
sistent application of a relatively small number of basic rules. Allow-
ing only a few exceptions and treating those in a sffaightforward man-
ner simplifies the tasks of both filers and users. The pro's and con's
of this situation simply confirm a fact of. life: every solution creates its
own problems. There is reason to believe, however, that the proposed
rules solve far more problems than they cause.

It should also be borne in mind that many filing problems can and
should be anticipated and solved during cataloging. Catalogers must
learn to recognize entries that will, for all practical purposes, be un-
findable and avoid this eventuality by providing coherent access points.
This may be done by modifying the way a heading is constructed or by
making an added entry in a more fileable form. In any case, the re-
sponsibility for the form of filing entries rests with catalogers; filers
should not be expected to improve on their work.

Character of the Proposed LC Rules

The rules developed according to these principles were formulated
so that they can be applied deductively; this approach ensures a degree
of comprehensiveness and consistency that is difficult to attain when a
separate rule is written for each specific case. General rules give all of
the basic specifications for arranging a file. They are presented sys-
tematically, progressing from those of widest applicability to those of
more limited scope. Their efiect is cumulative so that, to understand
any given general rule, one must understand the preceding rules. Spe-
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cial rules cover -particular situations that may be encountered in ap-
plying general rules.

The rules were writren to say what must be done; only rarely do
they give negative instructions. Because a deductive approach-was
used, it may seem that some familiar situations are not coniied. careful
consideration of the implications of the basic rules will reveal, how-
ever, that they provide for every type of heading. In addition, more than
1,200 examples are given in the full text of thelures to show their efiect

Anticipated Use

PROPOSED FILING RULES FOR THE LC CATALOGS
(Abridged Version)
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The example illustrates a dictionary arrangement based on the
rules as applied to a group of entries beginning with a numeral or the

letter A. The choice of the dictionary Pattern does not constitute a
recommendation; it was made to show how the rules handle the most

complex form of arrangement.

Grossanv

Familiarity with the following terms, which differ from those com-
monly used in discussing library filing, is an essential prerequisite to

understanding the specifications for filing arrangement.
Fi,ling Ent'ry: All of the fields that may be considered in determining

the filinf position of an item in a catalog; for example, an author head-
ing, title, and imprint date.

Field: A major component of a filing entry that comprises one or
more elements (e.g., a heading; a title).

Element: One or more words that make up an integral part of a
field (e.g., the surname in a personal name heading). Al element and

a field are identical when the field contains only one elemeng for ex-
ample, a title. The first element in a field is called the lead'i,ng ele-

meht; the others are called subordinate elements. For example, in the

personal name heading, Carpenter, William, I87l-194+, the leading
element is Carpenter; William and 1871-1944 are subordinate elements.

Word: One or more characters set off by sPaces and/or marks of

significant punctuation.
Character: A character is a letter, digit, symbol, or mark of punctua-

tion.
Significant Punctuation' A mark of punctuation that indicates the

end of an element. Typical cases include: (1) the period after a direct
order corporate name (e.g., Yale University. Library); (2) the comma
after a surname (e.g., Johnson, Edgar); (3) parentheses surrounding

Fi l ing entry

F i e l d
-

si  gni  f i  cant
punctuat ion

F ie l  d
-

Fie ld

Tom, Dick and Harry 1943

..,1-,,\ tnuru...fworo 
\

\
nons i  gni  f i  cant
punctuat i  on

Components of a Filing Entry
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a qualifying term in a subject heading (e.g., Mass (physics)-Measure-
ment).

Punctuation that does not indicate the end of an element is con-

GrNnnar- Rurrs
l. Basic Fili,ng Order

Fields in a filing entry are arranged word by word, and words are
arranged character by character. This procedure is continued until one
of the following conditions occurs:

a. A prescribed filing position is reached.
b. The field comes to an end (in which case placement is determined

-by another field of the entry or by applying one of the rules given
hereafter).

mark of punctuation showing a subarrangement intervenes.
l. l. Order of Letters

Letters are arranged according to the order of the Engrish alpha-
bet (A-Z).
Ll.I. Modified Letters

Modified letters are treated like their plain equivalents in the
English alphabet.
I.?. Placement of Numerals

Nonalphabe6c signs -and symbols within a field are generally ig-
nored in filing and the followinE letters or numerals are 

"used 
as th'e

basis of arrangement.
1.3.1. Punctuation
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2. Signi.ficant Filing Elements
Eliments in a field are taken exactly as they

tions. Thus, the position of a filing entry is

the order and form of the fields it contains.
3. Id,entification of Elements i,n a Field'

Elements in a field containing more than one

indicated by a dash, period, comma, or parenthesis'

appear with few exceP-
basically determined bY

3.1. Nonsignificant Punctuation in a Field
A fieft may contain a dash, period, com-Tl, or parenthesis that

does not indicate the end of an element. The following guidelines may

be helpful in discriminating between significant and nonsignificant

punctuition: (1) significant punctuation indicates a formal combina'

iion of elemenis'in i netd; (2) nonsignificant punctuation occurs as an

integral part of a name or title.
3.2. Leading Element

The leiding element in a field is indicated by the

dash, period, .oi--u, or parenthesis, except when the

forenarne followed by a roman numeral (Rule 3'2'l')'

3.2.1. Forenames with Numeration
When a forenarne is followed by a roman numeral

ing for a pope or sovereign), the leading element ends

meral.
4. Order of Fields with ldentical Leading Elem'ents

Fields with identical leading elements are grouped together' When

the leading elements in a grotfo denote difierent types or entities' the

order of arrangement is as follows:
a. Person: (l) Forename

(2) Surname
b. Place
c. Thing: (l) Corporate bodY

(2) Topical subject heading
d. Title

determined by the order in which the elements aPpear.

5.1. Forename Fields
The leading element of a {orename field may be followed- by one or

more of the following categories of subordinate elements: (l) numera-

element are generallY

first significant
field contains a

(as in a head-
before the nu-
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tion; (2) dates; (3) qualifying words; (4) form subheading. When
forename fields with identical leading elements have subordinate ele-
ments in the first three categories, they are grouped in the following
otder:

a. Forename alone
b. Forename with numeration I -, , .

Fotename, date (s) i 
nlec rn one sequence

c. Forename, qualifying word(s)
In arranging qualifying words within a group, difierences in punctua-
tion are ignored.
5.2. Surname Fields

The leading element of a surname field may be followed by one or
more of the following categories of subordinate elements: (l) fore-
names, initials, or (in the case of a nobleman, bishop, or family) a
full name; (2) dates; (3) qualifying words; (4) a word (called a re-
lator) that shows the function of a person in relation to a work with
which his name is associated; (5) form subheading. When surname
fields with identical leading elements have subordinate elements in the
first three categories, they are grouped in the following order:

a. Surname alone
b. Surname, date (s)
c. Surname, qualifying word (s)
d. Surname. forename
e. Surname, forename, date(s)
f. Surname, forename, qualifying word(s)

Relators are ignored in filing as described in Rule 10.1. fnot included].
The treatment of form subheading is described in Rule 6.3.
5.2.1. Corporate Names with Inverted Initials and/or Forenames

The leading element of a corporate name beginning with a sur-
name followed by initials and/or forenames ends before the mark of
punctuation setting ofi the inverted element. A heading of this type in-
terfiles among headings with the same surname. The words following
the inverted element up to the next period are treated as part of it.
5.3. Place Name Fie]ds

When the leading elements of two or more place name fields or
place names at the beginning of a corporate name field are identical but
they are qualified by difierent means, the fields are grouped in the fol-
lowing order:

a. Place name alone
b. Place name followed by parenthetical qualifier
c. Place name followed by a comma and qualifying word(s)

Subarrangement within any group is by succeeding subordinate ele-
mentS.
5.4. Corporate Name Fields

When the leading elements of two
are identical but they are qualified by
grouped in the following order:
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a. Corporate name alone
b. Corporate name followed by a comma and qualifying word(s)
c. Corporate nanre followed by parenthetical qualifier

5.5. Uniform Title Fields
When the leading elements of two or more uniform title fields are

identical but one heading is not qualified and the others are, the fields
are grouped in the following order:

a. Uniform title alone
b. Uniform title with qualifier (regardless of punctuation)

5.5.1. Subordinate Elements of Uniform Title Headings
and Filing Titles
The subordinate elements of a uniform title heading or a uni-

form filing title may describe (l) part of the larger work (including
such terms as "selections"); (2) language of the text; (3) name of the
version; and (4) date of the edition. The preceding sequence shows the
order of subordinate elements if more than one occurs with a particu-
lar uniform title. In filing arrangement, however, when different tyPes
of subordinate elements occur in the same relative position (for ex-
ample, as the second element), the fields are grouped in the following
order:

a. Date
b. Language
c. Version
d. Part

Additional instructions for arranging
19 fnot included].
5.6. Topical Subject Headings

uniform titles are given in Rule

When the leading elements of two or
ings are identical but they are qualified by

more topical subject head-
different means, the fields

subordinate elements that follow a
are grouped in the following order:

are grouped in the following order:
a. Leading element alone
b. Leading element followed by a comma and qualifying word (s)
c. Leading element followed by parenthetical qualifier

5.7. Subject Subdivisions
In any subject heading field,

dash (that is, subject subdivisions)
a. Period subdivisions
b. Form and topical subdivisions
c. Geographical subdivisions

These distinctions are maintained at every level of subject subdivision.
6. Placement of Certain Types of Fields

To obtain coherent groupings of filing entries relating to the same
entity, the followins rules must be observed in arranging three types of
fields: (l) author-title fields; (2) fields containing subject subdivisions;
(3) personal name fields containing form subheadings.
6.1. Author-Title Fields

A field comprising a personal or corporate author and a title (e.g',
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Aristoteles. Metaphysica; Society for Pure English. Tracr no. 36) is
treated as if it consisted of two separate fields containing the same in-
formation. Thus, with respect to this consideration, no distinction is
made between a filing entry containing separate fields for an author and
a title and a filing entry containing an author-ritle added or subject
entry for the same work. See Rule 8 for instruction on the arrangement
of entries under the name of an author.
6.2. Fields Containing Subject Subdivisions

A field containing a subject subdivision is treated as if it con-
sisted of at least two parts: the heading proper and the subject sub-
division G). In the case of author-title fields with subjecc subdivisions,
the field is treated as if it consisted of three parts (author, title, sub-
ject subdivision) to satisfy the requirements of Rule 6.1. In both cir-
cumstances, the subject heading field is grouped with main and
added entry fields containing the heading proper. After the functional
order of the fields has been taken into accounr (see Rule 7), ar-
rangement is by subject subdivision.
6.3. Personal Name Fields Containing Form Subheadings

A personal name field conraining a form subheading (e.g., Spurious
and d.oubtful works) is treated as an entirely different entity from the
personal name on which it is based. Such a heading is arranged after
all main, added, and subject entries relating to that particular person.
7. Functi"onal Ord,er of Fields

When the first fields of two or more filing entries are identical and
the fields denote the same entity, the entries are grouped according to
the cataloging function of these fields (that is, their relationship ro
the work cataloged or their use in the catalog) in the following order:

a. Main enffy, added entry, see reference
b. See-also reference from main or added entry
c. Subject entry
d. See-also reference from a subject entry

8. Subarrangement ,of ldentical Field,s That Haae
the Same Functi"on
When the first fields of two or more filing enries denote the same

entity and they are functionally identical, the entries are arranged ac-
cording to their subordinate fields. The selection of subordinate fields
for a filing entry must conform to one of four basic patterns:

a. Type l: (l) Main or added entry for a person or corporate body
(2) Title
(3) Imprint

b. Type 2: (l) Author-title added entry

c. Type

d. Type

Volume 76,

(2) Imprint date
3: (l) Main or added entry under title

(2) Imprint date
4: (l) Subject entry (including author-title entries)

(2) An fields of Type I or Type 3 filing entry for catalog
record in question
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8.1. Choice of Title
Filing entries of Types l, 2, and 3 can contain only one title. In

the case of Types I and 3, if more than one kind of title is Present in
the catalog record, the order of preference is: (l) uniform titl'e head-
ing; (2) uniform filing title; (3) romanized title; (4) bibliographic
title. In the case of a Type 2 filing entry, the title to be used occurs as
part of the first field.
8.1.1. Uniform Title Headings and Filing Titles

Some of the elements necessary to arange a uniform title head'
ing properly may appear in a uniform filing title field. For example,
the uniform title heiding Arabian nights may be made more specific
by giving the language of 

-the 
edition in a filing title field. When this oc-

curs, the uniform title heading and the filing title are treated as one
field which is used in the fiIing entry.
9. Treatment of Identical Filing Entries

When two or more filing entries are identical, no effort need be
made to arrange them within their group. In a manual file, the new
entry can simply be placed after those already there. This situation oc-
curs most commonly with filing entries for titles of various kinds (see
Type 3 filing entry in Rule 8).

Spncrer. Rur,rs

Of the ten special rules, four (hyphenated words, initials and acro-
nyms, names with prefixes, words with apostrophes) only reenforce
basic rules by emphasizing their application to particular cases that are

treated differently in the culTent LC filing rules. The remainder either
elaborate on basic rules (numerals, romanization of letters, signs and

symbols, uniform titles) or describe the relatively few exceptions (ele-
ments ignored or transposed, initial articles). These special rules have
been omitted because the first group is not essential and the second re-

quires a degree of detail that is beyond the scope of this article. For
e-xample, th-e special rule for numerals describes the treatment of or-
dinal-numerals, fractions, decimals, subscript and superscript numerals,
dates in a chronological file, incompletely expressed dates, qualified
dates, and dates with month and year.

Exevrprn

.3@ Vickers machine gun mqchanism made easy
'.45-70'rifles

l:0 fiir Dich
Het l ,2,3 van de economie
l, 2, buckle my shoe
l/l0th hours of 48 hours a week pay roll wage calculator
2u is 64
II-VI semiconducting compounds
The $2 window on Wall Street
3-5-7 minute talks on Freemasonry
3:10 to Yuma
3 died variously
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3.1416 and all that
100/o American (Motion picrure)
100 Jahre Brennerbahn
A***, comte de
A., Dr.
A*****, Major, pseud.
A.. A.
A., Andre, C. H,
A., J., of Grays Tnn, esq.
4., J. A.
"4" t-12
The A.A.A.
A. B. C.
A Bayreuth avec Richard Wagner
A Beckett, Arthur William, I844-1909
A.C. devices with iron cores
A.C.F., tr.
A u n d O
A & O Osterreich
A une courtisane
The A. Z. A. leader

1l (BARK) [corporate name as subject entry]
Al atlas of Bristol & outer suburbs
A4D desert speed run
Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-17g8
AAA travel
Ab-sa-ra-ka, Iand of massacre
Abbey, Edward, lg27-
ABC air cargo guide and directory'Abd al-Hamid, Fe=ru-q'Abdallah, King of Jordan, l88Z-l9EI
A'Becket, Thomas, l84g-1918
Absalom, Roger Neil Lewis
Absalom, Absaloml
Ab0 l-TAhir al-Firisi [reference]
Abul Hasant, lg05-
AC motors and control gear
ACAA in brief
ACCELERATION, NEGATIVE
ACCELERATTON (MECHANTCS)
ACCELERATION IN EDUCATION
Achsel, Richard
Acht Hunde und mehr
Adams, joint comp.
Adams, master

[reference]

[reference]

Adams,:--- -, Springfield, Mo., printer
Adams, Andrew
Adams, Andrew, 17Z6-1797
Adams, Andrew A.
Adams, Charles True
Adams, Dorothy, l9l2-
Adams, Mrs. Dorochv Dorr
Adams, Dorothy Inez, lg04-
Adams, E. A., & co., Bosron
Adams, Sir Francis Boyd
Adams, Francis Colbuin
Adams, J. Hu.ry,
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Adams (J.J.) and Company, Boston
Adams, J. M.
Adams, Zackary
Adams. Mass.
Adams, Tenn.
Adams (U.S. Steamer)
Adams-Acton, Murray, 188&-
AdamsandHollingsworth,Philadelphia [reference]
Adams-Beck, Lily (Moresby) [reference]
Adams Co., Pa. Courf of common pleas
Adams County (IIl.) agticultural and mechanical association
ADAMS FAMILY (ELTJAH ADAMS, 1753-1817)
Africa, Bernabe,1892-
Africa, J Simpson, b. 1832
AFRICA [subject]
AFRICA_COLONIZATION
AFRICA_RELIGION
AFRICA, BRITISH EAST
AFRICA, EAST
Africa pitlel
AFRICA IN LITERATURE
Africa speaks
Al, Peter
Al-Anon Family Group Headquarters, inc.
Al Capone car hangsterjev
Al-Dib, 'AH'
Al encuentro del hombre
Al-i-Ahamd Surror, l9I2-
Al Lichtman Corporation
ALA daily reporter
ALAND ISLANDS
ALBANY, JOHN STEWART, DUKE OF, 1481-1536
ALBANY
ALBANY-BRIDGES
ALBANY_WATER-SUPPLY
Albany. Bar
Albany. Common council
ALBANY. COMMON COUNCII-RULES AND PRACTICE
Albany (Port district) Port Commission
ALBANY, AUSTRALIA
Albany, Me.
Albany, birti.place of the Union
Albany Co., N.Y. [title]
Albany Co., N.Y. Board of supervisors
Albany Co., N.Y. Penitentiary
Albany Co., Wyo.
Albany congress, 1754
Albany County, N.Y. [title]
Albany County ffome Bureau
Albany County (N.Y.) Historical Association
Albany Library
Albert I, King of the Belgians, 1875-1934
ALBERT I, Prince of Monaco, 1848-1922
Albert II, Emperor of Germany
Albert V, Duke of Austria
Albert, consort of Queen Victoria, 1819-1861
Albert, father
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Albert, Sister, O. P.
Albert, von Rickmersdorf
Albert Achilles, elecror of Brandenburg
Albert Edward, Prince of the Hawaiiai Islands
Albert von Prag, fl. 1386
Alexander I, Emperor of Russia, 1771-182b
ALEXANDER I, KING OF SERBIA, 1876-1903
ALEXANDER I, PRINCE OF BULGARIA, 1857-1893
Alexander III, Emperor of Russia, 1845-1894
ALEXANDER III, KING OF SCOTLAND, I24I_I286-FICTION
ALEXANDER III, POPE, d. IISI
Alexander VI, Pope, 143l-1503
ALEXANDER VII, POPE, I599*1667
Alexander, duke of Wiirttemberg, 177l-1833
Alexander, Prince of Hesse and of the Rhine, 1828-1888
Alexander, pseud.
ALEXANDER, SAINT, BP. OF FERMO, D. CA,25O
Alexander, Mrs.
Alexander, Prof.
Alexander, Albert
Alexander, Robert Jackson, l9l8-
Alexander (Robert) Productions
Alexander, Me.
ALEXANDER (SHIP)
ALEXANDER AB ALEXANDRO, D. 1523
Alexander and after (Filmstrip)
Alexander & co,, Boston
ALEXANDER THE GREAT, 356-323, B.C.
ALEXANDER THE GREAT, 356-323, B.C.-ROMANCES
Alexander the Great (Romances, etc.) [Uniform tirle heading]
Alexander the Great and his time
ALEXIUS, SAINT
Alexius, Nicolaus, ca. 1513-1585
Alexius pitlel
An American [pseudonym]
AMERICAN (ARTIFICIAL LANGUAGE)
An American ABC
American Bar Association
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION-BIBLIOGRAPHY
American Bar Asociation. Advisory Committee on pretrial proceedings
AMERICAN LITERATURE

AMERICAN IITERATURE_STUDY AND TEACHING
AMERICAN LITERATURE-ALABAMA
AMERICAN LITERATURE-OHIO VALLEY
AMERICAN LITERATURE (FRENCH)
American peace congress, lst, New York lg07
American peace congress,2d, Chicago, lg09
Ames, Edward Scribner, f870-1958
AMF guide ro natural bowling
-And all poinrs westl
The Anti-Americans
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Anti "block-booking" and "blind selling"
Anti-Cobweb Club, Foochow
Anti-slavery and reform papers
Antiaircraft defense
An antidote against swearing
Antietam, pseud.
Antietam, Md. National Cemetery
Antietam (Aircraft carrier)
Antietam [title]
Antietam, 1862 (Motion Picture)
Antietam Creek
Antitrust and monopoly activities
APICS bibliography
An April afternoon
Aragon, House of
Arag6n, Victor
Aragon. Cortes
Aragon. Sovereigns, etc., 129l-1327 (fames II)
Arag6n [serial title]
Arag6n Arteaga, Agapito
Aragon au defi
Aristoteles [main entry]

Ethica ltitle]
Aristoteles

Metaphysica
Aristoteles. Metaphysica [author-titleaddedentry]
ARISTOTELES. METAPHYSICA [author-titlesubjectentry]
ARISTOTEIJS. METAPHYSICA-BIBLIOGRAPHY
Aristoteles

Poetica
Aristoteles

Rhetorica
Aristoteles. Rhetorica
ARISTOTEIIS

[author-title added entry]

ARISTOTELES_BIBI.IOGRAPHY
ARISTOTELES_TRANSLATIONS
Aristoteles. Spurious and doubtful works
Arrest, Heinrich Louis d', f822-1875
Arrest du conseil d'6tat d'Apollon
Arrest, search and seizure
Art, Robert J.
ART_ADDRESSES, ESSAYS, LECTURES
ART-GAI.T.F'RIES AND MUSEUMS
ART_YEARBOOKS
ART_STOCKHOLM
ART_THE WEST
ART_TURKEY
ART, AFRICAN
ART, DECORATIVE
ART, RENAISSANCE
Art [serial title]

[heading with form subheading]

Art and action
Art & education
ART AND STATE
Art et action, Paris
Art & curiosit6
ARTHUR III, DUKE OF BRITTANY, 1393-1458
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Arthur, Joseph Charles, l85G-1942
Arthur and Company, ltd., Glasgow
Arthur-Behenna, K.
ARTHUR FAMILY
Arthur William Patrick Albert, prince of Grear Brir., 1850-1942
.. .  iAsi  son nuestros ni f ros!
At Lee, Samuel Yorke
At morning dawn the hunters rise
At Mrs. Lippincote's
Atlay, James Beresford, 1860-1912
Atlee, Benjamin Champneys, 1872-
Augsburg. Stadtische Kunstsammlungen
Augsburg (Diocese)
Augsburg (Landkreis)
Augsburg College
Avesta, Sweden
Avesta. [908] [uniform title heading; imprint dare is nor part of heading]
Avesta. [962]
AVESTA-DICTIONARIES
Avesta. Danish
Avesta. English. Selections
Avesta. Bahrdm Yasht [reference from part]
Avesta. Nirangistin. German
Avesta. Selections
Avesta. Yasna. Sanskrit
Avesta. Yasna. Gathas. Dutch
Avesta jernverks ab
Awdry, Frances
Az f:zsizi termeldsi m6d kCrd€sdhez
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A Beginner's Guide
to Library Photoduplication

RoNer-n F. CnapueN
Re pro grap hy D e par tment

Hamilton Library
Uni,uersity of Hawaii, Honolulu

Hou does a recent library school graduate appointed to superaise the
photoduplication departrnent in a unhtersi,ty library familiarize him'
self with the duties of the position and uith the field of reptography
in general? A checklist of twenty areas is offered as a guide to the
nouice. This is a brief and unabashed "how-to-doit" presentation,

TN THE SUMMER OF 1970, while working in the MARC project at
I the Library of Congress, I accepted an offer to head the Reprography
Department at the University of Hawaii. The position-I^las irresistible.
W[o would not jump at the opportunity to leave Washington's climate
and escape to the land of perpetual summer?*

But what was reprogiaphy? Even my beloved Random House Di,c-

tionary failed to list the word, and it was not until I stumbled across

William R. Hawken's Copyi'ng Methods Manual that I found an ex-

for photoduplication work.
it would take a dissertation to cover all of the things to be learned,

* I was very fortunate in gaining the synpathy and assistance of Charles G. La-

Hood, Jr., chief of the Photoduplication Service at the Library of Congress, and the

assistant drief at that time, Robert C. Sullivan. The time and effort these gentlemen

spent with me was far beyond t]:e call of duty and did a great deal to steer me in

the right direction as I began to realize the complexities involved in learning the

duties of my new position.
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and such a listing would make difficult reading. In my opinion, the
best way to learn the trade (let us not get into a discussion about pro-
fessionalism here!) is through on-the-job-training in an already es-
tablished photoduplication service. If this is not possible, or if, like my-
self, you are thrown into such a situation, the following checklist might
make the difierence between complete panic and a rational approach to
your work.

l. What are your library's goals and how does the photoduplica-
tion department fit into the overall picture? Be sure you know the
types of services your department ofiers. Are you set up to copy only
library materials, or can you do special jobs on demand?

2. At the earliest opportunity, involve yourself with the day-to:day
production of your laboratory's products: photography, microfilm, pho-
tocopying, catalog card production, etc. As time permits, operate the
cameras, get into the darkroom, and handle the material. Only then
will you understand the different processes so th4t you can talk intelli-
gently to your customers.

3. Check on the procedures to be followed in ordering supplies.
Study the usage of materials so that you can order enough in advance
for your needs, It is quite embarrassing to exhaust your supplies, espe-
cially when this means that production stoPs until new shipments
are received.

4. How accessible are you? Are your hours of service compatible
with the demands and work patterns of your customers? Are you open
during lunch time?

5. Be sure that all public service personnel are familiar with your
services. Prepare a policy statement, listing the types of work done,
prices for each, and hours of service.

6. What is your personnel situation? Do you have full-time as-
sistance or is the majority of your labor comprised of students? Do you
have a steady turnover of personnel? How are new workers hired? Do
you need to write insffuctional procedure manuals for positions that
have high turnover? How difficult is it to get additional personnel?
What channels do you have to go through? Are your personnel being
utilized in the most efficient manner? Are they good at their jobs?
What information do they have to pass on to you in order to make your
job easier?

7. How is your photoduplication service funded? Are you on a re-
volving fund, or financed by the library or the university? Are you ex-
pected to show a profit or just break even? The answers to these ques-
tions will affect your pricing structure. Cost studies will show if you are
losing money, and if so, you will want to take a closer look at your
financial operation.

8. Unless you are very lucky, the filing system will be inadequate for
your needs. Spend time to reorganize, reading all the information pos-
sible in order to give you a general picture of your department's oPera-
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tion in the past, as well as policy decisions you will be expected to
implement in the future.

9. Set up a ready reference system for brochures and hand-outs on
difterent services of the department. Arrange them so that you can find
information quickly. Subject headings might include: microfilm read-
ers; microfiche readers; cameras; cabinets; etc. Because of your posi-
tion it will be assumed by campus personnel that you are an expert,
and having this information literally at your fingertips may prove to be
a great face-saver.

I0. If there is no current inventory, take one. Ask fellow workers or
local dealers about the operation of your equipment. Search the files
for handbooks and manuals and try to determine how the equipment
should be used.

ll. How adequate is your equipment? Is each piece right for the
job you want it to do? How old is it? Is it working properly? Is it obso-
Iete and, if so, can it be replacedby a better model?

12. Do you have maintenance contracts on your equipment? If so,
are the companies who have the contracts fulfilling their obligations?
Are the contracts necessary? For example, if you have a service con-
tract on microfilm readers, you might be betrer off financially to ar-
range to do routine maintenance in-house and only call the repairman
in an emergency.

_ 13. Should you buy or lease equipment? Should you buy you may
be stuck with an obsolete model if a better model comes out later,
while if you lease you can turn the machine in at any time. Leasing
may cost a little more money in the long run than buying, but in

static paper? Examine the various benefits and drawbacks of the differ-
ent photocopying machines on the market to determine which ones
will do the best job for you.

16. How accessible is your microform collection? Is the material
listed in the card catalog, the shelflist, and,/or a separate printout? fs
the collection arranged in a logical order-alphabetiially oi numerical-
ly-with an index? It is helpful to compile a list of the microforms you
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consider to be the most used. Not only will this give you a feel for the
collection, but the list will make it easier for patrons to use your hold-
ings.

17. How do you store your microfilm? Do you have space for ex-
pansion and available funds to purchase additional cabinets? If space
and money are limited (and aren't they alwaysl) perhaps storing film
in cardboard boxes on shelves will be more economical in terms of
both space and money. Can patrons locate materials if there is no one
in the reading room to assist them?

18. Study the advertising brochures and controlled circulation peri-
odicals that are sent to you. You can often pick up good pointers. A
useful series, for example, entitled "Microfilm Q's and A's," by R. W.
Batchelder, can be found in Information and Records Management.

19. Take time to study the literaturq resources in your library that
relate to your job. Browse through the shelves to see the kind of ma-
terials that are available. Are they current or dated? Begin a desk col-
lection of useful reference books; becorne familiar with ALA's Library
Technology Reports. (A starter list of books appears ar the end of this
article.)

20. Volunteer your services to the reference department by offering
to conduct tours of your facility. You cAn learn a great deal through
the questions yon are asked. Betome acquainted wiiir faculty members
who are media-oriented and work with their students in using your
equipment and microform collection. If your university has a library
school, ofier to conduct classes or workshops in various areas of your
specialty in appropriate courses. Instructors usually welcome know-
ledgeable guest lecturers. When you become really confident, you can
prepare a course to be taught in Library School.

Perhaps to many readers the above checklist will be "old hat."
Certainly a lot of it is common sense. But to a tyro reprographer it
could prove to be invaluable!

r. Avedon, Don M. Glossary ', *,:;;";;:(NMA rndusrry standard MS r00)
5th ed. Silver Spring, Md.: National Microfilm Assn., lg7l.

2. Ballou, Hubbard W. Guide to Mictoreprod,uction Equipment.4th ed. Silver Spring,
Md.: National Microfilm Assn., 1968. Supplement (1970).

3. The Focal Enqclopedia ol Photography. I-ondon: Focal Press, 1965.
4. Hawken, William R. Copying Method.s Manual. Chicago: American Library Associa-

tion, 1966.
5. Leos, Iwing. How to Set Up a Coin-Operated Copyi,ng Seraice as a Library Facility.

SCM Corporation, 1967.
6. Salmon, Stephen R. Specifications for Library of Congress Microfilming. Washing-

ton, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1964.
7. Scofield, R. V. H. Reproduction of Library Catalog Cards zoith Xerox Models 914

and 720. Atlanta: American Library Line, Inc., 1968.
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IN THE MAIL: CATALOGING NONBOOK MATERIALS

For the past several years I have been on the faculty of the Graduate
School of Library Studies of the University of Hawaii, teaching cataloging and
classification. For the past year I have offered a specialized course in the Or-
ganization of Nonbook Materials. As a consequence I was much interested in
your article, "The Cataloging of Nonbook Materials: Basic Guidelines," in the
Fall l97l issue of LRTS (15:472-78) , and find that it has raised a few ques-
tions in my mind, Inasmuch as I shall undoubtedly assign this article for read-
ing by students, it would be extremely helpful to have your comments in
answer to my queries.

I am somewhat surprised that your article fails to mention the Canadian
Library Association publication Non-book Materials: the Organization of In-
tegrated Collections by Riddle, Lewis, and Macdonald. Is this because you dis-
agree with them and are suggesting at least some guidelines which are quite
difierent from those advocated by Riddle and others? For example, Riddle fa-
vors classification o{ all materials by the library classification used for the
books in the collection, without any symbol in the call number. You recom-
mend only use of a symbol followed by an accession number. What about the
fact that in many libraries today equipment is available which allows in-
tegration of most nonbook material on the shelves with books?

Your listing of "formats" gives " (Record) ." Is this the forrnat tl:'e Anglo-
American Cataloging Rules, Riddle, and most others label "Phonodisc"? Do
you really intend to advocate a change in a term which has been widely used
for a good many years? (Granted that I do not really like "phonodisc.") You
have listed (Film) . Is this for the format for which Riddle, AACR, and most
others use " (Motion picture) "? In other words, I am concerned that the
"Basic Guidelines," which you present and recommend so strongly, fails to
agree in quite a number of ways with items which basically now are recom-
mended in a standardized and uniform way by most of the recent publica-
tions by librarians writing in this field.

I could go on also to point out other discrepancies, such as the strange
variations in indention in your examples, especially in "Example 2," top
card. This top card in "Example 2" is also somewhat unusual in that ordinari
ly the tracing for a series added entry is the last item traced and thus would
be Roman numeral II on your example instead of I. (I am pleased to see you
advocate use of a Roman numeral tracing unlike LC's use of just " (Series) ".)
I also would point out, however, that if the cataloging is to follow AACR, rhe
tracing for the series in this example would need to be: "II. Series: Develop-
ment of the American short story series (Filmstrip) " would it not? (Cf. AACR,

P.283)
I must also confess to concern that there is not standardization in inden-

tion, punctuation, etc., in the tracings set forth in your examples. Students do
try to follow examples such as these and become somewhat agitated when
there is inconsistency within one source.

And, where is the second card in vour "Example 2" to be filed? Is it in-
tended to be a sort of information or cross-refere.ce cu.d to go into the indi-
vidual strelflist for records1-Margaret W. Ayrault, Graduate School of Library
Studies, Uniaersity of Hawaii, Honolulu.
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IN THE MAIL: NLM CLASSIFICATION

I have just read in the Fall l97l issue of ZRTS (15:452-57) Mrs. Sophano
dorn's article, "Problems of the National Library of Medicine Classification for
Serials." I think it is a very good article, apparently accurate in every de.
tail.

We at NLM recognize the problem for other libraries of the use of form
numbers in the NZt'14 Classification NLM finds their use very satisfactory for
a large library with closed stacks. However, for a library where browsing is
practiced to a great extenr, the retrieval capability is often subordinate to the
need to have books on a given subject together. Recognizing that fact, NLM
is in the process of programming to have two call numbers appear in certain
citations in the National Li.brary of Medicine Current Catalog. A form num-
ber prefixed by DNLM will be the one used for its own books. The second
number prefixed by XNLI\4 will be a subject classification number, complete
with Cutter-Sanborn number and date. It will be maintained in the NLM
shelflist so that it will be a unique number for those few libraries that choose
to follow NLM's Cuttering patrern. A library will also be able to purchase
from Bro-Dart, Inc., card sets using this classification number as well as
sets with the NLM form number.

At first these subject classification numbers will be assigned only to cur-
rent English monographs, published in this country. Citations for congresses
classed in W3 and analytics for Wl monographic serials will be the entries af-
fected. If the practice proves useful to orher libraries it wiU be extended in
the NLM Current Catalog at least, to other citations to which a form call
number has been assigned. Bro-Dart's ability to sell cards will determine
whether it extends the card coverage or not.

NLM believes that this practice will fill the need expressed by Mrs. Sophan-
odorn in her article.-Emilie V. Wiggi,ns, National Library of Medicine, Wash-
ington, D.C.

IN THE MAIL: SUB]ECT ENTRY SEARCHES

Welcomel Volume l5 no. 4 is certainly a fine pacesetter.
Particularly striking to me was the Massonneau contribution on the abandon-

ment by some computerizers of arrangement under main entry. George Piternick
is quoted to the effect that a subject search can do just as well among title-
arranged daisies as any other way, and the observation made that attention
might well be given first to the "ways in which catalog users make subject
selections" (p.507).

Permit me to remind all concerned of Recommendation no. 8 in Catalog
Use Study (1958) , concerning "General Catalogs with more than 350,000 cards
and Special-Purpose Catalogs":

Subject cards under a given heading were selected by date of publication more than
four times as often as by alphabetical position, although they were ncarly always
filed alphabetically.

Therefore, serious consideration should be given to the filing of subject cards by
publication date, with the latest date first." (p. 2)

-Si,dney L. tackson, School of Library Science, Kent State Uniuersity, Kent,
Ohio.
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IN THE MAIL: FORM DIVISION IN DCC SOOS

Pennsyluania, Indiana, Pennsyluania.

IN TIIE MAIL: THINGS TO COME

Your recent editorial note entitled "Things to Come" (LRTS, 15:438' Fall
l97t) piqued me. Your comments on change I accept and applaud- Your
scope relative to library technical services I find too limiting' What is to be
done with such vital matters as binding? Conservation and preservation of
materials? Even SLA is providing space for such topics.-Paul J. Fasana, Prep-
arati,on Seruices, New York Public Li.brary, New York, New York.

CATALOGING NONBOOK MATERIALS

The cataloging of nonbook materials and revision of Part III of the Anglo'
American Cataloging Rules ate at present the major concerns of the code's
four authors, who meet regularly at ALA conferences to decide upon addi
tions and changes to ttle AACR. The Canadian Library Association, through
its Committee on Revision of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, is working
with Jean Riddle Weihs, Shirley Lewis, and Janet MacDonald, authors oI Non-
Booh. Materials, on a two-pronged project to revise their manual and formu-
late basic principles of entry and description for incorporation into Chapter
XII. The Subcommittee on Rules for Cataloging Machine Readable Data Files,
under the chairmanship of John D. Byrum, Jr., has been carefully studying
the problems of developing rules for cataloging this new medium of publica-
tion and will soon be forwarding recommendations to the parent Descriptive
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of the Library of Congress as well as members of the cataloging committees.
RTSD is planning to bring catalogers and media specialists a more detailed
progress report in its program meeting for the 1972 annual conference.-Mrs.
Elizabeth L. Tate, Chairman, ALA/RTSD/CCS Descriptiae Cataloging Com-
mittee.

NELA PRECONFERENCE: SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The School and Library Promotion and Marketing Committee of the Asso-
ciation of American Publishers sponsored a daylong acquisitions preconfer-
ence for about eighty librarians, publishers, and wholesalers on October 6,
1971, at the request of the New England Library Association. The topic was
"Publishers' and Wholesalers' Catalogs and Brochures." This preconference
was intended to treat a specific kind of acquisition subject in detail, rather
than present a broad look at the acquisition process.

Librarians generally agreed that announcement and backlist catalogs are
useful as alerting devices or memory-ticklers, but it was apparent that the
various kinds and sizes of libraries use catalogs and other direct mail pieces in
difierent ways. Other points on which there was strong general agreement in-
clude the following:

l. Heavy duplication o{ a mailing not only wastes the time and money of li-
brarians and publishers, but also gives librarians a bad impression of
the publisher's efficiency;

2. Catalogs and brochures should include Library of Congress card num-
bers, Dewey Decimal classification number, and fnternational Standard
Book Numbers. In addition, accurate information about authors, tirle il-
lustrations, price, and the like is essential;

3. Forthcoming titles should be clearly identified as such, and lists of titles
in series should be provided;

4. Publishers participating in the Cataloging in Publication Project were
urged to identify titles that will carry CIP information so that librarians
can anticipate the early availability of books and CIP data;

5. Primary concern was expressed for accuracy and completeness of in-
formation, and ready access via indexes to rhis information in trade
catalogs; the use of color and illustrations in catalogs is of lesser im-

portance. Publishers were urged to enter accurate descriptive informa-
tion in standard book trade reference sources such as Publishers' Week-
ly, PTLA, and Cumulatite Book Index;

6. Many librarians noted the value of wholesalers' catalogs. They feel as-
sured that books have actually been published when rhey see the titles
included and they appreciate these single sources rhat gather otherwise
scattered information;

7. Order forms in catalogs generally are not necessary or useful to librar-
ians; and

8. Although there was no consensus about a "best" format, there was some
agreement that the size of catalogs and mailing pieces should be appropri-
ate for typical library files-either of the 3x5 inch size or designed to fit
into standard pamphlet boxes of file drawers. Several public and chil-
dren's librarians "like" poster advertisements for display, but rheir title
selection is nor generally influenced by these mailings.
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RLMS' PLANS FOR LAS VEGAS ALA CONFERENCE

The RTSD Reproduction of Library Materials Section (RLMS) is soliciting'
advice on the selection of topics related to the reproduction of library ma-
terials, their production, storage, and use for the discussions at the ALA Las
Vegas Convention in 1973. We are particularly interested to hear from anyone
experiencing difficulties in the administration of Photo-reproduced materials,
and from those who either experiment with new methods or are involved in
related research. The section would like to consider panel discussion, presenta-

loseph Z. Nitecki, Vice-Chairman, RLMS, Paley Library, Temple Uniuersity,
Philadelphia, PA I 9 1 22.

INTERNATIONAL STANDA RD BIBLIOGRAPHIC
DESCRIPTIOI,I

The American Library Association through its Descriptive Cataloging Com-
mittee has accepted in principle the International Standard Bibliographic
Description, as has the Cataloguing Rules Committee of the Library Association.
The modifications the ISBD will necessitate in tl;'e Anglo'American Cataloging
Rules are currently under study by both organizations and the Library of Con-
gTess.

The purpose of the standard has been described in the words of A. H.
Chaplin:

It is designed primarily as an instrument for the international communication of
bibliographical information. By specifying the elements which should comprise a
bibliographical description and by prescribing the order in which they should be
presented and the punctuation by which they should be demarcated, it aims at
three objectives: to make records from different sources interchangeable; to facilitate
their interpretation across language barriers; and to facilitate conversion of such
records to machine-readable form.

The International Standard Bibliographic Descripti,on (for Single Volume.
and Multi.-Volume Monographic Publications) recommended by the Working
Group on the International Standard Bibliographic Description set up at the
International Ndeeting of Cataloguing Experts, Copenhagen, 1969 (London:
IFLA Committee on Cataloguing, l97l) may be purchased from the Order
Department of the American Library Association, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago,
IL 60611 for $2.50 per copy.
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REVIEV/S

Woods, William E. hfanual and List
of Subiect Headings Used on the
Woods Cross Ref erence Cards.2d ed.
Chicago: Woods Library Pub. Co.,
1970. 128p. Manual 94.95; cross-ref-
erence card system $30.00.

This Manual, with its accompany-
ing file of cross-reference cards (over
1,300, according to the publicity),
would appear to be a useful tool for
the small library. The emphasis, how-
ever, must be on small, since the Zltf
of Sub ject Headings includes only
about one-third of the terms enu-
merated in Sears which is itself de-
signed for the small- or medium-sized
library. In his "Introduction" the au-
thor sets forth the aim of his work
which is "to provide the growing
school library with an 'instanr' and
complete network of cross references."
The subject headings used on the
cards and consequenrly in the list
are taken from the Standard Catalog
series; they are therefore in accord
with those used on Wilson cards, and
"the cross references and notes are
consistent with those in Sears Li.st of
Subject Headings, 9th edition;' This
then should give the prospective buy-
er the scope of the Zfst.

If a card is received using a sub-
ject heading nor included in the Zrst,
one is instructed to turn to Sears. lf
that fails, Woods suggesrs the follow-
ing: ."One solution is to jusr file the
card, pencil the heading in the sub-
ject list, and make a mental note to
complete the indexing in seaeral years
when a new edition of rhe List is
published. Another course is to con-
sult a dictionary for synonymous and
related terms as an aid in devising
cross-references. . . . Consult if avail-
able, the Library of Congress Subject
Headings and supplemenrs . . ." (italics
mine) .

The headings, with few excep-
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tions, e.g., "Satellites, Artificial" rath-
er than "Artificial satellites." and
"\4/ater conservation" instead of "Wa-
ter-Pollution," are the same in choice
and structure as those in Sears. As a
convenience, some names and their
cross-references, not usually included
in subject heading lists, are given here,
e.g., Galileo Galilei, Leonardo da Vin-

ci, John Chapman (Johnny Apple-
seed), Lief Ericsson (entry word un-
derlined). One name, John Henry,
given in the introduction as an ex-
ample of this practice, is omitted
from the list. One might wonder why
the AACR is not being followed in
the case of Galileo and some corpo-
rate names, e.g., "U.S. Air Force Acad-
emy," "U.S. Peace Corps," but the
fact that the List and cards reflect
Wilson practice no doubt explains
this.

The primary purpose of. the List,
as we understand it, is to provide a
checklist for the headings already se-
lected, and for the cross-references
supplied, rather than to serve as an
aid in selecting the headings and cross-
references to be used. Though the
Zlst could of course serve this pur-
pose, the fact that this is a secondary
function no doubt accounts for the
absence of such usual features as a
list of standard subdivisions and cate-
gories of terrns to be supplied. That
terms are to be supplied is indicated
indirectly in the instructions and
made clear from general references
that names of persons, places, animals,
flowers, sports, and the like are to
be added as needed. Wisely there are
actually few general references, which
makes good sense for a small collec-
tion. Perhaps some that are includ-
ed should be made specific! There
are virtually no scope notes, and in
some instances this is unfortunate,
even for a simple list. Another usual
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feature which is almost entirely elim- compromise, better than the second,
inated here is that of geographic but not so good as the first, since it
subdivision. This of course reflects too would produce blind cross.refer-
the purpose of tfie List of serving the ences which make for frustrated bor-
small library, and the author's pol- rowers and will create a credibility
icy is sound. The only serious error gap difficult to bridge. Some years ago
we caught in the Zdsl was in this there was an article entitled: "Cross
matter of geographic subdivision. In References Make Cross Readers." Mr.
one instance where such subdivision Woods, take notet
was meant to be used, "Folklore- Although we do not know any li-
u.s.," there was no entry' tJygsn braries thit are using rhis service, the
there was a see reference from "U.S.- fact that there is this new edition
Folklore." The entry at "Folklore, Ne- su*Eesrs rhar ir has some followers.
gro" traced a see reference from "U.S. Irr""th"re days of stafi shortages and,
-Folklore," though none.-was m.ade, for the ,-uil lib.u.y at least,- limited
and a see reference from "Negro folk- professionut andlot clerical assist_
t"ttl'#:*"at%ij-"1t:9' 

^- .- i".",-tt'i' Manuat with its cards could

creased list of rreaaii.niLr"""^T: Prove a good investment'-Morgaret

seve.n ry-on e addi tion ar ::",r,*T"fl z r::::t:!' a ii! fi " 
lJ *' i; #l:, :';,

cards. It also_ supplies suggested Dew- 
ltTueUna, Onlo.

ey (9th abridged) numbers and gives
a clear explanation of how to use the
List and. the cards. Because the cards Dougherty, Richard M., and Maier,

are really the unique feature of this Joan M. Centralized Processing for
work and the main reason for ob- Academic Librari,es. The Final Re-

taining tlre Manual we should con- port' Metuchen, N'J': Scare-

sider their use. since all possible see crow, 1971. 254p. $12'50. ISBN

also references are included on the 0-8108-0381.

cards, how to handle not-yet-used I highly recommend the purchase
headings becomes a problem. The of this volume for anyone considering
author suggests three solutions: (l) participating in centralized processing.
File only the cross-reference cards re- It is actually the second volume of
lating to subjects in the collection, Centralized Booh Processing, by
In cases where a card refers to several Leonard, Maier, and Dougherty.
subjects, one or two of which may That fact is probably the only real
not yet be represented in the catalog, drawback in terms of format. This
a mark should be made to indi- volume is larger than the other, rath-
cate this fact; (2) file all the cards er expensive, and some of the tables
regardless of whether or not subjects in the "Appendix" are difficult to
are represented in the catalog; (3) read. For looking up bibliographic
file only those cards for topics repre- references, the first volume (which
sented in the catalog, but make no is the theoretical preview of the op-
efiort as in (l) to indicate unused eration) is necessary. However, refer-
subjects. Although the first requires ences to correspondence and personal
more work than the other two-but communications are given. Of the
less than doing it all yourself!-it is 254 pages, l2l arc texu the rest are
more accurate in that it identifies tables.
(hopefullyl) subjects not yet used This book is so valuable because

which the borrower should not it seems to be an honest appraisal of
search. The second alternative does what happens between theory and
not seem acceptable. The third is a practice. What parts were overlooked
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in the study, wheri some of the pro-
cedures broke down or failed, and
what human problems ,occurred are
documented in this volume; it can,
therefore, serye as a warning to other
Iibraries studying the feasibility of
centralized processing. There are very
few authors in the library field who
have had the courage to provide such
data or have scrupulously studied
their operations on a cost/eftective-
ness basis as have Dougherty and
Maier. At the l97l ASIS convention
in Denver, Dr. Boulding said in ef-
fect, when speaking of the economics
of information, that we learn only
(or primarily) from failure or from
neSative events.

The overall objectives of the ex-
periment were: "l) to calculate proc-
essing costs; 2) to measure lag-times
from the time an order left a partici
pating library until the book was de-
livered; 3) to investigate consumer
acceptance of products provided in
relation to pre-agreed upon process-
ing specifications; 4) to observe the
problems of interface between the
Center and its users (from the point
of view of administration, public rela-
tions, and operating procedures); and
5) to determine the congruence of
approval plans presently used at two
institutions."

Among the folk mythology ex-
plored was that of "higher discounts"
and "faster service from jobbers." It
was found, moreover, that partici-
pants were prone to overemphasize
errors; that there were some horren-
dous accounting problems; that total
dependence on machines should be
carefully monitored; that the human
element and customer relations were
extremely important; and that dif-
ferences in library philosophies can
create unexpected problems.-Henry
Voos, Rutgers-The State Uniuersity,
Graduate School of Library Service,
Neu Brunsuick, N.l.

Volume 16, Number 2, Spring 1972

Wilson, T. D. An Introduction to
Chain Indexfng. London: Linnet
Books & Clive Bingley, 1971. (Pro-
grammed texts in library and in-
formation science) 85p. 94.25.

The author of this programmed
text is principal lecturer at the De-
partment of Librarianship of New-
castle-upon-Tyne Polytechnic. His
book is intended as an "elementary
introduction" and is a clear, concise
explanation of how to construct an
alphabetical subject index to a classi-
fied catalog using the chain index
method. Designed to be used with
the l7th edition of the Dewey Deci-
mal classification. this text makes an
interesting exercise in determining
subjects through classification. The
chain is taken from the classification
scheme and becomes a semi-automatic
process relying upon the hierarchy
of the classification and using the
terminology of the scheme as a foun-
dation. Its function is to complement
the classified section of the catalog by
translating the natural language terms
into the unfamiliar artificial notation
of the scheme.

An example of the successful ap-
plication of this type of indexing may
be found in tlne British National Bibli-
ography prior to l97l and the author
has reproduced parts of BN.B's chain
indexes in his text. However, he fails
to mention that in l97l the computer
took over the compiling of BNB, that
the lSth edition of Dewey is now
being used in the classified section,
and that PRECIS (Preserved Context
Indexing System) is now being used
for the subject index.

Dr. S. R. Ranganathan, with whose
name chain indexing is usually asso.
ciated, is the author of the foreword.
He states "During the last thirty years
the chain indexing method has been
continuously refined to meet the re-
quirements of micro subjects. This
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process of refinement has opened up
an apparently never-ending line of re-
search for catalogers. This in itself is
a great merit of chain indexing."

Programmed texts used to supple-
ment lectures are an excellent learn-
ing device. The student is able to
proceed at his own rate of speed and
test his own comprehension of the
principles involved. The author closes
with the statement: "Many of the
problems that occur cannot be for-
malised very easily and, hence, de-
pend for their solution upon the flair
of the indexer. But with this text as
a basis, the indexer should be better
placed to exercise that flair."-Frances
R. Ladd, Catalog Departnxent, Uniuer-
sity of Rochester, Rochester, New
York.

Planning for a Nationwide System of
Li.brary Statistics. Ed. by David C.
Palmer. Washington, D.C., Nation-
al Center for Educational Statistics.
1970. l l7p. Paper, $1.25.

This report prepared by the Li
brary Administration Division of ALA
and funded by the National Center
for Educational Statistics (USOE) is
important reading for everyone who
collects, produces, or uses library sta-
tistics. "Some of the recommendations
made by the ALA project (this
study) have already influenced NCES's
program and planning. Other recom-
mendations are being given careful
consideration." (p.ii)

The basic proposal is that NCES
devise a single multipurpose ques-
tionnaire to collect data from pub-
lic, academic, special, school, state,
and federal libraries as well as from
library schools. These data would
provide annual national statistics for
each type of library and also give in-
formation on libraries and develop-
ment Programs at the local, state,
and federal levels.

More detailed surveys by type of
library at longer intervals are recom-
mended, but their implementation de-
pends on a number of unresolved
factors including funding.

One excellent proposal is that all
agencies concerned with library sta-
tistics be involved in the system.
NCES would consult with profession-
al associations, other federal agencies,
the National Commission on Libraries
and In{ormation Science, research in-
stitutes, and state agencies regarding
content of the basic questionnaire,
development of forms for national and
state purposes, and standardization
of terminology. NCES would assist
the states in collecting data by writ-
ing instruction manuals and funding
regional training workshops. The
states would collect and edit the com-
pleted forms and forward the data
required by NCES to Washington. In-
formation collected for state pur-
poses would be published by the
states using uniform tables designed
by NCES.

Contributors to this project iden-
tified fourteen basic statistics to be
collected annually from six major
types of libraries plus library educa-
tion. However, they agreed unani-
mously on only four statistics: sal-
aries, stafi size, population, and ex-
penditure by type. AII categories ex-
cept library education required in-
formation on book stock, periodicals,
microforms, nonbook materials, and
interlibrary loans. The importance
of the remaining five items-hours,
circulation, outlets, income by source,
and 1sfs1sn6s-v21isd by type of
library. Data on fringe benefits and
physical facilities would be gathered
quinquennially.

An examination of federal and
state statistical reports reveals that

the fourteen annual basic statistics
have essentially been collected in the
recent past and have also been der-
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ogated for not presenting a meaning-
ful picture of library operations or
services. For example, one can inter-
pret high or low figures for holdings
and interlibrary loans in opposite
ways. Circulation figures can be al-
tered by varying the lengrh of the
loan period or offering books which
titillate public rastes.

The report recommends a Na-
tional Statistical Depository "To pro-
vide a central resource for all engaged
in library statistics research, ."
(p.12) This is an ambitious proposal

since major considerations in plan-
ning any data reporting system are
to define: Who needs the data? What
information is needed? How will these
data be used? An additional factor is
whether these statistics can be eval-
uated in terms of the objectives and
Iunctions of the various library cate-
gories. Although a few of the con-
tributors raised, but did not answer,
these crucial questions in their in-
dividual position papers, the project
as a whole has failed to come to
grips with these basic problems.-El-
len Altman, Bureau of Library and
Inlormation Science Research, Rut-
gers Uniuersity, New Brunswick, New
t ersey.

Stone, Elizabeth W., ed. "Personnel
Development and Conrinuing Ed-
ucation In Libraries," Library
Trend.s. University of Illinois
Graduate School of Library Sci-
ence, Volumq 20, Number I, July
1971.  $2 .50 .

Unlike manv issues in this valua-
ble series this work is not so much a
review of current literature and prac-
tice as it is a plea for better pro-
grams of continuing education in the
field.

Following a thorough overview of
the demands of a desirable system of
personnel planning by Robert and
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Charlene Lee, the present inade-
quacies of personnel development in
four critical areas are explored.
Charles Goodman presents a general-
ized discussion of the problems and
difficulties in employee motivarion.
Maurice Marchant discusses his own
research in participative management
in university libraries and suggests a
heuristic model of university library
operation which includes managerial
style, wealth, breadth of staff educa-
tion, collection size, and stafi satis-
faction as elements affecting faculty
evaluation of library service. Ernest
DeProspo reviews the practice of per-
sonnel evaluation and finds it largely
oriented toward insuring employee
efficiency but unable to measure or
point the way toward employee ef-
fectiveness. in terms of goal accom-
plishment. David Kaser reports on an
examination of university libraries
and finds that while there is time
and money being spent on continuing
education, efforts thus far fall short
of constituting a training subsystem
within the library's personnel utiliza-
tion program. Lawrence Allen and
Barbara Conroy outline relevant re-
search on learning methods and sug-
gest that experiential learning which
has been little used in library educa-
tion ofiers the best hope for increas-
ing the social efiectiveness of library
staff memtrers.

In two papers subcommittees of
the LAD/PAS Staff Development
Committee present material resulting
from their work. The first presents a
model for continuing education and
personnel development in libraries
which aims at integrating the stafi
development function with the proc-
ess of establishing organizational goals
and objectives. The second paper sug-
gests guidelines for staff development
and recommends roles for state
agencies, the U.S. Office of Educatio!,
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library schools, and state and nation-
al library associations.

Gaver, utilizing a small research
efiort and other research discusses the
personalized criteria with which Ii-
brarians approach the function of
continuing _ education. Harvey and
Lambert catalog current programs of
continuing education and attempt to
suggest some of the strengths and
weaknesses of each. Perhaps because
it tried to do so much, this paper
was for this reviewer the weakest in
the issue. Peter Hiatt calls for a na-
tional effort aimed at developing pro-
grams of continuing education which
would reach to every level of em-
ployment in libraries. Hiatt believes
that ultimately responsibility for such
a program should rest ra'ith ALA but
recognizes that this is not presently
possible. As an interim step he sug-

gests using the program of continu-
ing education being developed under
the auspices of the Western Inter-
state Commission on Higher Educa-
tion (WICHE) as a testing ground
to develop a program which could
later be implemented on a national
scale.

What does all of this mean? In
short, it would seem that future ef-
forts at planning, designing, and im-
plementing programs of continuing
education will need to start with this
symposium. Certainly it does not an-
swer all questions, but it does bring
into clear focus most of what is known
and not known on this topic which li-
brarians so earnestly discuss and
about which so Iittle has been done.
-F. William Summers, Graduate
School of Library Science, Uniuersity
of South Cnrol ina, Columbin.
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ERIC/CLIS

The following abstracts are based
for Library and Information Sciences
tion Center (ERIC/CLIS) .

ABSTRACTS
Selected and edited by Ener.r Ar,rlreN

on those prepared by the Clearinghouse
of the Educational Resources Informa-

Documents with an ED number are available in the format specified-mi-
crofiche (MF) or hard copy (HC) -from:

ERIC Document Reproduction Service
LEASCO Information Products. Inc.
P.O. Drawer O
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Payment must accompany orders totaling less than $10.00. Book rate or li-
brary rate postage is included in the quoted price. Order blanks containing
further information may be obtained from LEASCO Information Products.

Cazort, Jean Elder. A Handbooh for the Organization of Blach Materials. 1971.
35p. ED 051 858. ivIF $0.65, HC $3.29.

lnstitution: Fisk Univ., Nashville, Tenn.

Earl, L. L., and othen. Annual Report: Automatic Informatiue Abstracting and
Extracting. March 1971. 144p. AD 721 066. MF 90.95, HC 93.00 (National
Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va. 22151)

Institution: Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Palo Alto, Calif. Research Lab-
orarory.

Sponsor: Office of Naval Research, Washington, D.C.

The development of automatic indexing, abstracting, and extracting systems is
investigated. Part I describes the development of tools for making syntactic and. se-
mantic distinctions of potential use in automadc indexing and extracting. One of
these tools is a program for syntactic analysis (i.e., parsing) of English; the other is
a dictionary of English word government patterns. Part II reports on the research
program in describing and abstracting pictorial structures. This work is concerned
rvith whether it is possible to construct a symbolic representation of a gray-level pic-
ture which can provide essentially the same information as the picture itself. Based
on a series of experiments using human subjects describing aerial terrain photographs,
it rvas possible to make certain observations concerning deductive and metadescriptive
asPects of description, i.e., the "set," contextural knowledge, and certainty of the sub-
ject.

Evans, Frank B. The Selection and Preparation of Records for Publication on
Microfi Im. 1970. l7p. ED 052 797. MF 90.65, HC 93.29.

Institution: National Archives and Records Service (GSA) , Washington, D.C.

The purpose of these guidelines, which are based upon approved standards and
practices, is to help insure the archival quality and the usefulness of microfilm publi-
cations. Included are guidelines for determining rhe suitability of a body of records
for microfilming, arranging and processing the records, determining roll breaks, pre-
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paring ins€rt pages, preparing special instructions to the camera operator, inspecting
the negative film, and preparing a descriptive pamphlet.

Gleaves, Edwin S., and Martin, I. Margareta. An Inuestigati,on of More Efiec-
tiae Means of Organization and Utilization of the Nashaille Union Catalog.
october 1970. 93p. ED 051 825. MF $0.65, HC $3.29.

Institution: George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn. School of Library
Science.

Sponsor: Office of Education (DHEW) , Washington, D.C. Bureau of Research.

An investigation was made of the Nashville Union Catalog to explore the pos-
sibility of its expansion into a regional catalog forming the nucleus of a bibliographic
center for the state. The primary objectives were investigation of (l) the catalog and
its format possibilities; (2) structural organization, and required funding for an
operation involving many libraries of different types; (3) access to the union catalog,
and service from it. The recommendations included continuation of the present card
form, inclusion of cataloged items from all types of libraries, submission of funding
requests to likely sources for computerization of acquisitions, expansion of the opera-
tion into a bibliographic center with initial service to local libraries but l'ith a viet'
toward expanding statervide.

Joint Serials Control System Froject for the Libraries of Cornell University,
Uniuersity of Rochester and the State Uniuersity of New Yorh at Bufialo,
Phase I Feasibility Study. Final Report. February 1971. 142p. ED 051 827.
MF $0.65, HC $6.58.

Institution: Five Associated University Libraries, Syracuse, New York,

The Joint Serials Control System includes a total of thirty-eight libraries on three
campuses. Twelve have independent technical service units for processing serials
and twenty-six are dependent libraries. The objectives of Phase I of this project were
to identify feasible alternative system configurations and provide a basis for their
evaluation so that the contract libraries can select the most rvorkable configuration for
intensive design in Phase II. The alternatives must take into consideration three
major factors: (l) requirements of the contract libraries, (2) irnplications of state
arld national standards, and (3) the state-of-the-art of automated library applications
in general and serials clntrol systems in particular. This final report is presented in
five sections: (l) conclusions and recommendations, (2) literature review summary and
conclusions, (3) report on selected noncontract libraries and other organizations, (4)
analysis of current systems at the contract libraries, and (5) alternative system con.
figuration costs.

MASFILE-II Pilot Project. Final Report. June 1970, 47p. ED 051 826. MF

$0.65, HC $3.29.
Ingtitution: State University of Nerv York, Bufialo. Technical Information Dissemina-

tion Bureau. Five Associated Univetsitv Libraries, Syracuse, New York.

Related document is ED 028.801.

This report prepared for the Five Associated University Libraries (FAUL) is di-
vided into nine sections: (l) a summary of procedures used to accomplish specified
MASFILE-II tasks; (2) a graphic comparison of MARC-II and MASFILF-II formats;
(3) modifications to the FAUL MASFIT F-II record needed to transmit records from
the MASFILE computer to local terminals or line printers in the MARC-II format;
(4) data elements which must be resident in a MASFILE-II record to produce products

as specified try the FAUL Systems Committee; (5) workable procedures for each FAUL
Library to modify MASFILE-II records in a central compurer on a rourine basis;
(6) workable procedures for adding current local records into MASFILE; (7) methods

for identifying and sglecting specific records and groups of records from MASFILE
to produce lists organized by subject, class number, or main entry; (8) raajor proble.m
areas resulting from this project and (9) a summary of time spent and activities
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petformed in computer testing, program mns, clerical operations, and professional
time.

A Model Budget Analysi,s System for Program 05 Libraries. March 1970. 30p.

ED o5l  866.  MF $0.65,  HC $3.29.

Institution: The Evergreen State College, Olympia, Washington. Office of Interinstitu'
tional Business Studies.

Prepared by the Interinstitutional Committee of Business Officers, this paper at-
tempts to determine modular figures for three main facets of the library Program:
(l) acquisition of library resources, (2) technical processing of those resources, and
(3) services to the public using those resources. The system includes the following

components: (I) A Library Resources Formula which takes into account both enroll-
ment and program factors and is similar to the approach developed by Clapp and

Jordan; (2) staffing formulas which relate public service staff to the demands for
service and the technical processes staff to the materials which require processing
and which compare Washington state libraries to thos€ in the University of California
system; (3) a minimum percentage increase factor for acquisitions and, for formula
purposes, a maximum percentage limitation on weeding; (4) procedures for convert-
ing resource and manpower requirements into dollars which allow for changing market
conditions; and (5) procedures for computing binding and other operational costs.
The proposed system relates closely to the long-range planning process since itlenables
each institution to estimate its requirements for future library resources and staffing,
once the factors of student enrollment, faculty staffing, and graduate programs have
been determined for any given year.

Moriarty, John H., and Seibert, \{arren F. A Suggested Methodology for Re-

lating Research Collection Criteria to Disciplines and to Educational Pro-

gram Quality. December 1968. 20p. ED 051 834. MF $0.65, HC $3.29.
Institution: Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana. Libraries and,, Audio-Yisual C,enter.

Sponsor: Council on Library Resources, Inc., Washington, D.C.

The growing pressures and complex conditions which now bear upon research
libraries are not adequately reflected in the development of policies, plans, or current
service activities. Librarians seem to operate normally on the basis of only a few
guidelines and these typically are rather outdated, arbitrary, and indiscriminate,
especially in the way they seek to serve the various special fields represented in
research. Improvement in the adequacy of plans and decisions could be expected by
systematically accumulating and disseminating new and descriptive information on
the broader environment of research libraries.

Proiect Intrex. Seminannual Activity Report, 15 March 1971-15 September 1971.
September 1971. 125p. ED 053 772.MF $0.65, HC $6.58.

Institution: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge.

Sponsor: Carnegie Corp. of New York, N.Y.; Council on Library Resources, Inc., Wash-
ington, D.C.; National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.; Office of Education
(DHEW), Washington, D.C.

Related documents in this series are ED 036 29S, ED 036 301, ED 043 348, ED M7 735.

LibSaries should resist the temptation to relinquish to computing centers the
burden of looking after the university's digital data record resources because a grow-
ing volume of important material will arrive at the university on digital data tapes.
If the user must arrange for access to this material outside the library, he will be
seriously disadvantaged. When a library assumes responsibility for digital data recotd
Tesources, the selection of access techniques becomes the central question. The use of
interactive techniques in which the user is in direct communication with the data file,
combined with full-text displays is described. The Model Library Program, discussed
in Section III, deals with procedures that assist the user who seeks information in a
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mixed regime of machine access techniques and conventional library operations. The
program's objective is to examine system configurations from the viewpoint of cost-
benefit relationships and to study interrelationships among factors such as data-base
size, content and cost, user population, equipment utilization, hardware considerations,
and networking through use of electrical cornmunrcatrons.

Ravindran, Arunachalam. On Compact Book Storage in Libraries. December
I970. l6p. ED 053 781. N{F 90.65, HC 93.29.

Institution: Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind. School of Industrial Engineering.
Sponsor: Purduc Rcscarch Founclation, Lafayctte, Ind.

This paper shows that for a givcn collection of books of various sizes, the optimum
number of shelf heights can be determined by finding the shortesr path in an
equivalent network. Applications of this model to inventory control, assortment, and
packaging problems are also given. An extension of the basic model l'hich minimizes
the wasted shelf spacc in libraries is also discussed,

Resolut ion of  the Seminar on the Acquis i t ion of  Lat in AnLer ican Library Ma-
terials and List of Comm.ittees (15th, Llniaersity of Toronto Library, On-
tario, Canacla, lunc 2)-26, 1970). March lg7l. 2tp. ED 059 7BZ. MF .$0.65,
HC $3.29.

Institution: Organization of Amcrican States, Washington, D.C.

The resolutions of the l5th Seminar on the Acquisition of Intin American Librarv
Mater ia ls (SALALM) cover the fo l lowing topics:  ( l )  Acqrr is i t ions Mal ters;  (2)  Re'-
production of Library Materials and Computer Technology; (3) Archives and Manu-
scripts; (4) Bibliographic Matters; (5) Library Organization, personnel and Research;
(6) SAI-ALM Organizarional Marters.

Standardization in Canadi.an [Jniaersity Libraries-An Approach and a pro-
posal :  A Report  of  the AUCC Commit tee on Library Automat ion.  lg6g.
93p. ED 053 747. Mr' 90.65, HC $3.29.

Institution: Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario.

The aim of this report is to study the feasibility of establishing university library
systems, based on cooperation and compatibility, which are capable of utilizing all
advances in educational theory and modern technology without sacrificing any relevant
features of the traditional library. The application, present problems, and cooperative
possibilities of five areas are explored. There are: (l) acquisitions service, (2y cata-
loguing services, (3) circulation services, (4) documenr retrieval services, (5) personnel
scn,ices, and (6) eqrripment.

Svenonius, Elaine. The Eflect ol Indexing Specificity on Retrieual performance.

March 1971. 426p. ED 05I  863.  MF $0.65,  HC $16.45.
Sponsor: National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.

'fhis 
dissertation from the University of chicago sought to answer whether broad

or narrow terms function more effectively in the retrieval of relevant documents. The
answer depends on what the user rvants, his wants being expressed in terms of
stated precision-recall preference, or by the exact number of relevant doccments he
wishes to retrieve. Depth of indexing does not contribute significantly to effective
retrieval. Documents indexed with broad terms satisfy recall preferences. Documents
indexed rvith narrow terms satisfy precision preferences since the amount of material
retrieved in a system is not a simple function of the total numbers of terms posted to
clocuments in the collection. At high cut-off values the retrieval power of broad and
narrorv terms tends to become equalized. Precision can be improved through raising
the crrt-of[ point and deleting broad terms. Experiments rvith rveighted indexing pro-
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vided poor results, rvhile title.term indexing gave inconclusive results.

Waldron, Helen J. Book Catalogs: A Suruey of the Literature on Costs. May
r97r.26p.  ED 053 775. MF $0.65,  HC $3.29.

Institution: Rand Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.

The advantages and disadvantages of both card catalog and book catalogs are con-
sidered. It is concluded that it is not economically sound to plan on a book catalog
unless many copies are required or the unustrally high per-copy costs for a small
number can be justified.

Wingate, Henry W. Cataloging-In-Publication: Problems and Prospects. 1971.
l6p.  ED 053 752. MF $0.65,  HC $3.29.

The interest in cataloging-in-source was revived during the twentieth century,
with the most important experiment being that of the Library of Congress which
concluded the program could not be justified from the nisltpoint of financing, tech-
nical considerations, or utility. A nerv program has been developed rvhich poses many
problems and has far-reaching implications for all libraries. The largest problem is
that of cooperation with individual publishers. The publishers, the Library of Con-
gress, and the libraries n'hich will use the entries must all cooperate and find a pro-
gram consistent rvith their individual objectives. A more critical attitude on the part
of those involved and a more objective examination of the problems are also required
to ensure success.

No Library Should Be Without . . .
OPERATIONS RESEARCH

Deterioration and
Preservation of

Library Matetials
Edited by Howard rW. Winger and

Richard Daniel Smith

Libraty Networks
Promise and Performance
Edited by Leon Carnovsky

J70 
200 pdget Clotb 87.95 1969 !i, 110 paget Clotb gz.oo

Etat

ffiThe LJniversity of Chicago Press Chicago 60637
fz=a

Implications for Libraries
Proceedings of the Thirty-ffth Annual Cont'erence
of the Graduate Library School, Aagu$ 2-4, 197 I

Edited by Don R. Swanson and Abraham Bookstein

Experts examine the application of operations research to the complex Ii-
brary and information systems of today. These conference papers explore
both the methodology and tools of operations research. They emphasize the
theoretical, philosophical, and practical application of operations research
in the library.
1972 176 pages Cloth $7.9t
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The newest supplement to
the Constance M. Winchell Guide

qutoe f,o
pefepence Books
Ei ghth E ditio n, T hird Suppl e m e nt,

1969-1970
Eugene P Sheehy

This supplement contains annotated descriptions of some 1,200
reference works in all fields, published during the 1969-1970
period. New works, new editions, and new parts of continua-
tions are listed. Library of Congress card numbers and refer-
ences to selected reviews are included, and prices given when-
ever possible. In addition, cross-references are given to the basic
volume and to the first two supplements, with a cumulative
index to all three supplements. Paper. $4.50

Alsoaoailable...
Guide to Reference Books

Eighth Edition, Second Supplement, 7967-7968
Eugene P. Sheehy Paper $4.00

Guide to Reference Books
Eighth Edition, F irst Supplement, 1965-1966

Eugene P. Sheehy Paper $3.50

Guide to Reference Books
EighthEdition

Constance M. Winchell Cloth $f5.00

am€ptcan unnany assoctaf,ton
50 E. Huron St., Chicago, Illinois 606f 1



THE NEW COPY CAT
LIBRAR,Y

CATALOGER'5
CAMERA

It is now possible to reproduce all entries from the National Union Gatalog in full catalog card size, with
our new Copy Cat, cataloge/s camera. The reproduction from our camera can be used for card set
production by several available methods. (Xerox, Offset, Copyflo, Duplicating service, etc.l

Our Gopy Gat. camera is the ansruer to the Cataloger's dreams. lt ofters the following advantages over
present systems of obtaining catal0g card sets.

1. Rapid production. All books cataloged by 4. The Copy Cat. camera is compact and easy to
Library of Congress can be immediately pro- use. Any clerical help can be taught to operate
cessed. Libraries currently ordering card sets this camera within 30 minutestime. There is no
from L. C. would be less dependent on the L. C. darkroom needed.
supply of printed sets.

5. The master print from the Copy Cat. camera
2. Economy. The output of the Copy Cat. camera can be used as an ordering tool for receiving

is less than 7d per master print. This compares card sets with books from our affiliate com-
with approximately 30d for a Polaroid print. pany, Midwest Library Service.

3. The print from the Copy Cat. camera is clear 6. All parts of the Copy Cat. system (equipment,
and sharp, making for excellent reproduction. lt supplies, maintenance, etc.) are supplied by
is also full catalog card size. I n as much as this is Copy Cat. I nc.
a photographic copy there is no proofreading
necessary. There is no cutting, masking or For additional information on our Copy
mounting necessary when using the Copy Cat.
print. Just type your call numbers directly on 

cat' camera please call us collect and ask for Mr'

the print and you are ready for card produc- 
Leser' 0ur telephone number is 314-739-2536'

tion.

C OPY
cAT. t l {C. 114fl) Dorsett Road

Maryland Heights, Mo. 63042



Ihis$90dircctoru oan
make Uou an insfant authofitu
on scientific authorc
and oryanizAfions.
lS l ' s  Who is  Pub l ish ing  in  Sc iencerM
(WlPlSrM) contains the names, addresses,
and organizational aff i l iat ions of 220,000
authors al l  over the world who published a
scienti f ic or technical art icle during 1971 . l t 's
indexed by author's name, by organization
(some 40,000 of them including academic,
industr ial,  and governmental),  and by geo-
graphic location.

With information like this at your fingertips,
il's extra easy to:
t  Get authors' addresses for reprint re-

quests,_
I  F ind  au thors  and/or  o rgan iza t ions  in

specif ied locations
I See i f  an author had anything published

during the year
I Verify spel l ing of authors' names for bibl i-

ographies, inter-library loans, etc
I Differentiate between authors with similar

names
I Find the location of specified organiza-

t ions and their divisions
I Determine what organization an author is

associated with
lyrPrs lets you give authoritalive answers to some of the loughest day-to-day questions a
librarian encounters. Ouickly. Efficiently. For $90.00.

FreFo
UE-)U
In3titute lor Sci€ntitic lntormation
325 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106, U.S.A.
Tel. (215) 923-3300
Cable: SCINFO: Telex: 84-5303

23_321a orez's'

Please enter an order for-copy(ies) ot the 1972 Annual of
lsl'! Who b Publirhing in SciencerM (WlPlSrM) at the price of $90.00.

HeadquarleE-European Comultants
Anthony Cawkell
132 High StreetI i'gi ir-isi'-sTi"ii"

! Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K.
I Phone; Uxbridge 30085, Telex:933693
I
L - - -  - - _ _

o Payment Enctosed o P O. to Follow tr Bil l Organization tr Bil l  Me
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INTERLIBRARY
COMMUNICATIONS
and
II\FORMAfION
NETWORKS
hrephkcker,
Editor

The complete report on the conference on
Interlibrary Communications and Infomation
Networks, Airlie House, Wanenton, Virginia,
September 28-October 2, 1970.

Sponsored bv the United States Offce of
E^ducation and the American Library Association

Interlibrary Communications and
Informalion Networks plesents...
r 3l outstanding pape$ on available and theoretical
methods of extending library service capabilities.

r Deffnitive summary of plenary sessions,
working group reports, and recommendations.

Inlerlibrary Communications and
Intormation Nelworks confronts ffve maior
problems and proposes solutions. ,.

l. Is there a true need for a national
information networkP

2. What are the functions and services best suited
to a national network?

3. How rapidly can new technolog)r' be applied
and used in network operations?

4. How will national networks afiect
libraries and information centers - socially, legally,
and administratively?

5. What can be leamed about a proposed national
network from existing specialized networks.

Here is a work of lasting value to all librarians
and information scientist"s concemed with the future
of infomation services agencies.

c loth ISBN 0-8389-3123-3 $l5.OO

American Library Association
50 East Huron Stro€t .  Chicago, l l l inois 6061 1



illdstill grwiw!
F.W. Faxon Company, the only

fully automated library subscrip-
tion agency in the world, has an
IBM 370/145 computer currently
listing 48,222 periodicals for your
library.

Ou( 'til torbidden service -
the automatic annual renewal ot
your stlbscriptions - provides tast,
accurale, and efficient processing
of your orders and invoices.

Send for tree de3ctlpllye bro-
chure ai|d annual llbrarl.ns' gulde.

Library business is our only
businesd- since 1886.

6i..*,

ill-\AiF flF.uf. rnx0n c0.,tnc.
I[{g lSSouthwe3tpaft

W€hrood, ltlassachusette 02090
Tel: (8O0) 225.789a (Toll Free)

YOU WILL HAVE_

"c0ilHDEl{cE'
In Our Complete

Periodicols Service-
All Americon ond Foreign Titles

P.omph.rt ir o froditionol port
of McGrrgor Sowicr . , . or wll ot:

o EXPERIENCE
e TRAINED PERSONNEL
o FINANCIAL STABILIW
o AMPLE FACILITIES
o RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT

Ar dtrrecljv. btehun ie
oioiloblc lor thc o*ing.

,ilouNl.ttotHS, ltuNolt atot{

We've been doing it
for lOO years...
serving libraries

For a full century Stechert-Hafner, Inc.
has been providing libraries with full
subscription service for all forcign and
domestic periodicals, continuations, and
books in series.
Whether your library needs an obscure
journal from somewhere in India or the
latest issue of Lile, we guarantee prompt
delivery.
A Customer Service Staff is on hand to
treat each customer individually.
Backed up by an Electronic Data Proces-
s ing System, wi th i ts  ever expanding
bank of title information, our service is,
in 1972, comprehensive enough to in-
clude all types of libraries.
To see how subscription service from
Stechert-Hafner, Inc. can work for you,
write for our brochure.

STECHERT-HAFNER, INC.
A CCM CoEDetry

Seruing l ibraries since 1872
31 East loth Stnet, NewYort, N.Y. 1(xlo3

Branch off ices and agents
thrcughout th€ world

Telephone: 212-67G6210

. 286

ilEARlY 2000
coRE c0L1Ecil01l
RTPRIIfi TIIUS

PIUS:
. original lrade books

o lape cassettes
.large plint editions

o microfiche
All this and no gimmicks...

iust good service trom the
I i b r ary -o r i ented pu bl lsher.

BOOKS FOR. LIBMRIES*
5o Lirberty rttnr, Freeport, f',hil\6rk I ti2o

(516) 379 9270

For Catalogs, write or Call Collect
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. . . because you pay less when you are a Baker
& Taylor  customer.  Any type of  book or  edi-
t ion,  i t  doesn' t  matter-you get  the most
compet i t ive discounts in the industry.  So the
money you save can be used to buy extra
books-very important  in these days of  h igher
prices and tighter budgets.

Would you like proof of the savings we offer?

Just send us a copy of a r€cent order filled by
another source. Mask out the prices i f  you l ike,
and ask us to give you a computer print-out of
our prices, book by book. Then you' l l  see how
many more books you can get {or the same
dollars-at Baker & Taylor.
No obl igation, of course. Address your nearest
Baker & Taylor division.

EASTERN DIVISION
SOMERVILLE.  NEW JERSEY 08876
50 Kirby Avenue, Telephoner 201-722-8000
N.Y. City Telephonet 212-227-A47O

TheBaker&Taylor9o.
MIDWEST DIVISION WESTERN DIVISION
MOMENCE,  ILL INOIS 60954 RENO,  NEVADA 89502
Gladiola Avenue 380 Edison Way
r eleohonet gl5-47 2-2444 Te lephone: 7 O2-7 86-67 0O
Chicago Tel: 3L2-641-3233

New Books Inspection Center 5820 Wilshire Blvd., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90036
Te leDhone: 2L3-93A-2925

SOUTH/ SOUTHWEST
CLARKSVILLE, TEXAS 75426
Industrial Park
TeleDhone: 274-427 -3811
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"Fundamentally, the ttsants of any li-
brary's users are easily stated. They
want uthat they zDAnt-nou)." If you
sometimes hatse trouble meeting these
roants, here is a little help from a friend

Daniel Melcher, who spent twenty-one
years with the R. R. Bowker Company
(where he initiated Books ih Print, etc.)
has been a leading figure in the publish-
ing world and a lifelong borrower of
books from libraries. From these two
points of view, he applies his common
sense, wit, business acumen, and knowl-
edge of all aspects of publishing, to the
problems of library acquisition. He of-
fers no pre-packaged solutions but has
many praciical suggestions for ways to
dust off time-hallowed procedures, tell
good suppliers from bad, cope with the
bid process, fight city hall and L.C. cards,
keep computers in their place, buy serials
and paperbacks, and much, much more.
Certainly one of the most provocative
and entertaining books on this subiect-
and one of the most helpful.
ISBN o-838e-0108-s (197't) $s.OO

5O E. Huron 5t.
Chicago,lll. ooorr

Technical Seraices

American Library AscociaHon
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The name of FrancesNeel Cheney
is a distinguishecl one in
contemporary American

librnrianship. Mem,ber of the
Reference and Subscription Books
Reaieu Committee of ALA,zuriter

of amonthly column on current
ref erence books /or Wilson Library
Bulletin, professor at The Peabod,y

School of Library Science,
she is supremely well qualified

to write this book.

REFERENCE SOURCES
FRANCES NEELCHENEY

FUNDAMENTAL REFERENCE SOURCES provides an intro-
duction to selected sources of bibliographical, biographical, linguis-
tic, statistical, and geographical information, and offers detailed
suggestions for effective use of these sources in selection, acquisition,
and cataloging of library collections.

As a textbook in library school courses, or in day-to-day use by
librarians, FUNDAMENTAL REFERENCE SOURCES is an in-
dispensable handbook, in the tradition of Shores' Basic Reference
Sources-now out of print-and of Winchell's Guide to Relerence
Boohs.
rsBN 0-8389-0081-X (1971) $8.50

AMERICAN LIBMRY ASSOCIATION
50 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 6061I






